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' I ' 

P R E FACE TO TH E R E-PR I NT 

The first edition of this book was published on th� 1 5th of 
October 1 979, and the last copy was sold on the 1 5th of January 
1980. There is � persistent demand that a· cheaper second re� print 
should be published and this' publication is in compliance with 
that demand. 

While writing the first edition I was conscious of the fact that it 
would raise some controversial issues. This has turned out to be ' ' I : • ' ' 

true. There have been adverse or favourable comments in journals 
and newspapers. But the strangest thing is that an Anjunian under 
the chairmanship of a quondam Unionist should have passed a Reso
lution demandil1gthat the book be banned and its publishers punished 
on the ground· that I had defa�ed the QmHd-i-Azam. None of the .· 
persons who spoke on the subject or sponsored the resolution had 
read or understood the book.· I had ·had the closest -relations with 
the Quaid-i-Azam since long before Partition and deep respect for 
him. Si�gl�handed he, brought into being the largest Muslim State 
in the world.. And I h�d made his speech, of 1 1th August 1947 the 
starting, po�nt of my book.. . I did so because that important speech, 
from which �e 1;1ever retracted, is now being shelved or deliberately 
ov�rlooked. Those who wish to examine · my relations . with him 
may read an article in the Al-¥a'arif of November-Depember 1976 
published by the Institute of Islamic Culture. 

I had expressed the belief that in Nizam-i-Mustafa 'there was 
· no .conception of p'olitical parties or or

' 
democracy 'as it is practised 

today; and I still adhere to that view. But ''Islam'' has something 
mortr to it than 'a mere form of 'government or stoning to death dr' 
amputation of liinbs t\s a canonical punis�ent for certain crimes. 
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vi From. Jinnah to Zia 
Democracy has other values-liberty, fraternity, equality, toleration 
and social justice, all of which are also principles of Islam. These 
values reached Europe through eastern and Spanish Islam and while 
the inhuman punishments were still being inflicted there during the 
days of the Inquisition, these values reached America through the 
French philosophers. And this is the brightest thread in the skein 
of history. 

Democracy as a form of government or a modified form of it 
is practised in most countries of Europe and the USA and in India 
which is the largest democracy in, the world. Pakistan was . born 
as a result of the democratic process and democracy was tried in our 
country and for reasons to be explained presently, failed completely 
to take roots .. 11r. Jansen, who .has held different assignments ip 
1 6  different Arab countries and is now the correspondent of the 
Economist in Levant, · in his book 'Militant Islam', 1979 refers at 
page 136 to a statement by Khan Liaquat Ali Khan, the first Prime 
Minister of Pakistan in which he says: 

"The. investment . of power in the people eliminated any danger 
of the establishment of theocracy., Many persons who use the word 
theocracy in the �ame breath as the polity .. of Pakistan are either 
labouring under a grav� misaprehension or indulging in mischievous 
propaganda." 

. Jansen remarks "that since then Pakistanis have been the most 
fervent critics of any linking of the idea of a Muslim or Islamic State' 
with Theocracy but this was begun by its first two leaders ." It is 
not dear, however, whether this speech was made before or after 
the Objectives Resolution. Nor does he make any reference to the 
context in which the statement was made. ' There is, however, no 
reason to doubt the accuracy of Jansen's statement and it is thus 
clear that Liaquat Ali Khan also was not in favour of Pakistan 
becoming a theocratic state. 

General Muhammad Zia-ul-Haq has introduced certain Islamic 
provisions and has amended the. Constitution: to give it. _an Islamic 
b,ias. Chairman Maq of China once rightly s�id that political 
power flows from the b,arrel of a gun, · and whether w� like it or not� 
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Preface to the Re-print vii 

the man with the gun is either a dictator or an autocrat. In a 
country where democracy has been talked of since its establishment 
and has also been tried albeit unsuccessfully the people have become 
p.)litically conscious and the man with the gun is a transient pheno
menon. So we are still faced with the question: "What next?" 

. General Muhammad Zia-ul-Haq, while taking . over . the ad
ministration of the country in his hands, had said on 5th July 1979: 

"The Army take over is never a pleasant task because the armed 
forces of Pakistan genuinely want the administration of the country 
to remain in the hands of representatives of the people who are its 
real masters. The people exercise this right through their elected 
representatives who are chosen in every democratic country through 
periodic elections" .  

"I want to  make i t  absolutely clear that I have neither any 
ambition nor does the army want to be det�acted from the profession 
of soldiering. 1 was obliged to step in to fill in the vacuum created 
by the political parties. I have accepted the challenge as a ttue 
soldier of Islam. My sole aim is to organise free and fair elections, 
which would be held in Oct()l--:�r, Jhis year (1977). Soon after the 
polls·, power will be transferred to th(i elected representatives of the 
people. · I give a solemn assurance that I will not deviate fro1p. this 
schedule. During the next three months I would not like to qissipate 
my energies as Chief Martial Law Administrator on anything alse". 
"But I genuinely feel that the survival of this country lies in demo
cracy and democracy alone." 

The Supreme· Court in Begam Nusrat Bhutto's Case remarked : 
"The· Court would like . to state in clear terms that it has ·found it 
possible to validate the extra-constitutional action of the Chief 
·Martial Law Administrator not only for the reason that he stepped 
in to save the country at a time of grave national crisis and consti• 
tutional break-down but also because of the solemn pledge given by 
him that the period of constitutional deviation shall be of as short a 
duration as possible and that during all this period all his' �nergies 
shall be directed towards creating conditions conducive to the holding 
of free and fair elections leading to the restoration of democratic rule 
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viii 'From Jinnah to Zia 

in accordance with the dictates of · the Constitution. The Coutt 
therefore expects the Chief Martial Law Administrator to redeem 
the pledge which must be

. 
construed in the nature of a inahdate from 

the people of Pakistan who have, by and large, willingly accepted 
his administration as the interim Government of Pakistan." 

More than two and a halfyear have passed and there is no sign 
of elections: The causes for the delay have been : First the banning 
of Political parties' activities,. req�iring them to register themselves· 
and ,to render accounts . of .their funds, failing which they rendered 
themselves Hf,lble to disqualification ;  and the promulgation of Shariat 
·Benches and other Islamic Laws in exercise of the powers which, 
according to the General were given to him by the judgement of tlw 

· Supreme Co�rt. 
. " 

�econdly, three events of great importance have since occurred : 

{1)  The·occupation of the Kaba (2) the burning of the Ameri
can Embassy at Islamabad and the attempt to burn the American 
.Consulate at' Lahore, ·and · (3) "The occupation of Afghanistan by 
Russia. · , . . 

I • · • • • 

The Kaba was occupied by about 300
. A�med Men on 2 1 st 

November, for reasons which have not yet been explained. The 
occupants were Saudi Arabian, Egyptians, Kowatian, and the 
Yemenites. They also includ�d women'and children a�d remained 
in possession for a full fortnight, �hen the S�udi .. Arabian for�es 
succeeded in arresting them. 

' 
They were tried in accordance with a 

fatwa of the Ulama on January 8, 1980 and'63 of them
. 
were executed 

and the others .were sentenced to · imprisonment Two women 
were sent to "Women's Homes". Khomeini had made a statement� 
on ·hearing that Kaba was occupied,· that it' was the work · of the 
Am�ricans. Accordingly the American Embassy was surrounded 
by mobs notably students, and one American and four Pakistani 
Gu�rds were !Piled in the .9ccurrence. ·Fifty•one Americans were 
held. as hostages by the students. A similar· thing · happened at 
La�ore but the Consulate was not fully burnt, though some parts 
of, it :Were damaged· and · some things wer� · . stolen. No hostages 
were held in .Lahore.. . America pulled out all it� personnel from the 
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Preface to the Re-prim ix 

Consulate, with the exception of a skeleton staff .and stopped all ·aid 
to Pakistan. · But the most important event was the occupation of 
Afghanistan by the Russians. ·The Russian soldiers are stationed 

aU along the Border, particularly along the Irani Border. More 
than 6 lac people left Afghanistan and came over to Pakistan and 
the Government. is spending I 5 M�llion ·Rupees on their · upkeep. 
Political observers think that the Russian Occupation of Afghanistan 
is not an occupation of Afghanistan only but. their ultim�te aim is 

· to obtain access to the Arabia� Sea and occupy. oil producing states 
in the :Persian Gulf, through Baluchistan. This is a· very serious 
matter for Pakistan and we should be prepared to meet this threat. 
Strange are the ways of politics and politi(!ians. America which on 
the burning of its Embassy in Pakistan had pulled out its sta.ffand had 
stopped all aid to Pakistan is now willing to help Pakistan against 
a possible invasion by Russians. China, America, Britain �nd a 
few other countries of Europe have llromised help to. ·Pakistan; 
but India sees a danger in it to itself. It is not prepared like the 
other countries of the world, to deqounce Russia for naked aggres
sion. , Mrs� Gandhi's proposal that all Asian countries shOl.Jld 
meet together t.o.discuss the Afghanistan issue is of no value'because 
of the impossibility of their reaching a unanimous decision. 

In Iran there is no orderly Government although Khomeini 
Q.as promi�ed equal

. 
rights to all �ranians. The position there . is as 

co,nfused as· wh.e� Khomeini came to power. There has recently been 
an uns�ccessful attempt at a coup d'etat bu� those who attempted 
it, like others who differ from him, had to pay for ft with their lives. 
The· question of hostages held in the Atl1erican Embassy in Tehran 
is · coride�ned, except by s<?me Muslim countries; · by almost the 
whole· world as well as by. International Court ·of Justice but 
Khomeirii is not moved by it. He insists on the delivery of the 
Shah and restoration of all his wealth to Iran. Sanctions against 
Iran have been withdrawn and America h�,s agreed to th� trial of 
the Shah in Tehrfln, by a commission of five persons of different 
nationalities: Th�; 

.commission however, is not being permitted to 
inte�iew the hostages and thei� . . fat� hangs in the balanCe .. 

Involved in these·· complexities are elections. in Pakistan. ' 
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X From. Jinnah to Z ia 

Pakistan has acquired all of a sudden a strategic position and has 
become the world's most sensitive point. Its integrity and solidarity 
have been put in jeopardy.· This may lead to a nuclear war or the 
pressure of the world opinion may prevail and Russia may pull out 
its 100,000 troops from Afghanistan. 

On the question of democratic Government in Pakistan opinions 
differ� Some. call .it Islamic e.g. Mr. S. M. Zaffar and Maulana 
Abdul Sattar Niazi and the parties that form the Pakistan National 
Alliance ; others hold, including myself, that it �oes not accord with , 
the Nizam-i-Mustafa. Iqbal held the Turkish Republic by elections 
as the result of ijtihad. Pakistan being next door neighbour to be 
Afghanistan is deeply interested in confining Russian influence in 
Afghanistan, and Mr. Brezhneff has assured Pakistan that it will 
not interfere in its affairs. But the word of politicians is not to be 
trusted ; on on.e ground or another they can change their attitude. 
What do the Russians gain from their action in Afghanistan? Some 
fruit, wool and rocks. The present Russian Aggression has been 
denounced by practically the whole world except India. One of the 
Communist countries, Rumania has condemned it. The United 
Nations General Assembly . has almost unanimously spoken 
against it. 

Th� Security Council on ·14th January met behind closed doors 
to consider the question of sanctions against Iran for its h<;>lding 
American Embassy personnel as hostages. But Russia is bound to 
Veto the resolution if it is ever put before it. 

General Muhammad Zia-ul-Haq is bent upon reforming Society · 

and with that object is seeking honest and God fearing men who 
enjoy the public confidence. But the pious men for which he is 
looking are a r.are commodity in Pakistan. Therefore sooner or 
later he will have to restore democracy in Pakistan. 

Democracy has not received a fair trial in this country. Most. 
of the persons who were entrusted with its trial wete Civil Servants 
�ho looked at the experiment with a bureaucratic eye·. The Quaid-i
Azam who due to his illness could not attend to Administration, 
particularly because of the unanticipated influx of refugees, and his . 
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Preface to the Re-print xi 

right hand man, ,Khan Liaquat Ali Khan w;ho was assassinated were, 
among others two of the politicians who had a chance of showing 
their democratic outlook. Others were Mr. Suhrawardy, Mr. 
Chundrigar, Malik Feroz Khan Noon and Mr. · Bhutto who ruled 
like an autocrat and by invoking Emergency power managed 
himself to ·be a' Dict�tor. They were in power for about 1 1  years 
out of a total period of 33 years of Pakistan's existence. The longest 
spell was e.njoyed by Mr. Bhutto Who remained in the saddle for 
7 years. They worked for periods, interspersed by the Martial 
Law. Mr. Chundrigar and Malik Feroz Khan Noon were there, 
each for a period of less than one year, the former having only two 
or three months spell. 

The rest of the period of 33 years was occupied by Civil Servants 
like Ghulam Muhammad, Sikander Mirza or Muhammad Ali or by 
the Army Generals like Muhammad Ayub Khan, General Yahya 
Khan and now General Muhammad Zia-ul-Haq. Thus politicians 
have had little chance of working democracy. 

In these circumstances democracy can hardly be blamed as not 
being a suitable form of Government for Pakistan. In modern · 

times it is not . correct to say that Islam knows no political parties. 
The world has gone ahead and to assert that the conception of 
political parties is foreign to Islam has beconie outdated. Islam has 
great assimilative powers and even if there was no representative 
Governmeqt in Nizam-i-Mustafa, it 'can be deduced from its 
power to assimilate. The power in the hand of one man, though 
with the support of the Army, can only be a temporary phenomenon. 
General Mohammad Zia-ul-Haq agrees with this view as is clear 
from. his statement of 5th July, 1977. Sooner or later he will have 
to restore power to the people, which they will exercise in the 
·manner indicated by him. The Supreme Court found it possible to 
justify his action of 5th July on that basis. 

Everi K.homeini, whatever view one may take of his other actions, 
has completed elections of the President and the first phase of the 
elections for the seats of the Majlis though there have been 
complaints of electoral fraud and irregularities · to inquire into 
which a commission has been appointed. And if Iran which is an 
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xii From Jinnah to Zia 
IslamicState, where. conditions are more disturbed, can hold elections 
why cannot Pakistan ?  In Iraq, too, elections have been ordered for 
250 seats of the National Assembly to complete the democratisation 
of the revolutionary principles of Arab Baath Socialist Party. 

In an interview with "India Today" (reported in the Pakistan 
Times of March 1) General Muhammad Zia-ul-Haq said that the 
conception of political parties was foreign to Islam, that he believes 
in democracy · lOO p.c., and that democratic government has to be 
something on the pattern of the Western countries.' This accords 
with the opinion expressed in this book that in Nizam-i-Mustafa 
there were no political · parties and democracy has to be borrowed 

. from the West, Islam having great assimilative powers. 
The following . is a reproduction of that interview : · 

Q. · Yoll were to hold elections in November last year-. 
'· Do · you ·really believe that democracy should . be restored. 

in Pakistan ? 
A. Yes I believe 100 p.c. in democracy as it is enshrined in 

Isla�. Islam is most democratic. It gives you the most 
democratic system. 

· 

Q. Does that mean that whenc;wer you restore de111:ocracy, 
you are thin�ipg . of what is dictated in the Holy Quran ? .  

A. Nothing is laid .down (in the Quran). Principles are laid. · 

down. , There is no format, that we will have to take down; 
that format has to be something on the. pattern of that · 

which has been adopted by the Western countries whether 
you have the Presidential or· the Parlia,mentary form;·· It 
is a method of election. You .should · select the best man. 
In selecting the best man the �riteria is that he sl,J.ould be a 
practising Muslim and there should be no doubt regardhtg 
his sincerity, i.Q.tegrity and honesty . . These·are two aspects 
and the third one is that · never trust the man who seeks 

. offi�e. . 
Q.  Have ·�ou any dead line ? · 

A. Within . the next couple of years, we SQOUld be able . to 
start. 
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Preface to the Re�print 

Q. Have you any plan to retire? 

xiii 

A. Yes I should have gone home under the Rules. But for 
this I have no option,-! shall have to give ·myself an 
extension. 

Q. Apart from your President's role, you have . to leave that 
and get to the others? 

A. As long as Martial Law remains I cannot legally. I derive 
all my powers by being the Chief of Army Staff. If 
I give that .UP then I am nobody. 

As the election, as directed by the Supreme Court, have to be 
hela under the. 1973 Constitution, General Muhammad Zia�ul•Haq 
will be hard put to searching for saints who are practising Muslims, 
are sincere and honest, whose integrity is beyond question and who 
do not seek office. Will he be able to find such men for 660 seats of 
the National Assembly and the Provincial Assembly?. .He will be 
lucky indeed if, due to economic pressure and inflation, he can get 
100 men of this type . 

. Nowhere has General Muhammad Zia-ul-Haq attributed the 
delay in election to the grave conditions created by the Russian 
occupation of Afghanistan. Russia occupied Kabul on 29th 
December, 1 979 and elections which were to be held on November 
1 7, 1979, were cancelled much earlier, without saying whether they 
would ·be held at ·all or not. 

39-Gulberg V, Lahore 
2nd April , 1980 

M. MUNIR 
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PREFACE 

· This book does not claim to be a history of Pakistan ; it is ·con
cerned ·with a part of that history, namely, the ideological and ,geo
graphical changes, in Pakistan .. ·Its aim is to show ·how- from the 
Secularism of Quaid-i�Aza�, Muhammad Ali · Jinnah, the State ha.s 
drafted into t�e hands of �n prthodox element which claims that they 
will make Pakistan.a to,t�ny· Islaniic ·state, as it was in· the <Jays of 
Nizam-i•Mustafa� 

· . . 
:,. ! 

There can be no doubt that. Jinnah. was a secularist and· against 
theocracy. In his. speech · to , the Constituent Assembly on 11th 
A1.1gllst 1947, he had given a picture of Pakistan which· was nothing 
short of a secular·s.tate .in which Muslims .and non.;.Muslims could 
live together and he its citizens, with equaJ r1ghts of citizenship, and 
that religion, would be .a private affair of. the individual, having 
nothing to do ,w�th the aq�inistr.a�lon of the State. 

He died on 11th September 194� and six months after his death� 
Khan Liaqat Ali Khan� the Prime Minister, introduced iri the Consti.; 
tuent Assembly a Resolution,- ·called the Objectives Resolution, · 

. which was quite contrary· to1the'·Quaid-i-Azam's conception of the 
State. The non-Muslims complained against it saying that in the 
State envisaged. by that Resolution their position would be that . of 
Zimmis, contrary to what · the. Quaid-i-Azam had declared. BUt 
since they :were in a minority and Liaqat Ali Khan wo"ld not change 

his stand, they walked out of the Assembly and ·the Resolution- was 
pa.ssed. 
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xvi From Jinnah to Zia 

The present political parties, each of which, except·the Muslim.· 
League, was opposed to the establishment of Pakistan and given it. 

· indescribably vulgar names came to Pakistan, leaving 4 crores of 
Muslims in India 'to their fate. These parties were the Ahrarr the 
J amaat.,;i-Islami, the Deobandis, the Brelvis, and the Ahli�Hadis. On 
the strength of the Objectives Resolution they made the . A�madis 
as their first target, and demanded them ·to be declared a minority. 
A council of action 'Yas formed which drafted an ultimatum for the 
Pri.qle Minister, Khawaja Nazimuddin, that if the Ahmadis were 
not declared non-Muslims, they would resort to direct action. 
Ahmadis' property was destroyed· and burnt and many Ahmadis 
were killed. The Council of Action met Khawaja Nazimuddin and 
presented th'e ultimatum to him. The Khawaja found himself con
fronted with a difficult situation but realizing . his responsibility for 
maintaining law and order, he ordered the arrest of members of the 
Council, and declared Martial Law in Lahore where the situation 
had got completely out of control of the Civil auth9rities . After' 

the withdrawal bf Martial Law a public inquiry was ordered into the 
causes of the. disturb,ances! And an inquiry court was set up of 
which I· was nominated as the Chairman and my friend Mr. Justice 
Kayan.i its member. After the report of the inquiry committee was 
presented to. the Government the demand for an Islamic State receded . -
and the Ulama we.te thrown in the background. Nothing was heard 
of th� ideology of Pakistan and Islamic State for a long period, n..ot 
until 1 962 when a member of the Jamaat-i-Islami �e.fined the 
ideology of Pakistan as Islam. In the meantime another everit of 
great . importance had· oc�urred. The · Governor-General, Ghulam 
Muhammad had dissolved the Co�stituent As.sembly and the resuit 
of the crisis. was that the Federal Court in Yusuf Patel's case ordered 
the recalling of a new Constituent Assembly, on the lines on which 
the dissolved Assembly was chosen. , . 

Mr. Muhammad Ali, the Jeader of the new Assembly, prepared 
the ·first Constitution . . of Pakistan, and·· became the,. first Prime 
Minister under the new Constitlltion. In the new Constitution , 
the State was. named the Islamic. Republic of Pakistan.·. He also · 
appointed a Commission to bring the laws in conformity with the 
injunctions as set out in th� Quran and Sunnah, to be given I�gislative 
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Preface xvii 
effect -by the National Assembly;  but the Assembly was .not bound 
to do so. Mr. Muhammad Ali's Prime Ministership lasted from 
August 1 1 , 19.55 toSeptember 13, 1 956. 

The Muslim League had suffered a crushing defeat in the 1954 
elections at the hands of the United Front, consisting of the Awami 
League and the Krishak Sramik Parties. In ·the West �akistan 
the Republican Party had appeared under the ·leadership of Dr. 
Khan Sahib, the brother of Abdul Ghaffar Khan; the Sirhadi Gandhi. 
Neither in the manifesto of the Awami Leag

.
ue nor in . that of 

Krishak Sramik Party, was there any reference to Islam or the Qurari 
. 

and Sunt;tah, and Dr. I<:han Sahib was a secularist by conviction; 
Mr. Muhammad Ali's .Islamic State and his Islamic Commis�ion 
therefore remained a dead letter. 

· Skipping over the regim� of Suhrawardy, Chundrigar and 
Malik Fer9z Khan Noon, we come to Ayub Khan's time. Ayub 
was a broad minded man but he had no garty of his own. His speech 
at Darul Ulum, Tando AIIah-Yar Khan, and his other references 
to Islam represent his conception of Islam. If he had a party of his 
own way of thinking, the history of Pakistan would have been 
different but not having a party of his ow'n he called. a convention 
of the Muslim League at Karachi and became its member. He had 
oinitted the word "Islamic" from the name of the State and there 
were no fundamental rights in his Constitution but under pressure 
of the orthodox members he had to soon restore them. His Martial 
Law regime lasted for a, long time. Ultimately, on the aut�ority 
given to him by the basic damocrats, he gave a Constitution to�he 
country in 1962. The above �entioned incidents of the omission of 
'Islamic' from the name of the State, the omission of Fundamental 
rights, and ·his Convention . of the ·Muslim League �t Karachi relate · 

to when the Constitution of 1 962 came into force. In the preamble 
to that Constitution he had referr�_d to Islamic principles of equality, 
justice and tolerance. 

Mr. · Bhutto having served for 8 years under Ayub, res'igned or 
was driven out. He foun.ded the Pakistan Peoples Party with Islam 
as the din of the party and a socialistic programme for his economic 
policies. He raised agitation against Ayub Khan and his polic��s; 
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xviii From Jiltnah to Zia 
with the result that·Ayub who had suffered two heart attacks had to 
abdicate and transfer power to the Chi�f of the Army' Staff, General 
Yahya Ali Khan. In the demonstrations· and processions against 
Ayub by, the Peoples Party vulgar and indescribable slogans were 
raised an� the Peoples. Party had rendered government impossible . 

Yahya proclaimed Martial Law and himself assumed the office 
of Chief Martial Law Administrator. As. he had dissolved West 
Pakistan into its , four constituents , and- ordered elections on the 
basis of one-man one-vote, thenumber of members of the National 
Assemb_Iy and the Provincial Assembly in East Pakistan, which was 
a majority province, was much larger than that of all the Provinces 

.. of.West Pakistan. But the elections held unde.r the new system were 
· the fairest ever held in Pakistan. 

The result of the elections was that in · East·Pakistari, Mujib who 
was the leader of the Awami Party won almost all the seats whil� in 
West Pakistan Mr. Bhutto swept the poles� Yahya·had prom_ulgated 
a Legal Frame Work Order in which It was stated that since 
Pakistan was won in the name of Islam, Pakistan ideology had to be 
preserved in the Constitution which was to _be made by the National 
Assembly within 120 days. .Then came· the· war of 1 971. Mujib 
had been preaching Bangladesh· nationalism and would ·not budge 
from his six points · which, if given . effect to, would have · dissolved 
Pakistan. The Mukti Bahni and the Bengal Rifles mutinied an<j 
started killing · Beharis who we.re non-Bengalis. To suppress this 
mutiny� Yahya sent forces from West Pakistan. · The forces acted in 
such a manner that East Pakistanis began to· flee to India as refugees. 
India ·sent her own forces to East Pakistan hn the plea: that this large 
influx of refugees was straining · its economy and. declared war on 
Pakistan. ·. The result was a disgraccfui s.urrerider . ..of Pakistan army 
-to the joint comma:nd of India and Bangladesh� · Bangladesh declared 
its independence and one of the ·Ministers of Bangladesh declared that 
religion had been banished for eyer from the collective life of the 
new State. Thus. Islam proyed to be too ,tenuous . a bond to keep 
Ea&�, Pakistan . and West Pakistan together. 

, In West Pakistan ·Bhutto was declared the Prime Minister, .ha vhig 
ii�it- been sworn i.ti a_s ,the Chief Martial Law Administrator by Yahya 
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Preface xix 

himself. Ne�r the end of. his rule, he passed an prohibition Act, 
banned gambling and races and declared Friday to be . the· weekly 
holiday. By an amendment of ,the Constitution he' declared Ahmadis 
to be a non�Musli.m minority. All this was done with a political 
motive��o, gain support from or ,be popular with the people. 

Elections were held in West Pakistan in 1977.' ·Nine political 
parties,. the PNA, had combined to oppose Bhutto,, but he· won the 
elections, the PNA having opposed Bhutto with Nizam-i-M:ustafa as 
their slogan . l;here were .. proc.essions ap4 d�monstrations and the 
.situation d�teriorated to this extent · .  that. ultimately General 
Muhammad Zia-ul-Haq, .the Chief qf the atmy staff, on ·5th July 
1 .977 had to step in, declare. Martial Law, and take the administration 
of the State in his. own hands� Bhutto was tried. for murder and 
has since been· found guilty, sen�en�ed, to de�th and the sentence 
has been executed. 

General Muhamrriad Zia-ul-Haq is .a firm believer in Islam, but 
he is not a theologian. He took four parti�s of PNA in· his cabinet, 
and while they were there, at their instance he promulgated some 
measures which he understood to be Islamic. But some of them . are 
contrary to the plain terms of the Quran e.g� his prohibition Ordinance 
which punishes possession, consumptiop. etc. of all spirituous liquors, 

. is against the Hanafi belief, based on Quranic injunctions, provided 
they are drunk in a moderate quantity or as medicine. 

He has punished adultery by stoning to death whereas.the Quran 
prescribes 100 stripes for the offence of adultery (Surat-ul-Nur, xxiv, 
verse 2). He· ,has also prescribed punishment for theft as the 
amputation of right hand from the elbow which is again contrary 
to Quran, as verse 38 of Surat-ul-Maidah is qualified by the next 
succeeding verse 39 which says "but whoso repenteth after his 
wrong doing and amendeth, Lo Allah will relent towards him. Lo 
Allah is Forgiving, Merciful." 

Haraba, which comes from the word (harab) means war. General 
Zia has punished by cutting of the hand and foot on opposite ·sides 
of those who fight against Allah and his Messenger. In awarding 
punishment he has ignored verse 34 of Surat-ul-Maidah "save those 
who rep.ent before ye overpower them. For know that Allah is 
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XX From Jinnah to Zia 

Forgiving, Merciful".- This verse creates an exception 'in favour of 
those who repent before they .are powered, that is, who cease fighting 
against Allah and liis Messenger and repent, meaning thereby they 
embrace Islam. Such persons cannot be punished at all. 

He has amended the Constitution by making the Shariat Benches 
Order a part of it. But analysed· the Shariat Benches jurisdiction 
is very much limited; all important laws having been excluded from 
their jurisdiction. , 

These laws were passed when the PNA was taken in the cabinet 
and are undoubtedly their production. So the next result is tha:t 
parties who opposed the creation of Pakistan were, by a srtange 
quirk of history, placed in a position where they could destroy the 
Quaid-i-Azam's conception of Pakistan and. could give to the 
country a set of laws which are directly opposed to the Quran. 
According to Quran, Allah· is Forgiving and Merciful but in the 
.Order and the Ordinance promulgated, there is not a trace of His 
Forgiveness and Mercifulness. 

39 Gulberg. V� 
Lahore. 
August 8th.l979. 

Muhammad Munir 
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Chapterl' 

INCUBATI ON P E R I OD 

· I ,' I ' . � 1r '-
In th�, third de . .cade of the 20th Century,· Rahmat Ali, an 

ot�erwise unknown student of the <;:ambridg� University, .cojned 
the word '�Pakistan"�. In his optimi�m of Muslim brotherhood and 
unity but forgetting earlier episodes in Muslim history, inducting 
that of; the Muslim rule in India, he ur�ed that the Punjab, Afghanis
tan, (N. W. Frcmtier), Kas�ir, Sindh and Balu.chistan with an 
almost exdusive , or preponderating )\1uslim population should be 
united in a separate Muslim state. Therefor� taki.qg the first letter 
from the names of. these territories (P. from, .:flunjab,. A . .from 
Afghanistan, (N. W. Frontier), K. frop1 l(�shmir,. �- from .Sindh 
,an,d the last three letters frolll Balu.chista�) he suggested the. union 
of these territories in a new' state . .called. Pakistan. Thus he .came 

• I • ' ' 
, , • , . • '  . . ·' '

.
' , I .. . \ I ' ' 

·' to fame when under. the name suggested by him Pakistan appeared 
on the �orld map on the ·midnight of 14th August, 1947. · But this 
w�s �ot'a'state as . he had .conceived it.

· 
oilly' a portkm of the ·

·P�njab. was included' in Pakistan·; Kashmir, preponderating Muslim, 
did n�t accede to Pakistan and the eastern zone of the' .country which .
had a' Muslim majority and which. �as' indud'ed in' ·Pakistan, was not 
a part of his dream . 
. ' Earlier · Allama . Iq bal in the .course· of his. presidential address 

to the Muslim League in 1930 had suggested a Muslim state · .com
prising the preponderatingly Muslim areas in the north-west ·of 
India;· · Ev{m in this speech there was no reference to the Muslim 
majority areas in the east of India. 
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2 From Jinnah to Zia 

At the time Rahmat Ali coined the word Pakistan there was in 
the air not only the question. of granting_ self-government to India 
but also the question of the Muslims' position in that government. 
The Simon Commission had been flagged out of India and neither 
of the two Round Table Conferences h�ld in India had. produced 
any unanimity or tangible result. But the question of the Muslims' 
·position, if power was transferred to India, had come to the 
forefront. 

After some 700 years of Muslim rule in India, ·signs of decay 
of the Moghal Empire had appeared after Aurangzeb. Earlier 
efforts of the union of Muslims and Hindus had been tried and 
failed. Akbar the Great's 'Din-i-Ilahi' had died with his death. 
Guru Nanak's idea of the unity of God and his effort to bring Hindus 
and Muslims together had merely produced a militan� class opposed 
to Muslim Rule. Earlier Kabir's teachings in the time of Sikandar 
Lodhi that · outer symbols of religion meant nothing and that God . 
is one whether you call him Allah or Rama makes no difference, 

. and that idolatry and caste are oniy symbols and that truth lies in the 
heart and reveals itself in love, did not bring Hindus and Muslims 
together. But Budhan,·a·Brahman, who like Kabir was the member 
of Bhakti and followed Kabir's teachings had died because the Ulama 
giving him the choice of embracing Islam or death, he preferred to 
die· than become a Muslim� · 

After Akbar,. with the exception of Jehangir, Shahjahan ·and 
Aurangzeb, the Moghal dynasty had pr�duced mete nin-compOops. 
J'he peacock throne was there but it was merely . a symbol of· pas·t 
majesty and grandeur. Sikhs. and Marhattas. had raised their ugly 
heads and were a constant source of trouble and anxiety. And then 
came the Mutiny of 1857, of which the British. considered Bah,adur� 
Shah Zafar as the head, though he was no more than a puppet in · 
others' hands. 

After the Mutiny of 1857, the British Crown took the govem
.ment of the country in its own· hands in 1858 and. the British. states:
tnen began to think of the ultimate destiny of India. One school, 
consisting principally of retired British bureaucrats, thought that 
India, the brightest jewel in the ;British Crown, should be held per-
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Incubation Period 3 

manently and governed firmly and strictly. The second school 
was of'a completely opposite view. The statesmen belonging to this 
group thought that Britain's  finest day in India would be when 
power 'was peacefully transferred to a free India. The third school 
which was in a majority was of the view that changes in. administra
tion were unavoidable, bl.J.t they should be introduced gradually and 
with caution. A few years before 1 854 John Bright had asked: -

"How long does England propose 'to govern India. But be it 
50 or 100 or 500 years, does any man with the smallest glimmering 
of common sense believe that so great a country, with its 20 different 
languages, can ever be bound up and . consolidated into one 

. . compact and enduring empire? I believe such a thing utterly 
impossible. "  ("Speeches of John Bright") 

After the banishment of Bahadur Shah Zafar, the last Moghal 
Emperor, the Muslims felt a sense of loss. They retained their 
superiority complex and could not accept what had happened with 
an easy conscience nor could they find themselves willing to adapt 
themselves to the change that had come about. They had been 
rulers and soldiers and very few of them had taken to trade or 
professions. As against this the Hindus welcomed the change which 
had put an end to 700 years of foreign rule. They did not mind 
if one foreign rule was replaced by. another alien rule. The memory 
of 700 years rule by Muslims was rankling .in their heart. The 
Muslims who consisted one · fourth of the population were still 
untouchable, to be despised and hated. The. Hindu, despite his 
caste system, has a remarkable capacity for adaptability. In the 
Moghal times they had learnt Persian and there were still some 
fari:lilies among them who could till quite recently write, · read and 
understand Persian: But when Persian was replaced by English as 
the official language . and three"" Presidency Colleges were founded 
they learnt English · as avidly as. they had learnt Persian, with the 
result that · they easily found post� of clerks and higher posts in the 
new administration. But the Muslims could not get over their 
superiority complex, meaningless · though it had become, and the 
English ·language and Western civilization continued to be an ana
thema for them. They found their mosques and their religion, 
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4 From Jinnah to Zia 

which by now had been filled with superstitions, matters of pride, 

· with the result that their economic and material position consistently 
·continued to decline. As the British considered them to be primarily 
,.responsible for the ·Mutiny they were looked down upon .with 
contempt and all their fav0urs and privileges were confined to the 
Hindus. ·Their position had become in fact pitiable. 

Some 15 years after the Mutiny, Sir William Hunter writing. in 
1871 thus described their position in his. .book "The Indian 
MusalmaD.s" :-

''A. hundred years ago, the Musalmans monopolised all the 
important offices of state . . The Hindus accepted with thanks 
such crumbs as their former conquerors dropped from their 
table, and the English were represented by a ·few factors and 
clerks. The proportion of Muhammadans to Hindus is now 
less than one-seventh . .•. . in fact there is now scarcely a Govern
ment office in Calcutta, in which a Muhammadan can hope for 

· any post above the rank of pos.ter, messenger, filler of irikpots 
and mender of, pens." 

Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, dubbed by the Ulama as a heretic, was the 
first post-Mutiny thinker to realise this pathetic condition of the 
Muslims. He. attributed this condition· to three causes: (1) the 
superstitious beliefs· and practices that had entered Indian Islam 
(2) lack of emphasis on the assimilative .and universal character of 
Islam and (3) the aversion of the Muslims to Western education. 
Against the. opposition of the Ulama he established the Angto
Muhammadan College · at Aligarh;. the nucleus of the Muslim 
University of Aligarh, which created a _new Muslim generation who 
believed in Islam and also favoured modern trends. In his series of 
articles published in the "Tahzibul Akhlaq" and public speeches he 
boldly spoke. against the general and indiscriminate practice of 
polygamy, for modification of the doctrine of riba '(interest) and 
against some punishments like stoning to death and cutting off of 

. h�nds. •. He· attempted to give to the conception · of miracles,· angels, 
jipns, virgin. birth of Jesus, miraj (Prophet's ascension to Heaven), 
bodily resurrection on the Day, of Judgement, and Heaven and 
Hell ·a SYJ11bolic meaning. (Tafsit and Hali's "Hayat-i-Javed," 
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Incubation Period 5 

590-612). · He wa� abused by the Orthodox . as well as by that peri
patetic speaker, writer and politician, Jamaluddin Mghani, who was 
more of a politician than a religious scholar and· whos.e favourite 
theme was pan-Islamism. He (Sir Syed) also explained the pheno
menon of revelation and rest�icted Quran and Sunna to devotional 
matters. In his opinion religious injunctions relating to social, 
economic and .cultural matters were applicable only to primitive 
societies. As we shall see later he was the first person who gave 'a 
political justification for what subsequently became the separate 
state of Pakistan. Syed Ahmad had sought to show that : Islam was 
no barrier to .scientific inquiry and social pr<?gress.. Another scholar 
who thought on similar lines was Syed Amir Ali (1 849-1Q28) .who 
taught the Muslims that compared with other religions they believed 
in a religion and a culture far superior to other religions ,and that 
therefore they should be proud of and true to their own ' religion 
which was ample enough to permit incorporation of new ideas. 
Thus while Sir Syeq Ahmad belieyed that Islam was not' iniinical to 
liberal progress, Antir A.li presented an islam that was that pro'gress. 
(W.C. Smith, "Modern . Islam in India," (1946) pp. 24-26, 49). Muslim 
leaders of the early twentieth century conc�ntrated their attention 
in seeking protection from the Hindu domination. In particular 
they wanted a reserved quota In the public services and special pro
visions to ensure Muslim representation in the legislature. · In 1906 
when refonns were · in · ·the air, a deputation of Muslims under the 
leadership of His Highness Sir Agha Khan saw the Viceroy and asked 
for' special safeguards if representative · government was further 
extended . . Later in the same· year the Muslim League· was· formed 
at Dacca in East Bengal which had been separated by Lord Curzon 
from West Bengal, . a:  measure 'which· was keenly resented ·by · the 
Hindus -and had to be undone at the Royal Public Durbar at Delhi 
in 19 1 1 .  r ' 

. . 

Twenty years earlier
. 
had beeQ founded the Indian National 

Congress, p�radoxically by a British bureaucnit, Sir Willia.m Wedder 
Burn, and membership of it was open to the British Nationals. 

The Mu,slim request for safeguard was conceded in the ¥ip.to
Morley Reforms of 1909. The . Muslims were given r�served seats I • I  ' I 
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· 6 From Jinnah to Zia 

in . the legislature, which were to be filled by separate electorates. 
In the law relating to such reservation of seats and separate electo
rates some Hindus saw the embryo of future Pakistan. In this they 
seem to be right because the reservation of seats and separate 
electorates amounted to an admission that the Muslims and 
Hindus are two separate communities. During and after the World 
War I, the demand for self-government increased in intensity. 
The Congress received the support of . Mahatama Gandhi who had 
brought with · him . from South Africa the doctrine of Satyagrah 
which had succeeded there. While the World War I was still 
on, on August 20, 1 917; the Secretary of State for India, Samuel 

· Montago, made the following historic statement in the House . of 
Commons : 

"The policy of His Majesty's Government with which the 
Government of India are .in complete accord, is that of the 
increasing association of Indians in every branch · of the adminis
tration · and the gradual developme.nt of self-governing institu
tions with a view to the progressive realisation of responsible 
government as an integral part of the British Empire." 

The Government of Jndia Act, 1919 which set up a system of 
dyarchy, namely classification '  of s�bjects into "reserved" and 
"transferred", continued the system of communal electorates. 
But the Act did riot satisfy the Congress, with the result that Parlia
ment had to pass the famous Government of India Act, 1935. The 
result of the administration of this Act was that when Congress 
Ministries weFe in office in mos� of the provinces, no Muslim was 
included in them unless he abandoned the Muslim League · and 
joined the Congress. The Muslim League was thus confrol)ted with 
a .  <;lelicate situation.� If it joined. the Government, it had to depart 
from the principle which it had hitherto consistently adhered to that 
it was the sole representative of the Muslims, and if it did not, it 
must do some,thing else or remain out of power. The· question was 
vital, for on an answer to it . depended their political arid national 
identity. This decision of the Congress, according to 

. 
Dr. 

Ambedkar who was not a Muslim but a Harijan (untouchable), 
•'meant the political death of the Muslims as a free people". In 
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Incubation Period 7 

consequence . apprehending their future political death, a large 
number of Muslims now came out in the open and joined the · 

Muslim League, with the result that the organisation gradually as
sumed the position of being the sole representative of the Muslim 
Community under Mr. Jinnah, and its leaders saw no other way of 
avoiding such death except to demand a separate state. · Thus was_ 
passed the famous Lahore Resolution of March 1 940, which began 
lo . be referred to as· the Pakistan Resolution which demanded that 
the areas in which the Muslims were numerically in a majority, as 

. in the north western and eastern zones of India, should be grouped 
to constitute "independent states" in which they shall be autonomous 
and "sovereign." The word "Pakistan" . �as not used in this Re
solution, and though it had been . coined by Rahmat Ali, the 
Resolution was not identical with his idea of Pakistan ·because 
(1) . Afghanistan if by it he meant the Kingdom of that name, was not 
included. (2) Eastern Zone was included in it, though Rahmat . Ali 
had not even dreamed of including that zone in his conception of the 
new state. 

The rest of the story need n<;>t be told except a reference to the 
Cabinet Mission's Plan which the Muslim League had accepted to 
keep India united and to acquire practically full control on two 
Muslim majority regions. 

During the World War Il, from March 26, 1946 to June 29, 
1 946, a special Mission composed of three members of the British 
Cabinet, namely, Lord Pethwick Lawrence, Secretary of State for 
India, Sir Stafford Cripps, President of the Board of Trade and 
Alexander, the first Lord of the Admira1ty, had visited India to find 
a compromise formula between the Congress and the Muslim. 
League. Finding an agreement between the two impossible, the 
Mission had put · forward its own scheme. 

The Cabinet Mission Plan of 16th May, 1946 was a complicated 
affair but its main feature was obvious to a constitutional lawyer 
like Mr. Jinnah. lt had rejected Pakistan as an unreality and proposed 
a federation for India with three sub-federations, often referred to 
as groups. According to the Plan, the provision of opting out of 
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8 From Jinndh to Zia 

the sub-federation had placed Pakistan away 10 . years - after the 
elections were held under the constitution. For the federation 
it had· reserved the subjects of defence, foreign affairs and · com
munications; all other subjects had to be shared between the sub� 
federations and their constituent · units. The federal. constitution 
was. to be framed by a Constituent Assembly which was composed of 
three sections. Section A was to consist of members�- elected on a 
population · basis, from the non-Muslim majority areas, section B· of 
members, similarly elected; from- Muslim majority areas and section C 
of members elected from Bengal and Assam. The Constitution for 
each sub-federation was to be made by the corresponding section 
.of the Constituent Assembly . Ten years after the first general 
elections were held under the Constitution so made, any member of 
the sub-federation could vote to opt out. An interim government 
with Congress and Muslim members. was· to be set up at the Centre 
immediately. · 

The Plan. was accepted by the Muslim 4ague first, because i_t gave to the units of the sub-federation the opti'on to opt out, and by 
the Congress a mont9- later. The meeting of the Congress Committee 
which accepted the Plan was presided over by Mr. Nehru who was 
theri · the Congress President. Only three days later, Mr. Nehru 
was asked by · a: press representative whether the Congress had 
accepted the Plan in its· entirety and the reply was that the Congress· 
wa's enter�ng . the Constituent Assembly completely unfettered' by 
any agre�ment and wo'ijld conside� itself free to meet any .situation 
t�at �ght .arise . . . "Does thi�. mean" further asked the questioner, 
"that the Congress will be at liberty to niodify the Plan including the 
grouping part of. it", �nd the answer was HYes". :With these replies

_ vanished the · Cabinet Plan and the. last chance of a united India� 
Startled by:

.
thi

,
s interpretati(m,

. 
the Muslim League withdrew it� 

acceptance of the Plan. Subseque11t eff�rts by Lor� Wave!, who 
was then the Governor-General, to obtain from Gandhi and Nehru 
the assurance that the Congress was accepting the Plan according to 
its plain terms 'and not as the Congress would interpret it, -ended with· , 
a letter to him · from Mr; Nehru that being a soldier he did · not 
understand these legal subtleties and needed a lawyer to make him 
understand them. But Lord Wavel stuck to his guns and would not 
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Incubation . Period 9 

b�dge. . Deadlock followed deadlock until by their influence on the 
Labour Qovernment the Congress leaders succeeded �n having Lord 
Wavel recalled - : · · Long after this ep1sode I had. summed up the posi
tion · in one of:my articles in the following words : 

· "Possibly an u·nthought, more probably a disingenuous reply 
by Nehruto a pressman's question and a subsequent legal quibble 
to support it, and an inchoate vision of Pakistan · appeared 
to float on the · horizon.  Within less than fourteen · .:months 
it had settled in a tangible form . on the world-map, the largest 
Muslim State.·and the fifth largest country in the worl<;l ."  

Elections had already been held under the scheme for the 296 seats 
i� the Constituent Assembly . which 'Were assigned to the provinces. 
The Congress had · won all the general seftts' except nine while the 
Muslhri League had won all but five of the seats allotted· to· the 
Muslims. ''The Muslim League was a virile and homogeneous body 
and Mr. Jinna'h ·was its ·leader. He could sway the League this way 
or that as at this time he was the most · important man in Asia." 
(Beverly Nichols, · "The Verdict on India, "  Dialogue with a Giant"). 

With the .recall of Lord· Wavel, the :Muslixn .�ague had charged 
that th� Mis�ion had played into the hands of �he Congres, and in 
late July it had adopted a Plan of direct action and the Quaid�i-Azam 
Mohammad Ali Jinnah had declared : 0 

"This day, we bid good bye to Constitutional methods." 
This whole episode is explained by an entry in Lord Wavel's 
Journal, edited by Mr. Penderal Moon, which states that the Cabinet 
Mission Plan failed because of Cripps' deep commitment to the 
Congress and that he had informed the British Government that 
Pakistan was not a mere bluff. This entry receives fu�l corrobora
tion from the; circumstances just mentioned. 

Lord Mountbatten succeeded Lord Wave! as the Governor
General, and implicit in the fact that the Congress had a hand in 
the recall of Lord' Wave! is tb,e assumption that the Congress had also 
a voice in the appointment of Lord Mountbatten whom Mr. Nehru 
had met in Burma when . he was the Supreme Commander, South 
East Asia in the World War 11. On Nehru's very first meeting with 
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1 0  From Jinnah to Zia 

· him, Lord Mountbatten had developed for him a regard which 
during the partition proceedings manifested jtself in Nehru's deep, 
rather notorious, friendship with Lord and Lady Mountbatten. 
It was therefore Pakistan's misfortune that Partition had to be 
,effected when Lord Mountbatten had considerable influence on the 
British Government on whom lay the ultimate responsibility for 
the division .. 

India was 'not a colony but a British possession subject to the 
British soVereign's full prerogative powers. · When full independence 
for India was decided upon, the Crown had .placed its prerogative 
powers at the disposal of British .Parliament and parted with these 
powers to the extent the Parliament utilized them in framing the 
Independence Instrumen�. The Indian Independence Act had 
created two independent dominium and provided that for the pur
poses of · the . Government of each . dominion the Crown would 
appoint a Governor-General who would also have the power t9 give 
assent to the legislation of each Dominion . · One of these Dominions 
was to be named Pakistan. : Each dominion had the power to secede 
from the Commonwealth . by a prop(frly assented Bill by the 
Governor-General. · Mr. M. ·A . Jinmih became the

. 
first Governor

General of Pa�i�tan. 
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Chapter ll 

TH E B I RTH O F  PAK I STAN 

Lord. Louis Mountbatten was considered to  be the most famous 
man in England, not oniy in his own right, as he was arijmportant 
member of the Royal Household and a successftll ' Co�marider of 
Forces in the ·south· East Asia when he was stationed in Burma 
but also because he was a prominent so<?ial fi�ure and had · considera
ble influence on some members of Parliament and the Labour 
Government. Though there is no evidence of it, he must have 
accepted the office of Governor;.Geneni.l of India on his own terms 
and asked for and been promised full freedom in settling the trouble� 
so·me Indian question . .  · 

It has already been mentioned that the Crown had delegated 
all its prerogat

.
ive ori . the Indian possession to the British Parliament 

so far as it usedit !n fr�niing the Indian Independence Act. · Though 
Lord Mo�ntbatten kept the ':British Government informed · of the 
steps that he took in . settling the Indian que�tion, the steps ' taken 
were his own. 

. , . . . . . . .  ' . . . 

He made the Congress and· the Muslim Leag11e agree. to a ·parti-
• tion, and . submitted his proposals to · the British Government and 
obtained their �pproval, with the result that on June 5, 1947, a scheme 
was announced by which the P�njab was partitioned, on a pr<;>visip,nal 
basis. Para 9. of this scheme provided : 

' 'For the ' immediate purpose. of deciding on the issue· · of 
Partitidn, the i members' of the Legislative Assemblies of Bengal 
and Punjab will sit in two parts according to Muslim majority 
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1 2  From Jinnah to Zia 

districts and non-Muslim majority districts as laid down in the 
Appendix. This is only a preliminary step of a purely tempo
rary nature as it is evident that for the purposes 'or a final par
tition of these provinces a detailed investigation of boundary 
questions will be needed ; and as soon as a decision involving 
partition has been taken for either province a boundary com
mission will be set up by the Governor-General, the"· members 
and terms of reference of which will be settled in consultation 
with those concerned. It will be instructed to demarcate the 
boundaries of the two parts of the Punjab on th� basis of 
ascertaining the contiguous majority ;�teas of Muslims' and non
Muslims. It will also be instructed to take into account other 
factors" . • , ,; • 

In .accor
.
dance with (his .sche�e the legisl��ur�s o( the. Pqnjab 

and Bengal having voted fo.r partition the persop.nel of the BoundaJ;"y 
. Commission was announced on 9th ,July. M,r. Justice Ma4�jan, 
Mr. Justi� Teja Singh, , Mr . . Justice . Din M»haiDll.l�d . . and ',myself 
were to be its memqers andSir �yril Radcliffe it� chairtp.�n . , , . 

The Chairman reached New Pelbi on 1 8�p.)uly and . . came. to 
Lahore where , he ,presided over a . meeting ofthe. Commission . .  , He 
informed us that. he would� not .be sitting wit11 1Js and require<! liS to 
carry on the proceedings ourselves. During the discussion .he also 
informed , us. that the .t;eport which , .wm;�lq be S\}bmitt�d tp the 
,Governor-Gener:;tl would b� .his own report,. anq that no report by a 
member would be sent .up. ,  This was. contrary to the procedure and 
,t:ights

. 
of. member.� of the ' C�mmissi9n a� our ' position \Vas redu�d 

from that of t�e. ,m�D1lWrs of � .co�mis��on to t�at _of t�e �pokesJ11en 
of the parties. On this Din Muhammad and myself offer�d t� �esign 
as we had lost our right of vote and had· been converted ·fro in the 
position of memberS to· · the position of mere advocates of parties . whom· 'we were representirlg. Our ititention· was commUilicated to 

· higher circles of the'Muslini League but we were directed· to.· carry on. 
Another ocdtsi6ri for us to resign: arose· when . after an interview with 
Sir Cyril at Simla Mr. Justice· 'Din ··Muhamniad· came out; with the 
impression , that practically the whol�, ,of Gurdaspur , with . a . link to 

: Kashmir was goip.g to In<;lia, but · we . w�r� again ask�d . to. proceed 
)Vith 9pr "'ork�, , . 

. 
. . . . 

· 
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Th'� Birth' of Pakistan 1 3' 

'Much has already' been· said and written about' the Boundary 
Commiss'iori's aw�td', Here I corltent . ' myself with only .· a few 
saliept poil)ts ; , . . 

· (1) Sir Cyril . was think:ing of giving Lahore to India because 
'according to him as · . instructed by ·his Secretary; Mr. 

· Bea
.
umont, • Lahore· was nc;t · a  part . of any · irrigation system, 

and on the 'ground ofother factots like factories, workshops 
and university figures and tax ·and property returns owned · 

by the · Hindus; ·  it was practically a Hindu dominated area. · .  
O n  this I gdt furious and' asked him to go with rrie to the ' 
, canal that run.s . between the city and .the cantonment and 
. the water chanJ?.eJs that issue from. it tq .make Lahore a �ity 
of gardens� As . r�gards . the " fi�ures ,of University, , work- . , 
shops,, Ja�tori�� ,and pr9perty , l  told him . that this was 
precisely .t�� .r.ea�on for pa,rtitiotl and his. funct�on wa.s �ot 

. to divide assets. I added that factories and workshops . 
wer�, the " result. of e�ploitatiqri of the Muslims by , the 
Hind�s.

· . ·.
· 

· 

· . ' 

, .(2) One of the · moot .points .was .Ourdaspur, . a Muslim, majority · 
district and it became predominantly Muslim area if Pathan- · 

kot . . was adjoin�d . to . the . . adjacent Hindu . areas to the ea�t. 
But Pathankot ;being not exclijsively Hindu,. the .Madhopur 
H�dworks, wh�ch woul� · mostly, irrigate. Muslim majority . 
. areas, wi�h th� area to the west of it, should . be awarded to 
Pakistan� . But the argumeQt had no effect . on him and he 

. ,gave , both Qurdaspur cmd Batala, which .had a Muslim · 
· .. major,ity, to· India. Ajnala Tehsil in Amritsar also, which . 

was Muslim area (59 . 04) . he refused to join with the . <iistrict . 
of Lahore and gave it to In�ia. 

(3) There are large Muslim areas on the e�st
. 
of the �utlej aP.d 

between the angle of the Be as and Sutlej .  When I was 
·
' about to open the case for these areas; Sir Cyril told me that 

1 · need not ·argue this part of the case as three tehsils of the. 
F�ozepur district � n,amely ; Ferozepur, Zira and Fazilka, 

. including the ' Ferozepur Head 'Works, and the' . Muslim 
ln.ajority tracts between the angle . of the Beas arid the 
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14 Fron:z Jinnah to Zia 

Sutlej wo�ld go t() Pakistan. He must. have .seep. these 
areas because he gave me a fq.ll description of these tra�ts. 

When I saw the award I was horrified. It is a two:..paged docu.:. 
ment with a map on which a boundary line is drawn; dividing not 
only villages but houses in the s_ame villages. It gives .no. reasons 
except for the Ferozepur areas and the tract that lies in the angle of 
the Beas and the Sutlej which are . . anything . but convincing and 
contrary to his terms of , reference. To link .Kash�r with India 
he does not go by any main. physical feature but chooses an insigni,. 
ficant hill. torrent which issuing fro.rn Kashmir enters the Punjab. 

There is conclusive proof, oral as wen · as ·documentary, that the 
award was altered' 'in respect of the Ferozepur tehsils and the areas 
that lie between the angle of the Beas and the Sutlej. The award was 
announced on the 17th August, 3 days after ·Pakistan came into 
existence, but before' that there had been telephonic. conversation 
bC?tween Sir Evan Jeri.kins, the Governor of the Punjab, and Mr. 
Abel, Secretary to the Governor-General, by which ' the · Governor 
was informed that these areas were being included in Pakistan. 
The telephonic conversation was accompanied by a letter. And 
Sir Francis Mudie, the ·Governor who succeeded Sir Evan Jenkins; 
says in a book published in :tondon that on _ 12th August he was · 
officially ·informed that tne '· whole of Ferozepur district was being 
incl:uded in Pakistan. And a letter by Mr. Sarup Singh, Chief 
Engineer, Punjab Irrigation, discloses how: the ·three tehsils of 
Ferozepur including the Ferozepur Head works Went to India under 
Lord Mountbatten's influence. A friend has sent to me a cutting 
of an Indian newspaper in English in which this incident is· disclosed 
arid I reproduc·e what Mr. Sarup Singh says : · 

"Reference Kanwar Singh's letter, Radcliffe Line, March 12, 
I think facts can: now be disclosed : 

I left Lahore op. 8th · J\..ugust and on reaching ·Ferozepu.r in the 
evening ·learnt to rily dismay that three tehsils of Ferozepur 
district had been allocated to Pakistan in the notional division. 
This meant the transfer of Ferozepur Headwork� , and .the head· 
reach of the Gang Canal to Pakistan. The seriousn�ss of the 
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The Bir(h of Pakistan I S'  
proposal cannot be overe111phasised. It spelt disaster both to 

. "Eastern Punjab · and Bikaner. 
I immediately despatched a special messenger to Kanwar Singh 
who was Chief Engineer, Bikaner, at the time, informing him 
of the .situation.- . 
The late . Maharaja: . Ganga Singh acted very promptly in the 
matter. He despatched a .  special messenger to Lord Mount
b�tten with full instructions as to what to say and when. 
Lord Mountbatten was . very adamant at first. The emissary 
then threatened that in that event, . however distasteful it might 
be, . it would be necessary for Bikaner to accede to Pakistan as 
the Gang Canal was its life line. As a result Lord Mountbatten 
relented and got the award modified. 
The delay in the announcement of the award shows that there 

had been tampering with the original award. The award bears the 
date 12th August, but it was announced not before the 17th August. 
The question is why was not the award announced earlier, i.e. before 
the date of establishment of Pakistan .· which · Lord Mountbatten 
himself had accelerated to 14th August. · The irresistible conclusion 
is that the award was altered some time between the 12th and 1 7th 
August and the alteration could only . be made at the instances of 

. Lord Mountbaten. This inference receives support from the fact that 
when after the conclusion of the arguments Sir Cyril gave a lunch to 
the members of the Commission on 7th August at ·the Services Club, 
Simla, Mt. Justice Mahajari asked him whether after having read 
the whole record and heard full · arguments, he would kindly indicate 
to the members his own opinion, and the apologetic reply was . that 
he had not made up his mind and will have to consult the Governor
General. If consultation · with the · Governor-General was consi .. 
dered by Sir · Cyril to be necessary, is it beyond expectation that the 
Governor-.General would not suggest to him some alterations in the 
award ? 

In his · book · "Tehdis-i-Nimat", recently published, Sir 
M:uhammad Zafarullah Khan ma�es two significant statements : 

(1) he refers to a statement by Chaudhary Muhammad Ali, 
later Prime Minister, that in Lord Ismay's, room he saw hanging on 
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1 6  From Jinnah to Zia 

a wall a map with a line which ·exactly corresponded with the line 
subsequently drawn on the award and that on being questioned about 
it he turned pale and said that somebody had been befooling with the 
map and ; (2) that after Sir Cyril was about to fly· to see the terrain, 
a flight that was cancelled due to a storm, Mr. Justice Din 'Muhammad 
had seen the ·Flight plan which he had anyhow got from the pilot 
and that it was exa·ctly identical with the b'ounda:ry line drawn on the 
map attached 'to the awa·rd . These facts ' show c·onclusively that 
the boundary had been determined before the · a·ward was made. 
But · I have no personal knowledge of either of these incidents. · 

And what were these ''other factors" which according · to the 
scheme of · Jurie '5, I 947 . (para 9) • the Commission was to take into 
consideration. Were they mentioned 'to the parties concerned or to 
Sir Cyril Radcliffe. The members of the Commission had no idea 
of them, nor Sir Cyril gave even · �· hint of them to the members. 
The words taken with· · the words "contiguous ·majority areas'' gave 
to the Chairman a wide and undefined discretion. He could take a 
factor into consideration and assign to it the : importance . that he 
liked, and · "contiguous majority areas", in the , absence of any 
definition · of the. extent of . the area, say a . district, or a tehsil or a 
revenue circle, . he could . take into consideration, as he did, a village 
or a house or part of a house as contiguous majority area. The 
line drawn by him, .as already mentipned, not only cuts across village� 
but houses in the, same village. 

Some people had thought, including · the Congress, that the 
truncated Pakistan would sink · under the weight · of its own diffi
culti�s� e conomic and political. Beverly Nichols, however, remarks at 
p. 194 of his book "The Verdict on India" that anyone who approa
ches the pro blem with an unjaundiced eye, that .Pakistan offers �no 
insuperable difficulties, economic, .ethnographic, political or strategic 
and is likely to prove a good deal easier than a ; large number of 
similar problems which the world has successfully resolved in the 
past fift}' years . 

The Great Holocaust • and Exodus 
Pakistan was born in · the throes of communa1 · convulsions 

which preceded and followed its birth. Never had recorded history 
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The Birth of Pakistan 17  

witnessed the barbarity, the bestiality, the degradation of man to  · the 
level of beasts, the displacement of persons · from their homes and 
the difficulty of finding new homes for themselves, as on Partition, 
and the hatred it gave rise to between the two Nations who were 
both claimants to old civilisations .  

, The estimated figure of death roll because · of · Partition differs 
from writer to writer but the exact 'figure wit'l never be known. 
According to Pakistan figures as collected, the death roll of Muslims 
ranges between one and one and a half ' million and of displaced 
persons about 12 'million. Khosla in his "Stern Warning" puts the 
number of non-Muslims who lost their life between 2,00,000 and 
2,50,000. Moon who was an ICS officer stationed in West Punjab 
gives the number of killed on each side 1 ,20,000, while lan Steph�m 
in his ."Pakistan" and Michael Edwards in his "Last Days of the' 
British Raj" give their estimate, of casualties as 5,00,000 and '6,00,000 
r�spectively. 

· · 

The disturbances broke out in March, 1947 in the District of 
R�walp�ndi and the adjoining are(ls in which the Muslims were ihe 
aggressors. I spoke to the Quaid-i-Azam about this telling him that 
it was a bad augur and that he should either go himself to Pindi m· 
send some responsible member of the Muslim League to assure the 
minorities that in Pakistan, if it ever w�s established, they wil

.
l hav�· 

equal rights with the Muslims as free citizens of the new State�. He 
agreed with · me and though it was before the scheme of 5th · June, 
1947 was announced or before Partition was de(!ided upon, he 
replied in a bold and confident manner "let me get into the saddle 
and you will not h�ar any non-sen�e of the kind." However, he 
ordered Mamdot to . go there personally for the purpose. 

After the Rawalpindi disturbances, the · sikhs started preparing 
a plan, called the Sikh Plan, with the cooperation of the Hindus, to 
exterminate the Muslims in the Punja}?. Tara Singh raised his ' war 
cry before the Akal Takht; "Kill or get killed." The .Sikh Plan :was 
scientifically prepared and was keptin readiness until the Unionist 
Ministry resigned. Thereafter, th� Sikhs burnt some ·. houses of 
Muslims and killed the occupants . . · And then came Partition. 

After Partition the smouldering volcano burst into a conflagra-
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1 8  From Jinnah to Zia 

tiop. Hindus and Sikhs in the East Punjab, Muslims in West 
Pakistan, killed .each other as if their victims were no . better than 
animals .  Retaliation followed Retaliation till the whole Province 
turned · into a seething . cauldron of hate, and humanity, among 
Musli�s and non-Muslims, sank to the lowest depths of degradation 
and savagery. F<;>rgetting their obvious duty, the Police and the 
Army allied themselves with their cor�ligionists and_ the Sikh Rulers 
of Patiala, Faridkot and Jhind employed their army to kill Muslims. 
Escorted caravans and t�ai�s proved illusory and unsafe means of 
transport. , Sometimes the whole caravan was practi�ally slaughtered 
and it arrived in Pakistan with more dead than th� living. Abduc .. 
tion and rape flourishe� pn both sides of the border. · As the Muslims 
of the East Punjab had no knowledge of the Sikh preparations, they 
suffered most in this carnage. Muslim women were paraded naked 
in the Hall Bazar of Amritsar and hundred of children were transfixed 
with spears and their bodies were publicly carried on the spikes. 

When the evacuation was arranged between the two Govern- · 
ments it -was found that Hindus and Sikhs who had stayed in 
Pakistan were converted and circumcised. Abducted women had 
been impregnated and given birth to children. The same was the I 
.case with Muslims in East Punjab, when the women were evacuated� 
Some of them left the children thus begotten behind, . others carried 
.their children with th�mselves, but found no place in society. 

My elder brothers' family was clean wiped ouf---14 person·�. 
including a Commissioned Officer, girls and school going children;· 
My younger brother, when· surrounded by a mob jumped from _the 
roof into a neighbouring house and broke his leg. My eldest bro
ther's son-in-law who was a Deputy Superintendent Jail at Patiala, 
was ordered to accompany some Sikh prisoners with naked kirpan 
to a place near Delhi and has not been heard of since. 

Returning from Simla I swore · �ir Francis Mudie as the first 
Governor of W:es.t Punjab and then left for Murree by road. On 
both sides of the road, as far as the eye could see, fires were burning 
.and people were running helter sketter as if a flood of lava, erupting 
from a ·crater, was about to overtake them. Murree was all ash�s 
and ruins an� I had to stay in a burnt veranda of a burnt house 
where I heard the award on the 17th in a radio broadcast. 
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Chapter · · 1.1� · 

T H E  RAT IO NALE  OF PAKI STAN 

The obvious reason for the separation from India of the region, 
that is now called Pakistan, were · the · irreconcilable difference 
between · the two. major communities inhabiting it. The 700 years 

. of Muslim rule had created in the minds of the Hindus an aversion 
to Musalmans. Even during this long period though . unity of In4ia 
as a country was substantially achieved, the two communities never 
became one nation. 

· 

- Manu, the great Hindu Law-giver, had introduced the caste 
syst�m, dividing Hindu society into two distinct classes (1) the 
favoured ·twice born (dojanama) comprising the Brahmans, · the 
Kashatriya and the Vaishas ; an� (Z) the low caste Sudras who were 
untouchable and had to do every kind of merilal work. ,Though 
now uritouchability has been banned by law and Gandhi mostly 
lived among the untouchables, naming them as Harijans, the caste 
distinctions sti11> exist. ' The Muslims who settled . in India· hated 
su.ch distinctions ;  · they . believed in equality, irrespective of birth, 
country of �rigin, race, creed or comple�ion. 

The two nation theory on . which Mr. Jinnah founded his argu
ment for Pakistan does not requite any explanation. Beverly 
Nichols who considered Mr. Jinnah as the .most important pe�son in 
Asia: says in his book "The Verdipt""on Ilidia" that in the cours'e of an 
interview with bim Mr. Jinnah had said that' the Muslim case could .  
bef put in five .words "The Musllm.s are .a nation'', by reason oftheir 
history, th�ir . heroes, their ·art,· their architecture, their music; their� 
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20 From Jinnah to Zia 

laws and jurisprudence being different from those of the Hindus. 
Questioned further whether he was thinking in terms of religion, 
his reply was "Partly but by no means exclusively". On another 
occasion, he said "Islam is not only a set of rituals, traditions and 
spiritual doctrines ; Islam is a code for every Muslim, which regulates 
his life and his conduct in all aspects, social, political, economic etc. 
It is based on the highest principles of honour, integrity, fairp1ay 
and justice for all .  One God, equality and unity are the fundamental 
principles of Islam." (Fareed S. Jafri, "Pakistan's Growth of 
Ideology"-VII, Pakistan Standard, January �0, >1955). · 

Thus two communities were face to face with fundamental 
differences betw�en them . .  As the .authors of ' 'Major Governments 
in Asia", Comell University Press, remark at p. 377 of Chapter X� V 
of their book that "even though they lived together in o�e vmage �nd 
might see each oth,er every day of their lives, Hindus . and M�slims 
were never part of one C ·Ommunity. .  They differed in . religion, in 
nior�Js, in diet, in dress, in educatio� and in,family, laws. :Tl1ey djd . 
not eat in one another's house and their children did not intermarry� 
Under such circumstances, physical nearness bred s�spicion, ' �ot 

. 

comradeship". The Hindu by his tradition, history, ' philosophy, 
biw, deep rooted Pf�judices, disc�imin atioq . and intolerance · stood 
quite apart from a Muslim. ' The g re�t · traveller Alberuni, �4o 
spent sev�ral years in India, sat at ' the feet of the lear�ed Brahmans 
to learn Sanskrit and Hindu beliefs and customs, and visited all the 
important

· shrines to learn something mo,re fr()m them' enumerates 
the differences between' the Hin'dus and the 'Muslims in their religiori.s · 
beliefs, modes of worship, 'social behaviour, customs, language a�d 
dress and comes to the conclusion that Hindus and Muslims. w�re

. 

two �ifferent peoples having nothing in c'om:mon .exc,ept that they 
lived ·'in the same ·country. On · these differences · was fourtded 
Quaid-i-Azani,' M. A; Jinnah's argument. of two-nation theory. ' 
It will be completely wrohg to describe1Mr. Jinnah as a communalist 

. He had been a prominent member o{the Congress since the start bf 
his career when he returned from England after ·completing his ·  edu
cation and practising law for ·  some time there. That enchanting 
songstress · of India, Satojni Naidu, and many others had described� 
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The Rati�nale of Pakistan 2 1  
. hipt as t��. p�rbing�.r of J:Iinqu-Muslim unity. In order to keep 

India united in such a way as to save the Muslifl1S from exploitation 
by the Hindus he had attended many Conferences, including Lo�d 
Wavel's Conference at Simla and the Round Table Conference. 

' Lik� Dlany C>the'r persons he was a member �f the C�ngress as well 
' as the '·M:uslim ·League. · And it was only when he found that the 
diffeteric'es between the Congress and the Muslim Le�gue · were 
'irreconcilable and the 'MusHms were in real danger of losing their 
culture, which 'meant their domination by the Hindu, that he agreed 
to return from England in 1934 to lead th� Muslim League in its 
struggle with both the· British Government and the Congress. His 
Lucknow Pact, 14-point 'rejoinder to Nehru's Constitutional Reforms 
and his agreeing to· discuss matters with Gandhi� tnough nothing 
came' <hit of this interview, all this show�rthat he �as willing to com
promise if by so doing he · '  could save the Muslim interests. The 
Lucknow Pact is important in this that the Co_ngress had agreed to 
' separate electorates which ·amounted . to an admissfon that Muslims 
were· a 'sepaiat� community and therefore the best course for the 
British was to · divide and quit. 

Wh�n
· 
Indian Ministdes were in office under the, Gove�nment 

of India Act 1935 (1 937-1939), no Muslim was taken in the Ministry 
unles� he : abandoned the Muslim . League and joined the Congress. 
Dr. ' Anibedkar, spOkesman of the untouchables, described this deci
�ion as "the political death of the Muslims ·as a free people.'' .. Having 

· watched ' '  the 'administration of these Congress · ministries, the 
Quaid+·AZ3.m became more i�tlexibl�� h�d the ·Lahore

' .
Res�lution 

. passed by the Muslim ,;League aqd in the subsequ�nt .critica(days he 
became so �bdutate o�er th� issue

' 
of :Pakista� that the Congress and 'the Viceroy h�d t

.
o abandon all hopes of any

. 
change o� his part. 

·He 'was the President of th� 'Muslim League which was a virile and 
�homogeneous body and the sole representativ� of the ·Muslims. He 
· was in a position to sway 'the Muslims in one 'w�y or the · other. 
Aniorig 'the Hindus there · were several capable 'leaders. "If Nehhl 

· died' tbere was Rajgopalacharia or Patel to take his phice. But if 
Jinnah ·goes there was · no one to replaee liim. . And without him the 

· League could completely tun · off the rails and chaq�e throngh India . 
' 

' 
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22 From Jinnah to Zia 
with fire and slaughter. But so long as Jinnah was t here, nothing 
like that would happen". 
· (Be'verly Nichols, "The Verdict on India' '). 

Though the correctness of the theory of two-natio,ns, which the 
Quaid-i-Azam made the foundation of his argument, is .�9 longer in 
dispute,

· 
it will r�pay going back to near the end of the l?th century 

and ·to refer to a statement by Sir Syed Ahmad Khan which conta�ns 
. the argu,ment for the political separatiqn of a pa.rt of the sub-continent. 
Half a century before the Muslims raised their demand for � separate 
state in a formal Re solution, this far-seeing &tatesman had said : 

"Now suppose all the Englishmen were, to leave India, .then who ·would be. the rulers of India ? Is it possible that under tbese 
circumstal).ces two nations-Muhammadans an.d Hindus
could sit on the sam� throne and remain equal in power. Most 

. certainly . not. It will be necessary . that on�: of them. should 
conquer the other and thrust it down. To suppose that both 
could remain equal ,is to desire the impossibl� �nd the incon
ceivable" .  (Richard Simonds, ''The M�king . of Pakistan, ' ', 3rd 
ed. London, Fisher & Fisher, p . . 31). <:ompare these words with 
what the QU:aid-i-Azam himself said : 
"We are opposed to a united India · Constitut�on with a C�ntial 
Government, Federal or otherwise. We are opposed to this. 
bec�use it will mean our transfer from the British .R�j to the 
·Hindu Raj. · United India means a Hindu social and cultural 
majority dominating the 1Vfuslims whose ci�i1ization, culture 
an� so�ial structure of life is totally different." (Jamil-ud-din 

· Ahmad, "Some Recent Speeches and Writings of Mr. Jinnah,' �  
published by Shaikh ' Muhammad Ashraf, L�h�'re� t'947, p. 380). 

• 
I • 

' •  ' 

It should be clear from what has .. been said above that the 
·, ' ' . . ,, ' 

object of the struggle for Pakistan was for Musalmans to escape f.t;om 
the domination of the Hindu and fear of the . destruction of their 
specificity, or of their absorption· in tpe indian nation. Thi� object 
could only be· attaineq if, the Muslims succeed�d in obtaining for 
themsdves a territory over which they could set up . their own 

· . Government. . That is why the independence instrument, .the Indian 
Independence Act,' gave to both dominions full control over their 
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The Rationale of Pakistan 23, 

affairs, including the right to secede from the Commonwealth and 
thus destroy all vestiges of a British connection. Though such were 
the powers of both the dominions, each new state accepted the status 
of a British dominion and thus retaining its connection with the 
British Crown by accepting a provision that the Crown would be 
represented by a· Governor-General : to represent the Crown for· the 
purposes of the Government of the dominion and to give assent on 
behalf of the Crown to the dominion legislation. The Act said 
nothing about the future form of G�wernment or Constitution which 
it left to a Constituent Assembly which could frame any constitution 
for the country it liked. But to begin with, the A<;t, provided that 
each · dominion would be governed under the Government of India 
Act, 1935� from which all vestiges of British sovereignty except the 
royal assent were removed. Thus Pakistan could make any consti
tution it liked, democnitic, au�ocratic, oligarchic or religious. The 
whole issue on which the battle was fought was that of �erritorial 
independence of Muslims majority areas and their power to legislate 
for · such areas. 
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Chapter IV 

IDEOLOGY O F  PAKI STA N 
: ' ' 

Ideology means the science dealing with . the beliefs, notions 
and theories gro�ing out . of fundamental assumptions held by · the 
members .of a group ; sometimes the member makes a conscious 
.effort to . acc:ruire the right kind of idea ; more often he accepts them 
.unconsc.iously . .  · 

� .
. 

I ' I 
\ 

' • 

The concept of ideology aro�e in Europe as � result of the con-
flict of various systems of thoughts. · It has found use as a means of 
disco�ntilig Jhe arguments of an opponent as reflecting· merely the 
conceptions or prejudices of his group� Thus Karl Marx argued 
that much religious and political thinking was ideological and served 
to protect capitalism� 

' · 

Ideology, which is now ·a common word in English, is not used 
with reference to a country. I heardthis word fo� th� .first time in 
1953 when I was holding an inquiry into the Punjab Disturbances of 
that year and I formally . hicorporated .it in ili,� report regarding . the 
three demands against the Ahmadis which were , founded on the 
Objectives Resolutiop. Thereafter wh�n I was a member :9f Ayub's 
Cabinet · in 1962 · and the Political Parties . Bill was under discussion a , 

' 

' 

. 
' 

person moved �fi · amendment · to the bill proposing that . iio ·  parfy 
would be formed the object of which was opposed to the· �Ideology 
of. Pakistan'. On this . Chaudhry �azal Jlahi' who has . · recently 
retired as :President of Pakistan, rose from his seat a:rid· ·objected 
that then "Ideology of Pakistan" shall have to be defined.: . On this 
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26 From Jinnah to Zia 

the member who had moved the original amendment replied that the 
ideology of ·Pakistan was 'Islam', but nobody asked him the further 
question "What is Islam .?" The amendment to the bill was therefore 
passed as the

· 
mep1ber who supported the amendment was Maulvi 

Abdul Bari of Lyallpur who was a supporter of Ayub. Nobody 
can say anything· to the contrary where Islam is mentioned. 

Ayub was then. in Karachi and I could not contact him. When 
he returned I mentioned to him the incident and he remarked 
"What will the world say about it all" .  

A girl, named Mahwash, who is  the daughter of a high officer 
at Islamabad and had stood first among the girl students in 1 977 
B. ·A. Examination, in the course of an interview with the represen
tative of "NawairoWaqt," had stated in reply to a question, whether 
in her view education should also btH-ubjected to an ideology. Her 
reply was that the subordinatiori" of education to any ideology is to 
destroy the purpose of �ducation . . It was · a correct · reply if you 
understand the . aim of education and the meaning of ideology. 
The object of education is . fo acquire knowledge, knowledge of 
everything, of the Universe, the remotest nebula, the dark spot of 
dead · stars millions of light years beyond Pluto, light travelling at 
the speed of 1 ,86,000 per second, the mightiest of galaxies to the 
smallest particle of matter, knowledge of all that exists in the uni
verse, the stars, the planets, of everything living or not · living on: 
earth, including man in all his activities and all life that is found 
on ea�th. Ishtm emphasises the acquisition of knowledge. "Acquire 
knowledge even if you have . to go to China fo,r it", · is one 
sayings of the· �rophet and ''Seek knowledg� from·the cradleto the. 
grave" is 'another great saying of the ProP,het. In fact knowledge· 

· is a primary religious obligation of a Muslim. .Th� Quran constantly 
urges Muslims to study nature, to investigat� things to .find out for 
then_lselves · the order with · which God has created . the universe. 
But knowledge· has no limits. . Acco�ding to Franz - Rosenthal's 
"Knowledge . Triu,mphant, .The Concept of: .Kndwledge in Medievel 
Islam,, (PP• 46-49) the various branches of ' knowledge had. reaQl,led· 
150, according to another. account of the 14th �ntury i� ·hadjum,Ped 
to 316 • .  Now if you.  subordinat� the a�quisition of knowl�d� ' 
to any ideology-, political, economic or religious, you reduce the' ' . 
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Ideology of Pakistan 27 

field of knowledge· to what the ideology teaches you because the
ideology has to run through a groove or a defined channel and does. 
not let you go out of it. Therefore it imposes limitations on hum�n 
intellect and on your activities. 

To tal\e an example, it used to qe a Christian d9gma _f9r cen-· 
turies that the centre of the planetary system is earth . . . 

Copernicus 
showed that the centre of that system is .not the ea�th but the sun,. 
and that the earth revolves round the sun . Galileo further illustrated 
this th eory, but for this he was placed before an Inquisition tribunal 
for having propounded a theory . which was opposed to . the 
Christian ideology. Similarly the Christian belief used to be that 
the a�e of the creation of man is 4,004 years before Christ but 
Darwin and other scientists exploded this theory by scientific experi
ments by which ,it was shown t'hat homo sapiens (man) inhabited the 
earth seme 35,000 years ago . · Now it has been found that 

·
man .lived 

back half a million years..:_in the time of "Peking man'' . 

· Similarly I recently read the view of a· Muslim contributor either 
in the "Nawai-Waqt" or some other Urdu Journal that students of 
geography should be taught that the earth is stationary and he claimed 
to have arrived at this result from some verses of the Quran. Some . 
old commentaries on the Quran place this globe on the horns of an 
ox whose shifting it from one to the other causes earthquakes. It is 
further · standing on a fish, The embellishment of the worldly .. . 
heavens by the candles of the stars is another instance which the-

. reader is asked to take literally. Now if an undergraduate comes 
across such passages he fi nds himself on the horns of a dik�mma. He 
is commanded to believe them literally, ("Ever Universal Religion" 
by Muhammad Hussain Khan, p. 280) and not figuratively. There 
are certain verses in the Quran from which it may be inferred that the: 
earth is stationary and flat like a floor and that the sky is material.. 
(Hali, "Hayat-i-Javed", p. 590). Other instances may be cited where· 
the facts established by science �ay apparently bring the believer 
into conflict with what he believes, ultimately leading him to the old 
controversy between the Motazalite s and the Asharites, between 
reasoned thought and blind faith. Ideally, one school, the tradi
t���malists, believe no knowledge should be taught except that . l?as.�d '· 
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18 From Jinnah to Zia 

'()ll the affirmatioli "God has said" and "The Prophet has said'' . 
· This shows that every kind of ideology restricts the field of human 
knowledge and man's belief in any such ideology makes the society 
with such ideology static in a constantly changing world. 

The Socialist and Communist countries have an ideology but 
that · ideology ·places no · restrictions on science, and as regards their 
-economic and politidtl ideology there is a large number of dissenters 

. ·who leave the country rather than accept · restrictions which the 
regime imposes on them. . . 

. 
· 

. · The Quaid-i-Azam never used the words "ideology of Pakistan" 
hQt during the inquiry in to the Punjab Disturbances I used the words 
�'Ideology behind the demands" to · explain the three demands 
against the Ahmadis. For fifteen years after the establishment · or 
Pakistan, the Ideology of Pakistall.__Was not k�own 'to anybody until 
in l962 a solitary member of Jama�t-i-Islami f�r 'the first time used 
the words when the Political Par.ties Bill was 

'
being discussed . 
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Chapte.r Y .  

CHAN G E . O F  I D EO LO G Y  

• 1 1  I 

The · pattern of Government which the Quaid:.i�Azam had in 
mind was a secular democratic government. This is apparent from 
his interview which he gave . to Mr. Doon · Camp bell, 'Reuter's Cor .. 
respondent in New Delhi in 1946, in the course of which he had said � 

"The new state would be a modern democratic state with 
- sovereignty resting in ·the people and the members of the. · new 

nation having equal rlghts of Citizenship regardless of their 
· ! religion, cast� or creed". 

.-

His speech as President of the Constituent Assembly on 1 1 th . 
August, 1947 is one of the clearest expositions of a secular .state. 
It is a long and considered speech meant not only for the citizens of 
Pakistan but for the outside world. A few relevant ' �xtra:cts from 
it are reproduced belo'Y : 

"All the same . in .this, division it was impossible to avqid the 
· question 0 of minorities being in one dominion or the other. . Now 
thqt was unavoidable. There . . was .no other . .  · solution. Now what 
shall we do. Now if you want to ma�e (his great state of Pakistan 
happy and prosperous we should wholly and solely concentrate on 
the well-being. of the people, �nd' especially of ilze 

·
masses qni the 

poor. If you wi/{ work tn . cooperation forgetting ike past, : burying 
the ha

'
tchet, you are bound to ·succeect. 'If fbu change your past 

and work together in a .spirft that everyone of you, no matter to what 
community he belongs, no matter whilt relations he had with you 'in' · 
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30 From Jinnah to Zia 

Jhe past, no matter what is his colour, caste or creed, is first, second 
.and last a citizen of this State With equal rights, privileges and obli
,gations, there will be no end to the progress you will make. 

"I cannot emphasise it too much. We should begin to work 
.in that spirit and in course of time all these angularities of the 
majority community-the Hindu community and the Muslim com
.munity-because even as regards Muslims, you have Pathans, 
Punjabis, Shias, Sunnis and so on. Among the Hindus you have 
Brahmans, Vaishnavite�, . Khairies, also Bengalis, Madrasis, and 
so on-will vanish. Indeed, if you ask me this has been the biggest · 
hindrance in the way of India to attain its freedom and independence 
.and but for this we would have heen free people long ago. No power 
can hold another nation, and especially a nation of 400 million souls 
.Jn subje.ction,· nobody could have conquered you, and even if it had 
happened, · nobody could have its hold on you for any length · of time 
.but for this. (Appla�se). Therefore we must learn a lesson from 
this. You are free, you are free to go to . your temples. You .  are 

.free to go to your mosques or any other place of worship in this State 
of Pakistan. You may belong to any religion or caste or creed-that 
has nothing to do. with the business of the State (Hear, hear) . . . . . . . . .  . 
" We are starting in the days when there · is no discrimination, no 
.distinction · between one community and another, no discrimination 
between . one caste or creed or another. We are starting With this 

.fundamental principle that we are· all citizens and equal citizens of 
one State (Loud Applause) . 

. . . . . . . . "Now I tliink you should keep that · in front of us as our 
ideal, and you will find that in course of tilne Hindus would cease to 
.be Hindus and Muslims would cease to be Muslims, not in the re/i
_gious sense, because that is the personal faith of each individual but 
.in the political sense as citizens of the State" . .  

I�_ his bro�dcast to the people o f  Australia o n  19th 
.
February, 

·t 948 he had said that P�kista� . was not going to be a theocracy and 
he. repeated this in his broadc�st to the United States . But the 
broadcast, to the United States he had prefaced with the following 
-words, "I do not know what the ultimate form of the constituti()n .is._ 
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Change of Ideology 31  

going to be, but I am sure it will . pe of  a democratjc type embodying 
. the essential principles of Islam. Today they are as applicable in 
actual life as they were 1 ,300 years ago.  Islam and its idealism have 
taught us democracy. . It has taught equity, justice and fairplay to 
everybody. We are. the inheritors of these glorious traditions and . 
are fully alive to our responsibility as framers of the constitution." 
Similarly in his broadcast to the people of Alistnilia he had explained 
what these principles were inthe following wor4s: 
4' We follow the teachings of Muhammad-may peace be on him
i� which all are eq�al in rights, dignity and self-respect. Consequently 
we haye a special and . very deep sense of unity. Not only most of us 
are Muslims but we have our own history, customs and traditions 
an,d those ways of' thought, outlook and _ instinct which go to make 

· up a sense of nationality. We wish to live iit ·peace and friendship 
and to work out our destiny in our own way and make out rightful. 
contribution to the affairs of the world". · · 

In his address to the . Civil and Military 0./fi�ers of Karachi on I 

October 19, 1 947 he had described the new state as · one in which · 
"we can live and ·. breathe as free men and which we · could develop 
according to our .  own lights and culture and where · principles of 
Islamic soCial justice could find free play" . 

. 

· · · In his speech ·at a public meeting a.t Chittagong on March 26, ' 
1948 he had agreed with the statement that Pakistan should . . be 
based on ·sure foundations of social .justice an·� Islamic . �ocialism 
which· empha�ises �quality and brotherhood of man. 

In his Eip Message. to the nation on . Aug�.t 1 8, 1 947 he had 
expressed the hope that the "Bid would usher jn , a ,new era of pros
perity · and . . mark the onward , march of Islamic 9ul�u�e and ideals." 
For the nation he . had summed up th,e lesson of unit)', faith and 
discipline. 

: ;And at .·a public meeting in Dacca held on 21st. March 1 948 he 
had said : 

' 'lslanf has taught us this, and I think, you will agree with me, 
for whatever else you may be and whatever. else you are, you . a� a 
Muslim. You belong to a nation now. You have carved out a 
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32 From Jinnah to Zia 

territory, a vast t�rritory, it is all yours� · It does not belong to a. 
Punjabi or a Sindhi or a Pathan or a Bengali, it is y{)urs. 1viake no 
mista.ke : Pakistan is not a theocracy or anything· like it; Islam 
dema'nds from us the tolerance of other creeds ·and we· welcome in 
closest association with us alf those who of whatever creed are them
selves willing and ready to play their part as true and loyal citizen 
of Pakistan". ·  (Javed Iqbal, -"Ideology of . PaKistan", pp., 3: & 4) .. 
The word "now" should · rem'ind a Muslim that a Muslim' State or 
nation was first founded in Medina, when the Muslims had a terri
tory, a . law giver, an

. 
interpreter and . administrator of law; · when the 

Holy Prophet set out and won the battle o(Badar,, though revelation 
had begun some ten years earlier. The word "now" in this speech 
of the Quaid-i-Azam is very significant, �ince it refers to the estab.;. 
lishment of a .  territorial state. Secularism was once derided by the 
orthodox Muslims. but is now considered to be . an integral part of 
Islam. Says Mr. and now Mr. Justice .Javed lqbal son of Allama 
lqbal, '�Islam does not recognise the distinction between the 
'spiritual' . and the 'profane. ' According to Islam · the spiritual and 
temporal obFgations �re not only connected with each .other but it 
is incumbent on every :M:uslim to const.antly endeavour to realise the 
spiritual values while performing the temporal obligations. · Hence 
secularism is an integral part of Islam and it is for this· reason that · th� Islamic State assimilates the qualities of an ideal . secular state". 
(Javed Iqbal, "Ideology of Pakistan", p. 4). It is clear from these 
statements of the Quaid-i-Azam : 

. 1 .  That he was opposed to a theocratic government. · 

. 2. That he · wan.ted a . secular d�mocratic government.: · 
3. That there was to be one nation, the Pakistani nation, regard-, 

less of the individuals' creed, religion and sect; that · religion· 
. would be an affair of the individual a�d . will · have··nothing to 
do �ith the administration of the State. 

4. That such government was to be based on Islamic principles, 
and traditions. 

5. That by Islamic principles he understood a society pase� on 
social · justice, . equality and · brotherhood of man, tolerance, 

· equity, justice and fairplay. He used , the. words Islamic. 
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Change ofldeology 33 
socialism but they were used in their pragmatic sense, not in 

_ their doctrinaire sense. 
The Quaid-i-Azam had p.ot even imagined · that there would be 

communal carnage and cross-migrati6n on such a scale as actually 
took place. · He ·was confiden� that the non-Muslims would willingly 
accept the citizenship of the new State, as it was to be founded on 

· principles which nobody, whether a Muslim or non-Muslim, could 
deny� In fact l was ·myself waiting for the day when ! 'could d�mon
st.rate the Islamic principles of justice that a Muslim judge should 
do .justice and not be influenced by the enmity of a pa.riy �nd acting 
on this injunction I acquitted several Hip.dus who .had been . wrongly 
convicted by a Muslim Special Judge and confirmed

. 
the death sen

tence qf several Muslim accused who had murdered a Hindu widow 
who had decided tf:) stay in Pakistan. 

After the Rawalpindi disturbances and Mamdot's visit to the 
tro.ubled areas there was a lull in the frenzied communal 'clashes. If 
there had been no cross-migration and indiscriminate sbmghter and 
the non-Mus1ims .had stayed on in West Pakistan they would have 
had a: percentage of 30, and there would have been no question of 
making them inferior citizens .in a religious state. · This view was 
supported by' no less a person th�n Maulana Abul Ala - ¥aududi. 
In the "Tarjuman-ul-Quran" of February 1946 he had · opposed 
Pakistan · on the - ground that if it was established ,it will be a secular 
state and not an Islamic State. In th� course of the inquiry into -the 
Punjab Disturbances of 1953 he was questioned .on this point .and his, 
replies to the questions are reproduced below from t�e record of the 
proceedings : 

Q. Are you in favour of having an . lsla.mic State now ? 
A. Certa�nly. 

. _ 

Q. Did you express �ri opinion to the contrary in the ''Tarju
- mari--ul�Qu��n" for February 1946 (Relevant passage read 

out t'o. th� witness). 
A. I did . express this opinion in the "Tarjuman-ul-Quran". but 

t�at was on the basis of what was being present�d to us 
then . · Now the conditions are different and we can have a 
pure1y Islamic State. 
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34 From Jinnah to Zia 

Q. How have the cond_itions changed ? 
A. As was then anticipated, western Pakistan was to include 

- at least 26 p.c. of non-Muslims. They have now left and 
we have in West Pakistan a - completely Muslim population� 
· The percentage of non-Muslims in East Pakistan has also 
· decreased. 

Q. If East Pakistan- were a separate State do you think you 
could have a purely Islamic Government .in that region with 
t�e present' Hindu population. · 

A. There · ·  will be difficulties thete, the perc·entage of non
Muslims there being about 25. 

Q. :
If East Pakistan is a necessary part of Pakistan, then how. 
do you say that conditions have changed and that a pureiy 
Islamic Government can be formed for the whole of 
Pakistan. · 

A. The difficulties have now lessened. (Pages 141-142 of the 
Record). 

If the non-Muslims had not willingly left or been driven out of 
Pakistan, was not the Quaid�i�Azam view expressed in his speech of 

· 1 1th August, 1 947 completely in accord �ith Maulana · Abul . Ala 
:M;aududi's view ? 

The conclusion that has to be drawn from what has been said 
above is that the aim of obtaining a Muslim majority area anci 
establishing therein 'a gover.nment of the majority was · no more than 
freedom 'from ·  Hindu domination and running their own government 
in that area. That the object was to establish a religious st�te in that 
region was neither in Quaid-i-Azam's mind nor . in . that of Allama 
Iqbal. But of course implicit in the Constituent Assembly's power 
was the right to frame any ldnd of constitutio� it liked and the 
Governor�General . gave his a�sent to such Constitution Bill. But 
so far as · the Quaid-i-Azam is concerned he was · . strongly in favour 
of a modern secular constitution. . And if during the Quaid-i-Azam's 
iife, Khan, Liaquat Ali Khan, the Prime Minister, had even attempted 
to introduce the Objectives. Resolution of the killd he got through the 
Assembly on 25th March 1949, the Quaid-i�Azam would never h�ve 
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Change of Ideology 35 

given his assent to it. The real object of the Quaid-i-Azam was to 
save the Muslim majority areas from the political domination of the 
Hindus as well as to save them from econolJlic exploitation of the 
kind that emerged from the facts and figures given by the Congress 
and the Sikhs in claiming the inclusion of Lahore in India before the 
Boundary Commission. Another object, perhaps a more important 
one, was to preserve the identity of Musalmans btit what was this 
identity ? Had it to be defined or taken as it was at the time of the 
partition ? Underlying the speech of the Quaid-i-Azam is the eco
nomi� objective-raising the sta.ndard of living of the mass man ·who 
was grinding under poverty becaus.e partly for lack of self-help and 
partly his exploitation by the Hindu, he was a pitiable human being, 
and his lot could be improved if'the Muslims of the majority . areas 
had their own government. Thus the primary object of establishment 
of Pakistan was the self-government of the territory in which the 
Muslims would have a majority and could · show to the minorities 
how just and equitable that Government was. But theocracy in any 
form he had expressly ruled out. 

· The Quaid-i-Azam had been suffering from a mortal disease 
and had been advised to avoid strain. Nevertheless he worked cease
l�ssly and despite all the disadvantages that were incidental to putting 
the new State on the rails carried on the administration with vigour 
and enthusiasm. Consistently with his conception of a secular state 
he even appointed a Hindu . (Mandal) as a member of his cabinet. 
He was in the tertiary stage of the disease and when he felt too weak 
to carry on he went for a rest · to Ziarat where his health. further 
deteriorated. I saw him when from : Ziarat he came io Karachi 
for the · inaug�ration ceremony of the State Bank. With his sister 
by him he was riding a four-horsed . carriage :with an enormous pro
�ession following him. His complexion had become pale and he had 
lost weight. He appeared to be a sick man but there was a smile on 
his face, though underneath this apparent cheerfulness one could 
discover a mental anxiety. After the ceremony he returned to Ziarat 
but the disease had the better of him and he breathed his last on 
1 1th September, 1948 and was buried in the. midst of a sobbing crowd 
in the place where his mausoleum stands today. Neither any mem
ber of the Jamaat-i-Islami, �f Jamiatul-ul-Ulama : in Islam, nor any 
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36 From Jinnan to Zia · 

Khaksar was there. 
In: his death Pakistan · lost a great leader and the founder of a 

new State. 
After this Khawaja Nazimuddin became the new Governor

General and Liaquat Ali Khan continued as the Prime Minister.· 
On 25th March, 1949, Khan Liaquat Ali Khan moved in the 

Constituenf Assembly a Resolution· which is called as the Objectives 
Resolution. If the Resolutiori had been moved in · the lifetime of 
Qu�id-1-Azam and had been endorsed by him much of the confusion 
that appeared subsequently would have been avoided . But Liaquat 
Ali Khan knew �hat the Quaid-i-Azam would. not agree to any such 
Resolution as it was directly opposed to the views be had publicly 
expressed m9re than once, and it was a complete contradiction of his . 
idea of a modern democratic secular state. After the Quaid�i-Aza�'s 
death Liaquat Ali Khan waited for six months before he moveq that 
Resolution which was unanimously passed by the Muslim members, , 
the Hindu members having boycotted the ses�ion . 

When the terms. of this Resolution are examined it is found to 
differ in all the basic points of the Quaid-i-Azam's views e.g. 

l. The Quaid-i-Azain had said that in the new sta�e sovereignty · 
would rest with the people. Tfie Resolution starts with the 
statemen.t that sovereignty rests with Allah. 

2. There is a reference to the protection of the minorities, of 
their right to · worship and practice their religion, whereas the 
Quaid-i-Azam had stated 'that there would be no minorities · 

qn the basis of religion. 
From the sovereignty of All�h- and the legislature acting within 
prescribed limits, is negatived the basic idea 'or modern democracy ' 
that there are no ·limits, except in· a federation, on the legislative powe� 
of a representative Assemb�y. 

3. The distinction between
. 
religious . majorities and · minorities 

. takes away from the minority the right of equality which 

. again is. a basic idea of modern democracy. 
4. The provision relating to Muslims being enabled to lead their . 

life according to Islam is opposed to the conceptio� .of a 
secular . state . . 
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Chqnge of Ideology 37 
5 .  The Objectives Resolution differs from the Lahore Resolution 

in which two "Sovereign" states were demanded. 
It was natural that with the terms of the Resolution the Ulama 

should acquire considerable influence in the State . . , There ·are 73 
sects in Islam but leaving aside the Shias who stand apart, among the 
Sunnis of India there were different schools of thought who were 
calling one another as Kafi.r before Partition . . . These Ulam.a had 
their own institutions at Deoband, Bareli, Nadva, Badayun, Qadian, 
Pathankot, Amritsar etc. They were engaged in religious discp.ssions 
and disputations but the British looked at them with indifference. 
In fact they encouraged such disputes an� interfered only when a law 
and order question arose. The most prominent among them were the 
Ahrar who at first were Congressites and later became nat�onalists, 
and thereafter coming . to Pakistan they became a religious . party. 
Most of these sects were against the - conception. of Pakistan, the 
Quaid-i-Azam and the Muslim League. One of them had. called the 
Quaid-i-Azam Kafi.r�i-Azam and another member of another organi
sation (the Khaksar) made an attempt on his life. The Kha�sar 
organisation was founded by lnayatullah Khan . Mashriqi who was 
my colleague at the Peshawar College; He was the fi),"st Indian who 

· became Headmaster of the Government High .School at Peshawar 
and subsequently became an Under Secretary in the . indian · Gover�
ment at Oelhi. He suddenly resigned from that office �nd founded 

· the K.haksar organisation which was based on the . . Nazi .pattern, . 
I .say Nazi pattern, because Sir Sikandar Hayat Khan who was the 
Chief Minister of the Punjab, showed me the pictures of their parade� 
with Nazi helmets and sharp edged betchas with which they used to 
parade in the streets. Once they marc�ed . in defiance of an . order 
under Section 144 and when ·an English Deputy · Superintendent of 
Police s·topped them from proceeding further, their Salar . told him 
that he had orders to proceed and remove any obstruction in his way. 
When the Deputy Superintendent said that he could not pro�ed 
further and put his hand on his chest, the Salar gave a �errifi.c blow 
on his head with his betcha, disabling him. · If I remember aright the 
name of this Deputy Superintendent was Mr. Beaty. .When the 
Khaksar proceeded further to near Nowgaza they were .massacred. 
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38 From Jinnah to Zia 

Those who concealed themselves in the nearby houses, were brought 
out one by . one and shot. This was a few days before the Lahore 
Resolutio1:1 was moved in the Muslim League. The hypocrisy of the 
leader of ·one of these s'ects can be judged by the fact that although 
he himself was a Shia he went to Lucknow to support the Madha-i
Sahaba movement, · an .essentially Sunni movement, just with · the 
object of showing that Muslim League was not · supporting the 
movement. The leaders of two · other sects used vulgar names for 
Pakistan, one calling it Palidistan (profane place) a:nd · the other 
Na-Pakistan. ·· 

When Pakistan appeared on the map, they found no pl�ce for 
themselves in :(ndia and they all came to Pakistan · and brought with 
· them the curse of Takfir (calling one another infidel). 

But Jamia-Millia, th� . Jamiat-ul-Ulama-i-Hind who be�ieved 
that Muslims could · be faithful citizens of India remained behind. 
Maulana Azad .whose study of .Islam was as deep as �hat of Maulana 
Abul Ala Maududi and who by ,conviction was a nationalist and . was 
therefore opposed to Quaid-i-:Aza:m ·also stayed in India. 

· · 

The leading·part in thls Takfir was taken by the Ahrar and . their 
first target were the Ahmadis. They demanded that the Ahamdis 
(Qadianis) . should be declared a minority as . they were outside the 
pale of Islam, that Sir Muha�d Zafarullah Khan who w�s an 
Ahmadi should be relieved of his office and that in future no Ahmadi . . . 

' ( . 
should be taken on a key post. Soon they gathered the other Ulama 
round themselves and sonie conferences of these Ulama were held. 
Ultimately a Cou�cil of Action was organized which was attende4 
by all parties, and an ultimatum containing the three demands was 

· decided upon to be presented to Khawaja ·Na�imuddin, who was 
then the Prime Minister. . The campaign against the Ahmadis had 
assumed such a virulent form, that several Ahmadis were attacked 
and killed and .their Masjids and' property burnt, destroyed or looted. 
One of the persons, killed was Major Mahniood, an Ahmadi, whose 
car had failed near a crowd which was being addressed by a ·Maul.yi 
at qu.etta on the subject of Ahmadis being l(afirs. Major Mahmood 
was . trying to s�art his car when he �as attacked by a furious mob. 
He ran but was overtaken and his body was pelted with stones and 
p��rced with sharp weapons. 

· · 
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Change of Ideology 3,9 . 
The Punjab Muslim League had accepted the demands ·and many 

Muslim Leaguers whose government was in office had joined the 
agitation. · While .accepting their demands the Chief Minister of 
Punjab had informed the. deputationists that the matter was for the 
Centre to decide on constitutional grounds as well for the ·reason 
that the Head Office of the League was at Karachi . 

The Council of action went to Khawaja Nazimuddin, and though 
I think, he had on religfous . .  grounds sympathy with the movement, 
he was confronted with the situation that either he should' accept 
the demands or as Prime Minister treat the ultimatum as a challenge 
to law and order which as Prime Minister he was bound to maintain: 
He chose the latter alternative and ordered the arrest of the agitating 
Ulama. · With these arrests, began the disturbances throughout the 
Punjab and the . situation soon went out of control of the civil · 
authorities. Martial Law in Lahore was therefore declared . 
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· .• / .  

Chapter VI ,' 
I ' ; 

EFFECT OF CHANGE IN . I DEO�OGY 

After .the . .  disturba�ces of . 1953 had sub�ided and Martial Law 
withdr�wn, 

'
a ·  sp�i,al Act' 'was, pass·ed ·constituting a Court of Inquiry 

to investigate the causes of disturbances, the circumstances leading. to 
the imposition of Martial Law and the adequacy or otherwise of. the . 
measures taken to : suppress the disturbances. - The inquiry was to. be 
a public inquiry and I was .nominated the President of the Committee 
and -my friend Mr. Justice Kayani its member. It was · a  lengthy 
inquiry but quite a pleasant and interesting task. We commenced · 
the iilql:lirY on lst May 1953' and presented · . our report to ·, the 
Government on 1Oth ·  April, 1954. I am 'not a religious . scholar but · 
I had studied Islam as an · evolutional movement in the history of 
humanity,_ its contribution t.o the worlq and its broad and universal 
principles . . . �ut here I was fac� to face witl, religious doctors. whose 
study was ·confined. to the �ooks writt�n about 800 years ago. and 
which. wer� cJ�imed py them. to contain th� sol�tion o,f every pr�.blem 
in the \VO���. . The r�C<?rd �fthe jpquiry' was colossal, an.9 consisted. , of 1600 pa:ges of ·written statements, 2,600 pages of evidence, 339 . 

formally proved documents, numerous letters some of which exceeded . 

100 'pages ' and _ a .host 'of books, pamphlets, joui'mils and . .  news
papers . .  · The report itself covers ' 387 closely printed pages� · In 
the �urse of inquiry -almost .  every conceivable subject was 'touched 
and the issues underlying the in-quicy�· ·which frequently emerged·· in 

. .  an their direttness and w�th . ·all . their · implications, were . so deep and 
_ _ fl}nd�mental that a reply to them · one· way or the other could make 
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42 From Jinnah to Zia 

or n1ar the new State of Pakistan and entirely change the course of 
her future history. Now neither this report nor the record of pro
ceedings is available. I had asked the stenographer to prepare a 
spare copy of the proceedings but among my papers only the first 

· - volume of the proceedings upto page 843 has been found. All our 
predictions_ expressed or implied in the Repo.rt have come out true, 
and there is not a single question touched in it which did ·not subse- . 
quently arise in Pakistan, one of the issues being a burning is's�e even 
today. There is hardly any book written on Pakistan which does 
not refer to this report which has come to be called "Munir Report" . 
When the report was published it was comm,epted upon by every 
paper in Pakistan, some fmportanf papers ··i� India, a ·paper in · 

England and another in Australia. Professor Hitti wrote a personal 
letter· to me and later when

' 
he met me said that he was expecting 

some . such thing from - Pakistan. · . A pr�fessOi' from Canada ·wrote 
to me saying that he

'
·was recommending the r�port to ' his students 

for
.
sti1nmer reading. 

I • • . I • • • . · " ' • .• • 
I 

. i , , . 
'
· 

. During a ·co.nversation ;with the Shahanshah ofJran, he itiquir�d 
. 

from me about the purport of. the Report and 1 told, him what_ .the . 
report was. about. · H·e . remarked . that . there . were si:J;nilar . . p�oblem 

· in his own · country and the very same .day the Punj�b Governm�nt 
obtained froll1 m.e a copy for His Majesty's per:usal. Iran haq lflced . 
similar problems in · the past in the . . days of Ali .Muhammad 

'
Ba?, 

·Bahaullah and the. beautiful poett(�S Qurntt-.ul�Ain.. 

:rt�lso
' 
witnessed the R�vol�tiori ofl961 when Doctor Mosaddiq . 

dro�e· ' the shah out of If�n: Now
' 
:the ' religious ' leader of Iran 

I ( ' 

Ayatulnth · ,  Rohullah Khomeni, ' who was banished frbni' Iran apd . .  
. stayed 'i'n :P�ris · for t 5  years� has . returned to t�an and established �n 
Islaln.ic .Republic there :arid the Shah arid 'hrs Queen are refugee in · .  

Pa�ama. M�my ·heads, who had supported the Shah, ' have · rolled� 
. 

· .  . ' ' . . - > - . ' 
,•' . .  ,1 . . : · 1 ;_ . 1 . . ; 1  . .  A · ' 'great dqcument", a ·  "historical .documene were . the usual 

headings of .n�wspap,er comments_ l,�n . t�� - repo�t, �11d l  st�ll have . a ' . 
full b()x . .. of letters . and ne\YSPflPYF .cqmroents, , includi�g , _so�e by 
. 'N •4ai�Waqt', predecessor. of 'Naw,ai-)Yfiqt;, r:ec�iv�4in appreciation 
of this docume�t. ,, Among. these·l�tters \th�re ·is one by_ Mr ; :. � . . .  _. . . . 

date� )�th . ¥ay, , 1954. . He w�ote to me s�ying : .

, 

· · .· ' · · 
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Effect of Change in Ideology 43-
"Being very closely asso.ciated with the Quaiq-i-Azam since 

1936, until his demise, I have learnt at his feet lessons which I .shall 
never fotget. fie was by any standard of me�surement, a. very great 
man. _ His vision was as clear as crystal and his guidance superb. · 
His utterances; public and private,. did not leave one with the slightest 
c:ioubt that he was a progressive man and that he w�nted a progressive 
Pakistan when;, pe<:>ple. lived and , worked in accordance with the 
highest and noblest principles of Islam, · napt�ly, equality, fraternity 
and justice. I swear he did Jiqt at a1,1y_t�.me. �nvisage the creatioh of 
a backwaid . theoc�atic state, . IslamiQ in name . and totally un-I�lamic 
otherwise . .  He did not create Pakistan t� put on the map a' state 
which should livejn the clouds qf pre-medievalis� sliding backward 
instead of marching forward, . and in ind�cent haste to . slide in the 
nether depths of degradation and theocracy equalljpg Tibet. Why 
Pakistan h_as been called before now the "Land 'of the Lamas" minus 
the long and hideous trumpets ? . As .a sincere follower _ of the 
Quaid .. i-Azam I congratulate you and your colleague for your magni
ficent · Report on the Punjab Disturbances. .  I have studied it with 
deep interest and hope the gentlemen who are entrusted with the ' 
responsibility 'of running our state. will study it, take �our words to 
heart and implement your advice." . 

· "I hold that those who are endeavouring, to , set the �ands of the 
clock hack . a thousand years and are using the cloak of Islam to 
cover their own shortcomings and .sins are co�itting an unpar4on
able crime not only against sqciety but against Isla�." 

''I congratulate . you ·again from the depth of my heart for ex
. pressing yourself so clearly and forcefully." 

' � . ' One journalist in his comments remarked that there were only 
two books wl}ich he · had · not laid aside until he:b.ad read them from 
the beginning to the end. One of these was Lady Chatterley's Lover 
and the qther the Munir. Report . .  (What a comparison ?} 

. • ' 

There was then no criticism of this report except by Janiaat-i-
. Islam.i to whoni we had assigned a part in the - responsibility for the 

disturbances: The head of that Jamaat ];lad been, together with 
-Abdus Sattar Niazi, sentenced to death by a · M�litary Court but the 
s,entences were not executed. 
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· · From Jinnah to Zia· 

In some of the letters received by . me its literary value has been 
.appreciated. 

· 

Here are some extracts from the Report. The R�port . et?-ds 
with the following sentences : 

. 

"And it is our deep conviction· that if the Ahr;u (the. leading 
party) had been treated as a · pure question of law and order, . without 
any political'consideratio�s, one District Magistrate and one Superin
tendent of Police co'ul(.t' have dealt . with them. Consequently we 
are prompted by something · that' they call a human conscience to 
.inquire whether in our presen·t state of political development, the 
administrative problems of law and order cannot be divorced from a 
democratic bed-fellow · called a · ministerial Government which is so 
remorselessly haunted by political nightmares. But if democracy 
means the . subordination of law and order to political t:mds�then 
Allah knoweth best and we end our report." 
{Can' you not apply these observations to our recent past?) 

When the Chief Minister of the Punjab diverted the course of 
the movement to Khawaja Nazimuddin, Prime Minister; the latter 
had remarked that the former had required 'him "to hold the baby". 
Now read the court's prediction : . 

"In his evidence Khawaja Nazimuddin li�s used a very apt 
.·simile while complaining that the Chief Minister of · the Punjab 
wished him to hold the baby. If the demands be compared_ to a 
baby, the whol� subject of resportsibility can be· ·put into a . single 
-sentence and that is that the Ahrat gave birth to · a baby and offered 
it to the Ulama for adoption who agreed to father it, · and that 
anticipating that the ·baby. would cause mischi�f if it grew up in the 
province, the Chief M�nister cast it in a canal, dug with the assistance 
-of Mir Nur Ahmad and watered by the press and the Chief Minister 
himself, to . flow d,ow� Moses like to Khawaja Nazimuddin. · 

"Khawaja Nazimuddin, in the apparent good looks of the baby 
noticed a frown and something indefinably sinister and therefore 
refusing to ·take it in his lap 'threw it away, ·with the result that the 
ha by kicked and raised up a row which enveloped the: province of its 

· birth and · threw both · Khawaja Nazimuddin and the Chief Minister 
<>.ut of office; · the baby is' still alive and · kicking · and waiting for 
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Effect of Ch(mge · in Ideo,lqgy 

some.one to pick it up. And in this God�gifted · State of Pakistan.· 
there are careers · for everybody-politic.ai . brigands · and adventurers,. 
even non-entities". · {Page 286 of �he Report). And we know that; "' 
some 20 ye.ars later no less a person than· M.r. Bhutto took up the 
baby in his lap and by a constitutional · amendment declared · the 
Ahmadis non-Muslims. B\lt even he could not define a Muslim and 
discarded the simple definition which before the partition eminent 
Mu�lim Judges of different High Courts and the Privy Council . had 
given. ·  Has anyone since then · defined a Muslim and how m�ny 
political b�igands, adventurers and non-entities have not carved for 
themselves a career in Pakistan. 

"Keeping in view the several definitions of a Muslim given by · 
the Uhima, 'need we make any comment except that no two learned 
divines' are agreed on this fundamental. If we attempt our own 
definition a's each ' learned divine has done and that definition' differs 
from, that given by all others, we unanimously go out of the fold of 
Islam.' 

· 
• And if we adopt the definition given by any one of the Ulama, 

. we remain ·Muslims · according to the yiew · of · that�ali1n ·but kafirs . 
according to the definition of every one else." (Page 218  'of the 
Report). 

· APOSTASY AND FREEDOM OF CONS.CIENCE 
"If the Ahmadis were kafirs, .any one .becoming an Ahmadi, 

became liable to the death .penalty because apostasy in an Islamic 
State · is punishable with death. Qn this the Ulama are- practically 
unanimous (':'ide the .eviden9e, of Maulana Abul Hasanat Sa)'yed 
Muhammad Ahmad Qadri, President, Jamiat-ul-Ulama-i-Islam, West 
Pakistan ; Maulana Abul Ala Maudo�di, founder and ex-Amir of 
Jamaat-i-Isl�mi, Pakistan ; Mufti Muhammad Idris, Jamia Ashrafia, 
Lah,ore and Member, Jamiat-ul-Ulalna-i-Pakistan ; Maulana Daud 
Ghaznavi, Presiden�, Jamiati-Ahl-i-Hadith, Maghribi Pakistan ; 
Maulana A.bdul Haleem Qasimi , Jami'at-ul-:-Ulama-i-Islam, Eunjab ; 
and Mr. lbrahini Ali Chishti) . . According to this . doctrine, 
Ghaudhri Zafrullah Khan, if he has not inherited his present religious 
beliefs but has voluntarily elected to be an Ahmadi, m,ust be, put 
to death. And the same fate should befall Deobandis and Wahabis, 
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·46 From Jinnah to Zia 

including Maulana .Muhammad Shafi Deobandi, Member, · Board 
of ; Talimat-i-Islami, attached to the Constituent · · Assembly of 
Pakistan, and Maulana -Daud Ghazanvi, if Maulana Abul Hasanat 
Sayyed Muhammad Ahmad Qadri, · <;>r Mirza Raza Ahmadc Khan 
Barelvi, or any one of .the numerous Ulama who are shown perched 
on every leaf of a be�utiful tree in the fatwa, Ex ... D. E. 14, were the 
head .of such Islamic State. And if M�ulana, ;Muh�mmad Shafi 
Deobandi were the head of the· State, he would · put to death those 
who have pronounced _Deobandis as kafirs and outside the pale of. 
Islam and inflict on them the death penalty if they come within. the 
definition of a murtad, namely, if they have changed and not inherited 
their religious views . . 

" . . . ·  . ' . !  . . . ' 
. 

"The genuineness of the fa�wa, Ex. D. E. ,1 3, by the D,e?_bandis . 
which says that Asna Ashari Shias are kafirs and murtads was 
questioned in ,the course of inquiry, but Ma�lana Muham��d Shaft 
made an inquiry on the subject from peoband, a�d r��eive� from the 
records of that institutiop the copy of a Jatwa signed by all the 
tea_chers of the, D�r.ul lJloom, including Maul�n� Muhanunad Shafi 
himself, which is to th� effect that . those who do not beli�ve. j11 :tpe . 
. sah�biyyat of Hazrat Siddiq-i-Akbar and who are qazif of Hazrat 
Aisha Siddiqa and have been guilty of tehrif of Quran are kafirs. 
This o'pinion is also supported by Mr. Ibrahim Ali Chishti who has 
studied and knows his subject. He thinks the Shias are kafirs 
because they believe'· that Hazrat Ali shared the prophetliood' with 
our Holy Prophet. ·He refused to answer the question whether a' 
person who being a ·sunni changes his view anq agrees with the Shia 
view would be guilty ofirtida:d so as to deserve the· death penalty. 
According to the · Shias all Sun.nis · are . kafirs, and Ahl-i-Quran, 
namely, persons who consider hadith _to :b_e unreliable and therefore 
not binding are, · unanimously kafirs, 'and so . are all independent 
thinkers. The net result of all this is that neither Shiils nor SU:nnis 
nor Deobandis nor ·AhH-Hadith nor Barelvis - are M11slims and 'any 
change ; from '<me view to the other must be accomplished in . an 
Islaniic· \ State with the penalty of death if the Government: of 'the 
State is in· the hands of the party which considers the other · party 
to be kafi:rs. And it does not require . inuch imagination to· judge of 
·the consequences of this doCtrine when it is remembered that no two 
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Effect of Change in Ideology 47 

Ulama ha,ve agreed before us as to the definition of a .Muslim. . If 
the constituents qf each of the definitions given by the Ula;ma . . are 
given eff�ct · tQ, . and subjected, to the rule . of ·'combipa�ion and 
perm.u�ation' • and I t�e f<:>rrq of charge in the .Inquisition. on . Galileo 
is aq�pted mutatis mu.tandis �s a ·.1nodel, the . grou,nds .on .whi�h .  a· 
p�r$on may be in.dicted for ap�stasy will be t.oo numerous to co1,1nt. I 

"In . an earlier part .of this report we . have referred . . to the 
prescription of the 'J\sh-Shahab',. a . pamphlet written by · Maulana 
Shabbir Ahmad Usmani who : later became Sheikh-ul.:.lslam-i• 
Pakistan.  I In that pamphlet the Maulana had attempted to show 
from the · Quran," the sunna, the ijma and qayas that "in Islam the 
punishment for apostasy (irtidad) is dea!h . ' I  After propoundiit'g the 
theological doctrine the Maulana . had made in that documeht · a 
statement of fact that in the time of the Caliph Sadiq-i-Akbar and the· 
-subsequent Caliphs vast areas of Arabia became repeatedly red with 
the ' blood of apostates. We are not called upon to express any 
.opinion · as to . the correctness · or otherwise · of this doctr!ne · but 
knowing that the suggestion to the Punjab' Government to proscribe 
this pamphlet l:iad come fr6m the Minister for the Interibr� we have 
attempted to inquire of ·ourselves the reasons for Gover'ilmenfs 
taking ·a 'step which ex hypothesi amounted "to condemning ·a doctrine 
which ·ihe Maulana had professed to derive from the Quran: and !the 
-surirt�L· The death p·ena1ty for 'irtidad has implications of a far

ieaching�·chatacter and stamps Islam as a religion of fanatics, which 
punishes all ind'ependent thinking.- The Qurari again and .. again lays 
emphasis on reasoned thought, advises toleration and preaches 
against compulsion · iri ' 'teligious 1mitters · but · the doctrine of irtidad 
.a:s enunciated inthis,pamphlet 'strikes at the very root o.f independent 
thinking when it propounds the view that anyone who, being born a 
Muslim or having embraced. Islam, attempts to think on the subject 
,of ·religion with·. a view, ·if he ,comes to that conclusion, to ;choose for 
himself any other .religion he likes, has . the capital pe�alty ,il1 . s�ore 
-for · him. With this irnplication Islam . beco�es .an embodiment\ of 
tomplete intellectual paralysis. And the stat�n1ent in the pamphlet 
that vast ar�as of. Arabia were repeatedly bespatterecl with hu;man 
'blo<;>d, if true; ! co:uld only lend itself to this inference -that even when 
.Islam was .. at the. �eight of its splendour, and helcl absolute sway in 
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48 From Jinnah ·to Zia 

Arabia· there were iri that country a large number of people who
turned away from that relig�on and preferred to' die than' to remain 

· fn . that system. It . must have .been some such reaction pf this 
pamphlet on the 'mind of the · MiD;ister for t_he Interior whiCh prompted 
him to adVise the Punjab Government to proscribe the pamphlet. 
Further the Minister who · was himself well:versed in ' . religious 
matters must have thought that· the conclusion drawn by the author 

. of the pamphlet which was prip.cipally based on the precedent men.;. 
tioned in paras 26, . 27 and 28 of.the Old· Testament and which is: only 
partially referred to in the Quran in the 54th verse of the Second 
Sura, could not be applicable to apostasy from Ishim and tha.tthere.; 
fore . the authoi's opinion was in fact incorrect, . there. being no 
express text in the Quran for the death penalty for apostasy. .On the· 
contrary each of the two ideas, one underlying the six brief verses· of 
Sura�-ui�K.afiroon and the other the la�lkrah verse of the second 
surat; have merely to be:. understood to reject as erro:r;:teous the view 
propounded in the 'Ash-Shahab'. Each of the verses in Surat-ul-, 
Kafiroon . which contains thi,rty ·words and no verse of which exceeds 
six words, . .  brings out a. fupdamental t�ait in man . engrained. in him 
since his .creation .  while the la-Ikrah verse, th� relevant. poniQ� of 
which contains only nine words, states the . rule . of .responsibility 
of the mind with . a precision that cattnot be . . surpassed. .Bo�h of" 
these texts which are an early part of the Revelation are, individtJ�ILy 
an� collectively, the foundation of that principle .which . human 
society, after centuries of conflict, hatred and . .  bloodsh,ed, has 
adopted . in cJ,efining one or' the . . most important fundamental rights 
of inan� But our doctors would never dissociate chuavenism from , · .. ' . . ' , . 
IslaitJ.." - (Pages 218-220 of the Report) . .(Mr. Justice S. A. Rahm�;tn 
in his "Punishment of Apostasy in · Islam" h�s expressed the view 
that apostasy ,simpliciter is not punisha ble at all). i " 

. 

"We have dwelt at some length on the · subject · of 'Islamic State' 
not because we intended t< fwrite a thesis against·or in favour of such 
state ·but merely · _with a · · view to presenting a clear picture of the 
possibilities that may in futute arise if true causes of the ideological 
confusion· which contributed to the spread and intensity . of the dis
turbances are ·not precisely · located: ·· That such confusion did exist 
.is obvious because otherwise Muslim Leaguers, whose own · Govern-
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Effect of Change in Ideology 49 
ment was in office, would not have risen against 'it ; sense of loyalty 
and public duty would not have departed from public officials who 
went about'like maniacs howling against their" own ·Government" and 
officers ; respect for property and human life would · not have dis
appeared in the · common man who · with no scruple · or compunction 
began freely to indulge in loot, arson and murder ; politicians would 

. .not have shirked facing the men who had installed . them . in their 
offices ; and administrators would not have felt hesitant or diffident 
irl performing what was their obvious • duty. · If there is one thing 
which has ·been conclusively demonstrated in this inquiry, it is that 
provided· : you can persuade the masses to ·believe that something 
they are asked to do is -religiously right or enjoined by ·religion, you 
can set them to any course of action·, regardless of. all considerations 
of discipline, loyalty, decency, morality or civic sense. 

. "Pakistan is being taken .by the common man, though it is not, 
as an Islamic State. This belief has been encouraged by the ceaseless 
clamour for Ishun and Islamic . State that is . being heard from . all 
quarters since the · establishment of Pakistan. The .  ph�ptom of an 
Islamic State has haunted the Musalman throughout the ages and is a 
result of the memory of the glorious past when .Islam risi

.
ng like a 

storm from the least expected quarter of the .world-wilds of.Arabia� 
instantly enveloped the world, pulling down from their hi�h pedestal 
gods · .who had l'Uled over man . since the creation, uprooting .centuries 
old institutions and superstitions and supplanting . all civilisations 
that . had been built on an· enslaved humanity. What is 125 years in 
human history, nay in the . history of a people, and yet .during this 
brief period Islam spread from Indu,s . to Atlantic and Spain, and 
from the b,orders of China ,.to . Egypt, and the SOJlS, of ;the . pesert 
installed th�mselves in all old centres of civiljsation-in .Ctesiphon, 
Damascus, Alexandria, India and all places associated with the names 
of . the Sumerian and the Assyrian civilisation�. Historians have 
often · posed the question :  what would have. been the state of the 
world today if Muawiya's .siege of Constantinople had succeeded 
·Or if the proverbial Arab instinct for plunder had not sudde�ly 
seized the mujahids of Abdur Rahman in their fight ,against Charles 
Martel on the plains of Tours in Southern FJ,"ance. IYiay be Muslims 
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50 From Jinnah to Zia 

would, have discovered;- America long befo.r� , Columbus did and the 
entire world would· have been Moslemised ; may be Islam itself would 
have been Europeanised. It is · this brilliant achievement. of the 
Arabian nomads, the like of which the world had . never seen .before 
that makes the Mu�alman of today live in the past and yearn for the 
return of. the glory that · was Islam. , He finds himself standing on the . 
crossroads� wrapped in the mantle of the past and with the , dead 
weight of centuries on his back, . frustrated and bewildered and 4esi
tant ' to turn one corner or the pther .. .  The freshness and the , simpli- · 
city of the faith, which . gave determination , to his mind . and spring 
to his' · muscle,' is now denied to ·him. He has neither the means nor 
the ability to conquer. and there are no countries to .conquer. Little 
does he understand that the forcQs, which are pitted. against him, 
are entirely different from those against. . which · early Islam had to 
fight, and that on the clues given by his own ancest�rs, human mind 
has achieved results which he cannot . understand. He therefore 
finds hiinself in .. a state ·of helplessness waiting for some on.e ·to come 
and help him out of this morass of 'uncertainty and c6nfusion�. And 
he will go ·ort, waitirig like this without anything happening." · Nothing 
but a bold re-orientation of Islam to separate the vital . '. from' the 
lifeless can preserve it as a World Idea and convert · t�e Musalnian 
into a ' citizen , of the present and the future · world .from the archaic 
incongruity that he is today. 

"It is this· hick of bold and clear thinking, the inability to under
stand and .·. take decisions ·which has · brought about · in ·Pakistan ' a  
'confusion which will · persist · and repea.tedly create ' situation ·  of the 
kind we have been inquiring into until our leaders ha've a clear con- ' 

'ception of the goal and of the means to reach it. It requires no 
imagimi.tion 'to realise that irreconcilables reniain irteconcilable even 
if yo'l.l believe or wish· to the contrary. · Opposing principles, if left 
to ' themselves, - can only produce confusion and disorder, ' and the 
applicatio'n ··or a neutralising agency rto them can only produce a 
dead result. · Unless, in case of conflict between two ideologies; our 
leaders 'have the' . desire ' 'and the ability to elect, uncertainty must 
continue. · And as long ·as we rely on the hammer where a file is  

: 'needed and press. ' lslam 'into service ' tO SOlVe situations it  WaS never 
,in�ended to 'so�ve, frus�ration and disappointment JJ?.USt ·dog , our 
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Effect of Change . in Ideology 5:1 
. steps. The sublime faith called -Islam will live even : if. . our leaders 
are not there to· enforce it. It lives in the individual, in his soul and 
outlook, in all his relations with .God and men; and our poli�icians 
should · understand that if Divine ·commands c:annot make or ke�p • � 
man a Muslim, their statutes. will not." (Report pages 23 1;.�32).. , 

. THE AHRAR 
' 'A. full account ·of the genesis and the activities of the Ahrar· 

has been .given in an earlier .part of this repoJt. The dominati.ng 
principle. by which . the Ahrar policy is governed is not to , play the 
second fiddle. · . .It was on this principle �h3;� they separated from the 
Congress, . though even after this. they continued flirting . . with, anq 
kowtowing befQre the Congress . There was ,no loye lost between 
them and the Muslim League nor was Musl.i.m · League's . . Pakist�q 

· ever acceptable to them. · During the period that the Muslim League 
under the leadership. of the Quaid-i-Azam was struggling for Pakistan, 
the Ahrar were flinging foul abuse .on all the leading personalities Qf 
the Muslim League and accusing th�m of leading un-Islami9 live� .. 
Islam was with them a weapo.n which they could drop and p�c.k up · 
at pleasure to discomfit a political adversary. In .theirAealings )V it� 

. the Congress religion was a· private affair and . nationalism t�eir 
· ideology. When they were. pitted against the Le�gue, their sole 

· consideration was Islam of which they ;held a mpnqpoly from Goq, 
and the League was not only indifferent .to but an enemy ,of Islam. 
To them Quaid-i•Azam was Kafir-i-Azam. They . .  o.nly knew . l,Vhat 
Islamic way of .life was ; and everyone in the Musli:m,. ·L�agtie was · 

living notoriously irreligious life. , How they attempted: : to defea� 
the MJ.�slim League with Ishtm asJtheir weap<;m will be appa;rent 'rrom 
some. utterances of Maulana: Mazhar Ali Azhar, the . A.hrar . I.�eader 
to whom is ascribed the couplet in which the Quaid-i-Azap:1 is called 
the Kafir-i-Azam; This .  gentleman is a . Shia, but Madha-i-Sahaba 
with him i� dearer than . life, and during the S�ia-Sunni . riots . ,in 
Lucknow both he ·a�d his , son adopted the slogan )Vhich rouses th� 
ire of every Shia aQd went from.  Lahore to Lucknow to fan the Shil;l-. 
Sunni fire. . sl>eaking outside �h.e Bhati, (Jate at', t:J_ · p4blic · meeting 
of the Ahrar, he said that.he , h,ad, . for the, . pre�eding. two or .t.hr�e 
months, been asking the �e�gl1� whethe;r , the

· 
n�mes. of t s

·aha��-i� 
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. .  From Jinnah to Zia . · 

Karain would �  be revered in Pakistan but had received no reply. He 
alleged that in the · Congress governed . provinces where the League 
had no power; the League were not permitting the Sahaba to be 
named with' reverence and asked whether, if power . passed to the 
League, the state of affairs would · be the same as · in Lucknow and 
other provinces where Muslims were. in a majority and Madha-i
Sahaba would be an offence. Proceeding he inquired if words of 
praise for Hazrat Abu· Bakr, Hazrat Umar and Hazrat Usman could 
not be ' utt�re(f in Lucknow and Mahmoodabad what would be the 
conditiol1 in' League's Pakistan and what interest the Musalmans 
could have in' such Pakistan ('Shahbaz' of20th November, 1945) . . .  • 

This conduct of the Maulana shows quite clearly how the Ahrar 
arid other parties can · conveniently exploit religion, in which they 
dbn't believe, for tb:eir political ends. 

"In this connection · we - may ·also mention a similar effort by 
Muslin1 League itself in 1946 to have Pits 'and ·Mashaikh who com
mand cdnsiderable . following on its side. They appointed a 
Mashaikh Committee , consisting of 12 members. , Some Pirs and 
Mashaikh included in the Cofi?.inittee were leaders of unquestionable 
positions but the most amazing part of it " is that even men like Khan 
Iftikhar Hu·sain, ' Sardar Shaukat Hayat Khan, Malik Feroze Khan 
Noon - arid ·Nawab Muhammad Hayat Khan Qureshi were · given 
the Honorific titles · of Mashaikh. Thus Khan Iftikhar Hussain Khan 
was ' described as Pir Mamdot ·Sharif, Sirdar Shaukat Hayat Khan 
as Sajjada Nashiil of Wah Sharif, Malik Feroze Khan Noon, 
Sajjada Nashin of Darbar Sargodha Sharif and Nawab Muhammad 
Hayat Khan as Sajjada Nashin of Sargodha Sharif and to top · ·all 
the Secretary · of this Committee; Mr. Ibrahim Ali Chishti, was 
�esignated · as Faiil-i-"Hind Sajjada Nashin of Paisa Akhbar Sharif". 
(Report pages 254-255); 

· ' 'Reverting ' to the - Ahrar Leaders, Ainir-e-Shariat Attaullah 
Shah Bokhari ('Milap' of 27th of December, 1945) announced in his 
s:Peech 'at ·Aiipdi'e that the leaders ·of ·Muslim League wer� be-irilan 
(irreligious people) wqo were not aware of their aqbat (life after. 
death) but were also spoilin;g the a·q�at of others and that the State 
which they' were attempting to create was not · Pakistan· but 
Khakis tan . ·  · And in a speech at Pasrur he said tliat no mother h�d 
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Effect of Change . in Ideology 

yet given birth to a child who could even make the 'P. of Pakistan" 
(Istiqbil Number of 'Daily Jadid Nizam of 1950').· . (Page 252 of the 
Report). 

"On Partition . the. Ahrar came to Pakistan as a defeated and 
frustrated p,a,rty. But before coming, the All ,India Majlis-i-Ahrar 
passed a Resolution dissolv.ing their . prganisation and accepting that 
in India no political organisation other . than the Congress was ,called 
for. The Resolution advised the Musalmans to join the Congress 
and to acknowledge the leadership of Maulana · Azad.'' (Page 256 of 
the Report). 

. ' 

"The conduct of the Ahrar calls for the strongest comme11:t and 
is especially reprehensible. We can use no milder word-�--for the 
reason that they. debased a religious issulby pressing it' into' service 
for a temporal purpose and exploited religious susceptibilities arid 
sentiments of the people for their·. personaL , ends . . . .  Khawaja 
Nazimuddin described them as enemies of Pakistan, and this · coJ:U� 
pliment they .richly deserved for their pa�t activities . . . .  How could 
a party which. was opposed to Pakistan, to · the Muslini League and 
all its leaders and which was merely a handmaid of the Congress, 
give up its ideology and on' the establishment · of Pakistan which 
c·ame into being despite its efforts completely change its views, as 
it were, overnight and pose as the monopolists of Islam in a State 
which it . had done its. best to prevent from coming into existence. 
Did the, Ahrar discover their ideal only aftet Pakistan ? . · Whe�e 
was their cry of an Islamic State for Pakist8:n when they were engaged 
in a grim struggle against parties and people who ·were clamouring 
only for a homeland for the Musli�s." (Repo_rt p. 257). 

. I 
Here are the views of their ]:>resident for their conversion to th� 

ideology which· they �ish to enforce in Pakistani · · · 

Q. ·" Do you know anything about Iqbal and Nehru controversy ? 
A. Yes. : . •� 

Q. Please state the subject which was in controversy · betwe�m 
·them ? 

· 

· · 

· 

· · · 

A. Nehru emphasised watan (territory) but Allama iqbal emphas�s
ed re_ligion. 
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S4 From Jinnah to Zia 

· Q. ; Then ther.e .was a; . clear conflict between . the ideology of the 
Ahrar �nd th�t :of Allama Iqbal ? 

A. Yes (Report pp. 259-60). 

Q• Why •did the Ahrar then change their ideology ? 
A; '· So long as · we wete' with the' Congress; we were , a political party 

but when ·Paldstah was · about to come hi to existence we ' Con .. 
· vefted ourselves 'into a religious party . 

. . Q. Wh�n' the Ahrar were siding �ith the Congress, did they believe, 
as a part of their religion, that' they could . be good subjects' jn 
an undivided Country ? 

A. Yes. I • ;  

Q. ' 

. Do you still �,a ve ��at religiou� 
I 
view ? 

A .. No. 
Q;' Were the · Ahrar :a  party of nationalist Muslims ? 
A. Yes. 
9�: 

.
bid they .have the sa�e ide,ology as ' the Congress ?  

A . . Yes. . , , 

Q.- Was, t.he Jamiat-ul-Ulama-i-Hind· . also ·a body· of . nationalist 
Mu,sli.ms ? 

A . . Yes. 
Q. Could, in your opinion, ·  a · Musalman lead the life of a 

·Musalmari in the future Constitution as envisaged by the' Ahrar 
and the Congress ? 

.A. 
Q. 
A. 

· Yes. · 
Do you, still have that opinion ? 
No. 

Q. \vis wahm the predomi�ant 'fador in the
' 
Congress and Ahrar 

ideology? 
A�' '- Yes. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 

Did you share this view w:ith the Congress ? 
Yes. . . • . . . 

Can "you have the same ideology for the subjects of Pakistan as 
you had when associated with the Congress ? 

A·� .. No. · , 
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Effect of Change in Ideology 

Comment on this is supetfluous except that -in Pakistan even a 
party with the Ahrar's past can overthrow · the Governmerit if it 'has 
the common' sense of raising. a plausible religious isstie. (Report 
pp. 259-60). . 

"The Jamaat-i-Islami ·�xisted . · before . 'the . partition wlth lts : 
headquarters at Pathanko.t in'

. the district of o·urqaspur, a�d Maulana · 
Abul Ala Maududi was. its founder. On pa,rtition , the .Maulana 
came over to Pakistan and . , in 1 952 framed a ne\v constitution 

· for Jamaat-i�Islami · in Pakistan. The
. 
i�dian 'iam�at-i-Isl��i still 

functions and has its ow� constitution. · , The . ide6logy of Jam�at .. i-Islami is perfe�tly simpi� . It aims at 
the establishment of the sovereignty of All�l1 throughout the world 
which, in other words, means the est�blish��nt of a religio-p�litical 
State, which the Jamaat ' calls Islam. For the achievem�n·tof or' this 
ideal it believes not only in propaganda but in· the �cqtii�ition of 
political' control by constitutio'nal means and· · where feasible by 
forcci�· · :A 'Government which is not based' on J�unaat's· conception, 
as for instance where it is based on the conception of 'a nation, is, 
according to Maulana Amin Ahsa·n Islahi, a Satanic ·Government, 
and ·according to Maulana Abul Ala Maudtidi himself is Kufr ; all 
persons taking part in such Government, · whether as · adnunistrators 
or otherwise or willingly submitting . to such system being sinners. 
The Jamaat was ther�fore professedly· opposed ' · to' the · Muslim 
League�·s . conception of Pakistan, and since the establishment : of 
P�kistan, which it called · Na-Pakistan, has been opposed to the 
present. syst�m ,ofJ}o,verp.ment an<J . those who are· running· it. In 
none of the writings ·. of Jamaat

. 
the remotest reference .in support of 

the demand for Pakistan is to be found, an9 on the contrary, these 
writings' are . all opposed to the"' form in'

. 
which Pakistan came into . 

being and at present · 'exists. Atcording t� th� · stat�ment of th.e· 
founder· of . the Jamaat' oefore a ,' military cotirt, short of arm�� re� 
hellion, the Jamaat believes ' in, and- has its objective ' th'e replacement . ' ' . . 

: '· . ' . . . ' .: ' .. . 
'
.
' 
. ' of the present form of Government by a Qovernment . of the Jamaat s · 

conception. . The Jam.aat has a ' head 1Whb is . called ah Amlr and 
though its membership is limited, consisting o'f only .999 p�rsori.s 
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56 From Jinft:ah to Zia 

at present, th� Jamaat has a vast publication and -propaganda ma .. 
chi�ery.'' (Page 243 of the. Report); 

"Islam. emphasises the doctrine that life in this w0rld is not the · 
only life given to man but that eternal life begins after the present 
existence comes to an end, and that the status of a human being in 
the next world will depend on his beliefs and actions in the world. 
As the present ·life is riot an end · in Itself but merely a means .to an 
end, not only the individual but also the State, as oppos·ed to the 
secular 'theory which bases all politiCal' and econolnic institutions oh 

. a disreg�rd · or' their consequences on the ne�t life, should strive for 
hum�n cohduct whjch ensures for a person better status in the next 
world . According to this theory Islam is the religion which seeks to 
attain that object." (Report' p. 205). . 

' 

. 

' 'Therefore if Pakistan . is iniend�d �  to be convert� into · an ' 
Islamic State in the true · sense of he word, its constitution must 

· corttain · the following p�ovisions : . . (i) that all Jaws ·found in
, 
the Quran. or sunn� shall be deemed 

to . pe . a part of the . law of the lan4 for Muslims . and shall 
be enforce� accordingly; 

(ii) that · unless the. constitution .itself is fram,ed by . . Ijma-i� 
.l!mmat,, namely, .by the agreement of the Ulama and 

· mujt�hid.s of acknowledge status, any pn)vision ·of the con
stitution which is repugnant .to the Quran or sunna shall to 
the extent of the repugnancy be .void ; 

(iii) that unless the existing laws of Pakistan · are •adapted by 
·. Ijma-i-Ummat of'the kind mentioned above, any provision 

in the existing law which 'is .contrary to the Quran or sunna 
shall to the extent of the repugnancy be void.,,. ' ·  

There had alfeady been a war · betw�en I�dia and Pakistan. 
Though the Congres� had prol!lulgated a sec�I�r . ·democratic , consti
tution for inqia and was in. po\Ver, �t the . ti�e the ccourt questioned . 
the ' Ulama several comm�nal organisations had . appeared which 

· opposed the Congres� . The . . Hindu Mahasabha had . for s0me time 
gone into the qackground after tin� . of its memb�rs h�d assassinated 
9andhi in Jan�arr' 1948, but . �t had reg�ined sufficient strength. 
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Effect of Change in Ideology ' 57 

But the most important communal organisation was the Jan Sangh 
which had been founded by D r. Shayama Prasad M�kerji, ·who· had 
been a Vice-Chancellor of the Calcutta University, a. member of the 
Cabinet and had resigned over th e Pakistan issue. He was a power
ful speaker and had considerable . infi:�ence on the masses. This 
party's aim was to revitalise Hindu society throughout the COl.mtry, 
Thus this Communat 'Party being in· opposition to the Congre.ss it 
could certainly influ�nce the Congress to find' an excuse for an invasion 
of Paki.stan which the . Congress itself was considering ' we�k ·and 
indefensible. · In fact in an article, the gist of which was published in 

·
.
the 'Pakistan Times', Mr. Mehrchand Mahaj�n had disclos�d that in 
early December 1947 decision had been taken that Pakistan 'should 
be attacked. 

The Ulama h�d based their demands ,on the Objectives Resolu
tion and an Islamic State. We could not ignore the position of 
Indian ·Muslims who were left behind and their duty if war was · 
declared between India and Pakistan. On these possibilities the 
following question arose : . 

1 .  the incidents of an Isfamic State ; 
2. the duty of Indian Muslims fn case of war between India and 

Pakistan ; 
3 . the question of darui harb, darul-Islam and hijrat ; 
4� the effect of revitalised Hindu Government in India ; 
S. question of Jihad and Khwns. 

· 

. 

On these questions the ·court sough,t guidance from the Ulama by 
. questioning them as follows : · · · · ' 

, I · , , .' 

MAULANA ABUL HASNAT, · PRESIDENT . JAMIAT-UL· . 
ULAMA-I-PAKISTAN : . . 

Q. Is the institution of legislature, . as distinguished from . the insti
tution of a person or body of persons entrusted with the 
interpretation of law, an integral part of an Islamic State ? 

A. No. Our law is complete and m�rely requires interpretation by 
.those w�o are experts in it. According to my belief no question 
can arise the . law relating to , which canno,t . be ��scove�ed fro·m 
the Quran or the Hadis. 

9· Who were Sahib-il-hall�o-walaqd ? 
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58 From Jimiah to Zia 

A: They were · the distinguished Ulama. of the time . . . .  They were 
not in any way analogous or similar to the legislature in modem 
democracy. 
The same view was expressed by Amir-i-Shariat Syed Attaullah 

Shah Bukhari in one of the speeches reported in 'Azad' of 22nd · 
April, 1947, in the course of which he had said that our din is com
plete and perfect and that it amounts to Kufr to make more laws. · 
(Report p. 2 1 1) .  

Maulana Abul Ala Maududi qualified this view by saying that 
further legislation in an Islamic. State i.s permissible on matters which 
are not covered by the· Quran, the Sunna or previous Ijma. (Report 
p. 2 1 1) . 

MA Ut ANA ABUL ALA MA UDUDI, AMIR J AMAAT-I -ISLAMI : 
Q. Please define a Muslim ? 
A. A person_ is a Muslim if he believes in (1) tauhid (2) in all . the 

prophets (3) all the books revealed by God, (4) lMalaika 
(angels) and (5) Yauma-ul-Akhira (The Day of Judgement). 

MAULANA AMIN AHSAN ISLAHi OF JAMAAT-I-ISLAMI : 
Q. Who is a Musalman ? 
A. There are two kinds of · Musalman, a political Mu·salman and 

a haqiqi Musalman. In order to be called a political Musalman, 
a person must : 

(i) believe in the Unity of God, 
(ii) believe in our ·Holy Prophet being the Khatim-ul-Nabiyeen 

i .e .  final · authority in . all matter& relating to the life of a 
person ; 

(iii) believe that all good and evil comes from Allah ; 
(iv) believe in the Day of Judgement; 
(v) believe in the Quran to be the last book revealed by Allah; 
(vi) perform ·the annual pilgrimage to Mecca ; 

(vii) pay the Zakat; 
(viii) say his ·prayers like a M�salman; 
(ix) observe all apparent rules of-lslam; 
(x) observe all the fasts. 
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Effect . of Change in Ideology 

If a person satisfies all these conditions he is entitled to the rights . 
of a· full citizen in. an Islamic State. If any one of these conditions is 
not satisfied, the person concerned will not be a pol_itical :M;usalman. 
(Again said). It would be enough for a ·person to be a Musalman 
if he merely · professes· his belief in these ten matters irrespective of 
whether he puts them into practice or not. 

In order to be a real Musalman, a person niust believe in and 
act on all the injunctions by Allah and His · Prophet in the manner 
in which they have been enjoined upon him. 
Q. Will you say that only the real ·Musalman is mard-i-salih ? 
A. Yes . .  
Q. Do we understand you aright that in the case of what you have 

called a political Musalman, belief alone is necessary while in 
the case of a real Musalman there must not only be belief but 
also ·  action ? 

A. No, you have not understood me aright. Even in the case of 
a political Musalman action is necessary but what I mean to 
say is that if a person does not act upon the belief that is 
necessary in the case of such a Musalman, he will not be out 
of the pale of a political Musalman. 

Q. If a political (siasi) Musalman does not believe in things which 
you ·have · stated to be necessary will you call such a person 
be-din ? 

. . 

A. No, I will call him merely "be amal". (It will be noticed that 
there is a wide difference between the definition of a Muslim. 
as given by Maulana Amin Ahsan · Islahi and that . given by 
Maulana Abul Ala Maududi whose definition does not exclude 
the Ahmedis . from Islam as he does not say that our .Prophet . 
was K.hatim-ul-Nabiyeen. 

· 

MAULANA ABUL HASNAT SYED . MUHAMMAD AHMAD 
QADRI� PRESIDENT JAMIATUL-DLAMA�I-P�STAN : 

Q. If we w�re to have. an Islamic State in Pakistan what ·will be the: 
position of the · Kuffar (Non-Musiimsj? Will they have a 
voice ·  in the making . of the laws, the right of admi�istering the · 
law and' the right to hold public offices ? 
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;t;O From Jinnah to Zia 

A. Their position will be that of Zimmis. They will have no 
voice in the making of laws, no right to administer the law and 
no right to : hold public offices. 

·Q. In an Islamic State can · the head of ·state delegat� · any part of 
· his power to Kuffar1 · · ' 

A . . No. (Report, p. 2 13). 
MAULANA AHMAD ALl : 
·Q, If we were to have · an ISlamic ·state in Pakistan, what will be 

the position of the Kuffar 1 Will they have a hand in the making 
of laws, the right to hold public offices ? 

.A. Their position will be that of Zimmis·. They will have no 
say in the making of laws and no right to administer the law. 
Government may, however, permit them to 4old any public 
office. (Note : Why this hue and . cry against Sir Muhammad 
:Zafrullah . Khan 1) (Report p. 213). 

MIAN TUFAIL MUHAMMAD OF JAMAAT-I-ISLAMI : 
Q. Read the article in the 'Civil & Military Gazette' . of · 12th 

. October, 1953, on minorities rights and say whether it cor!ectly 
repres.ents your view of an Islamic State 1 (It was stated in the 
article that minorities would pave the same rights as Mu�lims) . 

. A. I have read this article and do not acknowledge these rights 
for the Christians or other non-�uslims in Pakistan if the State 
is founded on the ideology bf the Jamaat. 

· 

The confusion on this point in the mind of Maulall Abdul 
Hamid Badayuni, President, Jamiat-ul-U1am�-:-i-Pakistan, 
is apparent 'from the following :-

. 

·Q. Have you ever read the aforesaid speech (the speech of the 
Quaid-i-A:zam) to the Constituent Assembly of Pakistan on 
1 1th August, 1 947 1 . 

.. A. . Yes', I have read the speech. 
·�Q. Do you $till a$ree with the conception of Pakistan that the 

Quaid-i-Azam presented to the . Co
.
nstituent Assembly in which 

he had · said that thereafter there would be only one. Pakistani 
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Effect of Change in Ideology ·6l 
· nation, consisting of Muslims and non-Muslims, having equal 
. civil rights without any distinction of race, religion or creed 

· and that religion would be merely a private affair of the indi-· 
vidual (Pages 2 13-214 of the Report). 

A. I .accept the principle that �all col11111uriities, whether Muslim or· 
non-Muslim, should ·have, according to their population, 

' proper representation in the administration of the State and in 
legislation, except that non-Muslims cannot be taken in the army
or the judiciary or be appointed as Ministers or to other posts .. 
involving the reposing of confidence. ' 

Q. Are you suggesting that th� position of non-Mu$lims would . 
. be that of zin-m:tiS �r any oetter?  

A, No. By zinunis are. meant non-Muslims of lands which have 
been conquered by an Islamic State and· the word is not appli�· 
cable to non-Muslim minorities already livin.g in an Islamic 
State. · Such · minorities · are called Muahids · i.e. those people: 
with whom some agreement has been. reached. 

Q. What will be their status if there is no agreement with them ? 
A. In that. case such communities cannot have any right of 

citizenship. · 

Q. Will the non-Muslim cvn.t.munities .inhabiting. Pakistan be · 
called by you c;.� . Muahids ? 

· · 

A. Not in the absence of an agreement with them. To my know·· 
ledge there is no su'ch agreement with · them . (Pages 2 1 3-2 14 or· 
the Report)� · · · · 

.Note : (So accord�ng to this learned divine.,' the non� Muslims or· 
Pakistan will neither be citizens, zimmis .not muahids. All three: 
possible positions having been excluded, what will they be then ? 
Outlaws ? · · (The witness . conveniently forgot the Nehru.-Liaquat: 
Pact of 8th April, 1.949). 

· 

MAULANA ABUL·ALA MAVDUDI : · 
Q. Is a country on the border 'of dar-:ul�Islam always . qua a1t · 

Islamic State in the position of darul-harb ? · 
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From Jinnah to Z ia 

A. No. In the absence of an agreement to the contrary� the Islamic 
State will be potentially at war with the non-Muslim ' neighbour
ing country. The non-Muslim country acquires the status of 
darul-harb only after the Islamic State declares a formal war 
against it (Pag�s 221 -223 of the R.eport). 
Note: According to Ghiassullughat darul-harb is a, country . 

belonging to infidels which has not been subdued by Islam and the 
consequence of a country becoming darul-harb are thus stated in the 
.Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam (Pages 22 1-223 of the Report) . 

. "When a country does become a darul-harb, it is the duty of all 
Muslims to withdraw from i t, and a wife who refuses to accompany 
her husband in this is ipso facto divorced". · (Note what was the. duty 
of Indian Muslims in the three wars with India), 

. Thus in case of war between I_ndia and Pakistan, · if the latter is . 
an Islamic State, we must be  prepared to receive ' four crores of 
Muslims (now · almost ten cro res) · from across tpe border into 
Pakistan. In fact Maulana A bdul Hamid Badayuni, President 
Jamiat-ul-Ulama-i.;.Pakistan, thinks that a case of Hijrat , already 
exists for the Musalmans of India . Hi� view on the subject : 

Q. Do you call your migration to Pakistan as Hijrat in the Islamic 
sense ? 

A. Yes, (Pages 221-222 of the Report). 
(If the Maulana's view is correct, how wm Pakistan accommo .. 

date ten crores Muslims. · Another and a bigger question for the 
orthodox : How can Pakistan impose restriction.s on Muslim immi
grants from India or any other Muslim. cOuntry, and how can 
· Pakistan and Saudi Arabia impose restrictions on the pilgrims 

'who 
have to go· to Mocca· for the performance of a religious· . .  obligation-
the Hajj ?) (Page 225 of the Report) . 

· 

The law relating to prisoners of war is another branch of Islamic 
Law wJUch is bound to come �n conft�ct with modern International 
Law. As for instance in matters relating to prisoners of war .we 
shall have to be governed by Maulana Abul Ala Maududrs �iew, 
. �ssUm.ing that view is b

.
ased on the . Qura.ti, the Sunna and . previo\ls· ·. 

I)ma, which is as follows : 
· · · · 
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Effect of Change in Ideology 

Q. Is there a law of war in Islam ? 
A. Yes. 

63 

Q. Does it differ fundamentally· from the modern . International 
Law? 

A. T�u�se two systems are based on different fundamental 
principles . 

Q. What rights have non-Muslims . who are . taken prisoners of 
war ? 

A. The Islamic Law on the point is that if the country of which 
these prisoners are nationals pays ransom they will be released, 
(Note : To join enemy forces again) . .  An exchange of prisoners 
is also permitted . If neither of these alternatives is possible, 
the prisoners will be converted into slaves for ever. . If any 
such person makes an offer to pay his ransom out of his own 
earnings, he will be permitted to collect the money necessary 
for the fidya (r.ansom). 

Q. Are you of the view . that unless a government assumes the 
form of an Islamic government, any war declared by it is not a 
Jihad ? 

A. No. A war may be declared to be a Jihad if it is declared by a 
national governinent of Muslims in the legitimate interests of 
the State (Page 226 of the Report). I never expressed the 
opinion attributed to me in Ex. D; E. 12 (Note.· Ex. 0. E. 12 
was a.dmittedly a · le.tter written by Mian Tufail Muhammad 
(Now Amir, Jamaat-i-Islami) during what is known as the 
Kashmir JihadJ. In · this document ·Maulana Abul Ala 
Maududi's opinion. was expressed in the fo�owing words : 

"Until the government becomes-Islamic by adopting the Islamic 
form of government, to call any. of its wars Jihad would ·be tanta· 
mount to describing the e�istment and fighting of a Muslim on the 
side of the Azad Kashmir forces Jihad and his death as martyrdom. 
What· the Maulana means is that, in the presence of treatieS, it is 
against Shariat, if the Government or its people participate in such. a 
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64 From Jinnah. to Zia 
war. If the Government terminates the treaty and declares war,. 
even then the war started by government would not be termed 
Jihad unless the Government bec'?mes Islamic (translation from Urdu) 
(From p. 226 of the Proceedings). 

Similar is the opinion expressed by M ian Tufail Muhammad on 
the Islamic Law of War. Questioned, .he said : 
Q. Is there any law of .war in Islamic Law ? 
A. Yes. · 
Q. If that comes into conflic't with international law · which. will 

you follow ? 
A. · Islamic Law. 
Q. Then please state what wi&-be the sta'tus of prisoners of war· 

captured by your forces. 
A. I cannot reply off hand to , this qUtestion . I will have to study · 

the · point Of course Ghanim,a (plunder) and . Khums (one
fifth) of the property seized in war if treated as a necessary 
part of Jihad will be treated by international society as a mere 
act of brigandage, (Page 227 o f  the Report). (Explanation
Muslim soldiers (Mujahids) wh o went to war could seize . the 
property of the conquered p�op·le but had to pay one-fifth of 
such property to the State and appropriate the remaining four
fifth for themselves. . This practice prevailed upto the time of 
·Hazrat Umar who introduced some change in it). 

· 

Effect of this ideo log� on Muslims of non-Muslim
. 
state. (From 

p. 227 of the ·Report). 
AMIR-1-SHARIAT SYED ATTAULLAH SHAH BUKHARI : 

I '  ' - • • · 
I 

Q. In· yo�r opin.ion is a Musalman .bound to. obey .the orders of a 
kafil' Government ? · . 

. A. ·It is not possible that a· Muslim should be a faithful citizen of a 
non-Musl�m .  go�ernment. · . . , .  

. . 

:

. 

. 

Q. Will it be possible for �he four . crorC'S. of Indian MusliJ;ns, to be 
faithful citizens of their . St�te ? 

A . .  No. 
(From p. 227 of the Report). 
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Effect of Change in Ideology 65 
MAULANA ABUL HASNAT SYED MUHAMMAD . AHMAD 
QADRI, PRESIDENT, JAMIAT-UL-ULAMA-I.;PAKISTAN 
Q. Will y.ou admit for the Hindus, who are in a majority in India, 

t.he right to have a Hindu religious State 1 
A. · Yes. 

Q. Will you have any objection if the Muslims · are treated under 
that form of government as �alishes �F shudras 1 

A. No. 

(P�ge 228 of . the Report). 

MAULANA ABUL ALA MAUDUDI AMiR JAMAA T-I-ISLAMI 

Q. If we have this form ·of goyernment in, Pakistan (t reating non· 
Muslims as zimmis}, will you permit Hindus to have their 
constitution on the basis of their religion. 

A. Certainly. I should have no objection even if the Muslims of 
India are treated in that form of government as shudras and 
malishes and Manu's' laws · are applied to t hem depriving them 
of all share in the government and the rights of a citizen. 

AMIR·I-SHARIAT SYED ATIAULLAH SHAH BUKHARI 

Q. How many crores of Muslims are there in India.? 
A. Four crores. 
Q. Hav� you any objection of Manu's laws being applied to them, 

according to which they will h ave no civil rights and will bo 
treated as malishes and shudras 1 

A. I am in Pakistan and I cannot · advise them (p. 228 of the 
Report). 

MIAN TUFA):L MUHAMMAD OF JAMAAT·I·ISLAMI 

Q. . What is the lK>Pulation of Muslims in the world ? . . 
A. Fifty crores. 

Q. If the total population of Muslims in the world · is SO crores, 
· 'as you say, and. tlte number of Muslims in Pakistan� Saudi 

Arabia, Yemett, Indonesia, Turkey and· · Iraq does not ::exceed 
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66 · From Jinnah to Zia 

20 crores, will not the result · of your ideology be to convert 
30 crores of .Muslims in the world into hewers of wood and 
drawers of water ? 

A. My ideology should not affect their p�sition. 
Q. Even if they are subjected to discrimination on religious grounds 

and denied ordinary rights of citizenship ? 
A. Yes. · 

This witness· goes to the extent of asserting that even if a non
Muslim government were to offer posts to . Muslims in the public 
service of the country, it will be their duty to refuse such posts. 
(p. 228 ·Of the Report) . . 
GHAZI 'SIRAJUDDIN MUNIR 
Q. Do you want an ISlamic State in Pakistan ? 
A. Surely. · . 
Q. What will be your reaction if the neighbouring country andia) 

was to found their political system on their own religion ? 
A. They can do i t  if  they like (p. 229 of the Report). 
Q.. Do you admit for them the right to declare that all,. Muslims in 

India are shudras and malishes with no civil rights whatsoever ? · 
A. We will do our best to see that before they do it, their political 

sovereignty is· gone. We are too strong for India, We will be 
strong enough to prevent India from doing this. 

Q. Is it a part of the religious obligation of Muslims to preach 
�heir religion ? · 

A . .  Yes . 

· Q. Is it a part of the duty .of Muslims in India to preach their 
religion ? 

· 

A. They should have that right. 
Q. What if the Indian State is founded on a religious basis and the 

right to preach religion is disallowed to the Muslim natiomils ? A. If India makes any such law, believer in the expansionist 
movement as · I am, I will m.arch on· India and conquer her. 
(pp. 223 to 229 of the Report). 

MASTER TAJUDDIN ANSARI 

Q. Would you like to have the same ideology for the four crores 
o.f Muslims in . India; as you are impressing upon the . Muslims 
of Pakistan ? 

· 
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Effect of Change in Ideology 67 

A. That ideology will not let them remain in India for one minute. 
Q. · Does the ideology of a Muslim change from place to place and 

from time to time ? · 
A. · No . 
Q. Then why should not the Muslims of · India have the same 

ideology as you have ? 
A. They should answer that ·question (p . . 229 of the Report). 
MAULANA · ABUL HASNAT MUHAMMAD AHMAD 
QADRI, PRESIDENT, JAMIAT UL-ULAMA-1-PAKISTAN 

Q. · What will be the duty of Mu.slims in India in· case of war between · 
India and Pakistan ? 

A. Their duty is obvious, namely to side with us and not to fight 
against us on . behalf of India. · (p. 23� of the Report). 

MAULANA ABUL ALA MAUDUDI 

· Q. What will be the duty of the 'Mus1 ims in lndia in case of war 
between India and Pakistan ? 

A . . Their duty is obvious and . that is not to fight against Pakistan 
or to do anything injurious to the safety of Pakistan (p. 230 of 
the Report). 

MAULANA ABDUL HAMID BADAYUNI 

Q. The: (Muslim) . soldier or the policeman will have the right to 
· disobey a command by a (non-Muslim) superior authority ? 
(Report, p. 230). 

A. Yes. 
MAULANA ABUL HASNAT, SYED MUHAMMAD AHMAD 
QADRI · 

I believe that if a policeman is required to do something which 
we consi�er to be contrary to our religion, it should be the duty of 
'the policeman to disobey the authority. The sanie · would be my 
answer if army were substituted for police (p. 23l of the Report). · · · · 
Q. In the case supposed above, will you give the policeman· or the . 

soldier the right of himself deciding 'whether the' command ·he . 
. is given by his �uperior authority is contrary to religion 1 

A. Mos� certainly. 
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68 From Jinnah to Zla 
Q. Suppose there is war between Pakistan and another Muslim 

country and ·the soldier feels that Pakistan , is in the wrong and · 

·that to shoot a soldier of the other country is con�rary to reli· 
gion, do you think he would be justified in disobeying his com· 
manding officer ? · 

A. In such a contingency the sol�ier should take a fatwa of the 
Ulama (pp. 230·2.3 1  of the Report). 

MAULANA ABDUL HALEEM QASIMI, REPRESENTATIVE OF JAMIAT UL-ULAMA-I .. ISLAM . · . · 

Q. What are your views on tashbih and tamsil ? 
A. You should ask me a concrete question. 
Q. And your views on lahv.·o-lab ? 
A. The. sam� is· my reply to the question. 
Q. What about sculpture ? 
A. It is prohibited by our religion. 
Q. Will you bring playing of cards in lahv·o-lab ? 
A. Yes it will amount to lahv-o-lab. 
Q. What about music and dancing ?. 
A. It is all forbidden by our religion. 
Q . . If the State is founded on your ideals, will you make a law 

s'topping portrait painting, photography of human beings, 
. sculpture, playing · of cards, music, dancing, acting and all 

cinemas and theatres 1 · 

A. Keeping in view ihe present form of these activities my answer 
is in the affirmative (p. 230 of the Report), 
Thus four crores of Muslims in India (now ten crores) were left 

to their fate. They could not, according to Mian T.ufail Muhammad, 
now Amir Jamaat-i-Islami, take any post in India even if it was 
offered to them and Maulana Abul Ala Maududi did not mind if they 
were converted into shudras and malishes if Hindus. founded their 
State on a religious · basis. The two Muslim Presidents and two 
Chief Justices of India, and a number of Ambassadon, the· Musllm 
Air Chief of ·India . and Muslims who compete for recruitment to 

. public s.ervices aL�· all . sinners. And what is Jamaat·i-Islarili doing 
·in India. · I · .hope Mian. Tufail Muhammad .  is not teaching to the 

, Muslims . in India, his phiiosophy that it is a sin to accept any job 
under the sovernment of India if one is offered to them. · · · 
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Effect of Change 'in Ideology 

Quite recently, if 197 1  can be called a fecentyear : 

Mr. (now Mr. Justice) Javed lqbal son of Allama lqbal has ia 
some respects criticised the Report in · his book "Ideology of 
Pakistan" 1971 . '  The objections made ' by him to the· Report are 
J;eplied point by point : 
1 .  At p .  51  he says : 

"During the past, some of the political · leaders of this country 
did not hesitate to use Islam fot their own selfish ends . Every 
one who has gone through the Munir Committee's Report 
(1954) is awa're of this unfortunate fact." 
This is true; 

2.  At p. 107 he says : "In recent times t]:le Munir Committe�'s 
. Report seems to have attempted to . define a Muslim objectively 
and in rational terms". · 
This is not correct and I do not accept th� compliment. Oil .the 
contrary what we said at p. 218  is : 
"Keeping in view the · several definitions given by the Ulama 
rteed we make any 9omment except that no two learned divines 
are agreed on this fundamental. ' If we attempt our own deft· 

· nition as each learned divine has done andthat definition differs 
from tliat given by all others, we unanimously go out of Islam. 

· And if we adopt the definition given, say by any one of the 
Ulama, , we remain Muslims according to the view· of that a 'alim 
but Kafirs according to the definition of everyone else" .· 

3.  .
At p. 107 he says : But during the course of their investigation 
they were called upon to expres� opinion on certain matters' of 
Islamic theology and jurisprudence in wh.ich it is respectfully 

· . subnlitted, ·they were neither qualified nor trained �? express 
opinion. 
Reply-We were not called· upon by �nyone to express any 

opinion on certain matters of Islamic ·· theology and jurisprudence. 
The question who is a ·  Muslim was one of the funda:lllental questi�ns 
before us for the simple · reason that if according to the Ulama, the 
Abmadis. were not Muslims, the Ulama were supposed to know who. 
a Musalman is and what the grounds are on which the}! wer" askiriJ! 
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70 From Jinnah to Zia 

· the Ahmadis to be outside the pale of Islam. The question was 
vital to the inquiry and had not risen for the first time. There were 
several authoritative judgements on the points including a judgement 
by the eminent Muslim Judge Mr. Justice Mahmud, another by Sir 
Abdurrashid, the author of Family Laws Ordinance, several 
judgements by English Judges including the Privy Council in which 
the, board had ruled that what has to be seen if a person claims to be 
a Muslim is whether he professes · to believe in · the Kalima, La Ilaha 
IUallah, Muhammaddurrusullallah, and not whether . he actually 
believes in it or not. This was in accordance with what the . Quran 
itself says in Ch. 4 : 49 : "Say not to anyone - who . offers you 
salutation, thou are not a believer".  Though this verse relates to a 
specific occasion, but in its application is general . One of these pre
cedents related to Ahmadis themselves who were held to be Muslims 
because of their belief in the Kalima. We also knew that in early 
Islam out of the 73 sects of Islam who were included in the Um.mat, 
some had gone far beyond the Ahmadis e.g. the Tanasukhiya 
who believe in the transmigration of soul, the Ibariyah who do not 
believe in - the Prophethood of our Holy Pr.ophet . and consider him 
merely a philosopher and a learned man, tQ.e Islahiya who attach 
-no importance to good works as God is indifferent to man's actions, 
the Riyaziyah who attach no importance to belief, the Maimun1yah 
who. don't believe in the 11:nseen, the Akhnaziyah who don't b�lieve 
in future punishment, the ·Habibiyah -who believe that since , Ood 
loves man, He will not punish him, the Ahadiyah who don't 
consider the injunctions of the Prophet as binding, the -Shaitaniyah 
WhQ don't believe in th� existence of_ Satan, the Alwiyah and 
ibadiya who give to Hazrat Ali the status of a prophet, the Ismailiyah 
who Qelieve that prophethood did not Ce3:se with the Holy Prophet. 
(Ghiassullughat quoted in Hugh's Dictionary of Isiam). 

We were: not called upon to declare the Ahmadis as Muslim or 
non-Muslim. This was beyond our terms of reference and we bad 
to ask the definition of a Muslim from the Ulama . because if they 
could not · give any definition ·which excluded the Abma�s from 

· Islam, they bad no oecasion for the agitation which bad resulted in 
wany deaths and destruction of property and to. raise public' tem�r . · 
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Effect _of Change in Ideology 71 
to the extent that the situation went out of the control of the civil 
authorities and Martial Law had to be imposed. · 
4 . .  Again at p. 107 Mr. Javed lqbal observes : 

"The judges of our courts of law are trained in the British legal 
system and - they have no knowledge of, and are obviously 
unconcerned with the intricacies · arid refinements of Islamic 
theology and jurisprudence. They therefore never claimed to 
hold an inquiry · in the capacity of Qazis or Muftis artd yet felt 
obliged to express opinion on matters of Islamic theology and 
jurisprudence over which they had no jurisdiction". 
Reply-Judges who have been lawyers have to be fully acquaint-

ed with Muslim Law of inheritance, marriage, dower, divorce, 
guardianship, gifts, wills and wakfs etc. There is one paper of 
Muslim Law which they have to pass in the LL.B. ExaminatiorL They 
are therefore fully acquainted with the sources of Muslim Law. · 

5.  At p. 108 Mr. Javed Iqbal says as follows : 
"They raised the q�estion, ''What is the definition of a Muslim ?" 
in the course of their investigation and examined a few Ulama. 
But instead of deducing . an answer to their question (i.e. the 
minimum requirement for being a Muslim) from the evidence· 
which was recorded before them through any of the methods 
(e.g. qiyas (analogy), istihsan (preference), maslihat-mursala 
(public good), istidlal (inference), ·actually they could not have 
applied any of these modes of · reasoning because of their un
familiarity with the field. They deemed it fit to let .the. evidence 
stand in the Report as it was recorded and they arrived at Jh� 
conclusion that �here existed· considerable confusion in the 
minds of our Ulama about the definition of a Muslim". 
Repiy-The number of Ulama examined in the inquiry was not 

"few" as . stated. All the classes of Ulama were examined, including 
Maulana Abul Ala Maududi, Maulana Abul Hasnat Syed 
Muhammad . Ahma.d Qadri and Ma.ulana Abdul Haleem Qasimi. 
Of course, Mirza Bashiruddin, the head of the Ahmadiya move
ment and Maulana Sadruddin leader of the Lahori party were also 
examined. 
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72 From Jinnalrto Zia 

We were not required to ·give any definition of a Muslim and as 
stat�d above did not give one. · ·  We were fully familiar with the 
several modes of interpretation stated by Mr. Javed Iqbal, but it was 
for the Ulama · to use these methods in giving the definition so as to 
exclude the Ahmadis from Isl�m; otherwise they had no justification 
for. the row they act�ally ·raised. 

· ' · 

6. At p; 10�, Mr. Javed ·Iqbal further says : "It is respectfully sub
mitted that the conclusion arrived at by the Munir Committee's 

. . is . erroneous and misleading. The Munir Committee was 
constituted of our judg�s who : ha4 . . n.o jurisdiction to express 
opinion on theological matters. There · is no precedent in 
British law or' secular judges attempting to · express ophiion on 
a theologic�l point.' ' · 

· 

Reply-The English judges don't express any opinion because 
such ·question$ do not come �p before. them. 

We did not step one whit fro m the terms of our reference and as 
I have stated above did not express any opinion on any theological 
point. And if by precedent in British law M·r. Iqbal means British 
Indian Law, I have men:tioned above how many times and how many 
subjects of Muslim, Law, Indian and Pakistani Judges are required 
by the existing law to decide. 

· 

7. At page 108 Mr. Iqbal concludes his �dticis� . of the Report in 
these words : "The effect of the. opinion held in Munir Com
mittee's Report is . . that the term Milslim remains undefine'd. 
What, then, it may be asked, is the justification for striving for 
establishing and claimin'g Pakistan as the Home and the· State 
C?f the Muslim nation. The �onclusi� arrived at by the Munir 
Committee ·as regards this question seems to strike· at the very 
root of Pakistan. · It is not only inexpedient .and .against public 
policy but wholly ·erroneous." · 

Reply-The t�rm "Muslim" remained undoubtedly undefin�d 
by the Ulama who appeared' before · us� What effect. this finding 
has on the struggle for Pakistan, is · a  question to be asked of the 
Ul�ma who . had all opposed Pakistan and . the founder of Pa�stan. 

As the Ulama· admitted that their demands against' the Ahmadis 
were based on the. Objectives Resolution (see .pages 229 and 361 of 
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Effect of Change in Ideology 73 

the Proceedings) it is perfectly clear that this Resolution brought 
about a fundamental change in the Quaid.,;i-Azam's conception of 
the future form of Government in Pakistan. 

.
As there were still a 

large number of non-Muslims in Pakistan it created an anxiety in 
Nehru's mind about their future status. Therefore there was a pact 
between Liaquat Ali Khan and Nehru on 8th April, 1 950, according 
to which minorities in both countries were declared entitled to all the 
rights of the majority, including all offices in government, civil and 
military. 

The very fact that the Quaid-i-Azam's speech of 1 1th August, 
1947 was described before us as having been made under the inspira
tion of the devil and that any government formed in accordance with 
the terms of that speech would be a Satanic government is sufficient 
proof of the change brought about by the Objectives Resolution. 
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Chapter · VII 

AFTER Y US U F  PATEL'S CASE 

(The First Constit��tion) 

The period from 24th October to 12th April 1955 was a period· 
of crisis created by the dissolution of the Constituent Assembly by 
.the Governor-General, Ghulam Muhammad .. . .  During . this period 
nothing was said about' Islam, the Quran and Sunnah, .the compilat
ions of hadis or the exposition of Islamic law by the four imams and 
the. t�o disciples of Imam Abu Hanifa. The ,whole attention of the 
country was. riveted on the litigation �efore . the Federal Court which 
instead of going back to the . Quran and Sunnah was going back to 
England, to the days of Blacton and Lord Mansfield and w�s engaged 
in expounding the traditions of democracy, and the cr,own's prero
gative in the British Colonies, possessions and dominions. When 
after the Federal Court's decisio� in Yusuf Patel's case on 12th April 
1955, the second Constituent Assembly began to function under the 
leadership of Chaudhri Muh�mmad Ali? it, among other laws, 
within a period of six months, framed the Const�tution of 1956 
which having been passed on 29th February 1 956 received the assent 
of the Governor-General on 3rd March 1 956. 

· 

T}lough the Constitution of 1 956, in its preamble referred to a 
declaration by the Quaid-i-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah that 
Pakistan would be a democratic State ·based . on Islamic prjnciples of 
social justice, it was in its contents entirely different from what the 
Quaid-i-Azam had said in his speech of 1 1th August 1947 and earlier 
. . . . . ,  . ' •  . 

in an intervie� with the Reuter's correspondent, Mr. Doon Campbell .. 
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From Jinnah -to Zia 

It referred to safeguarding the legitimate interests of minorities 
whereas according to the Quaid-i-Azam there was to be no distinction 
between minorities an d majorities-a position which had been 
confirmed by the Liaquat-Nehru Pact of 8th April 1 950. 

Though the 1956 Constitution was based, principally, · on the 
pattern of the Government of India Act, inasmuch as it gave to the 
Governor-General pow�r to appoint the Prime Minister and to 
dissolve the assembly, it laid special emphasis on its Islamic features 
·which were : 

1 .  The State was named as the Islamic Republic of Pakistan ;  
2 .  The Head of  State was to  be a Muslim. 
3. There was a recital in the prea�ble of the Constitution, taken 

from the Objectives Resolution, that sovereignty over the entire 
Universe belongs to Allah Almighty alone and that the authority 
to be exercised by the people of Pakistan within the limits pres
cribed by Him is a sacred trust. 

·4. That the principles of democracy, freedom, equality, tolerance 
and social justice as enunciated by Islam, were to be fully 
observed. 

5. That the Constitution was t
'
o be such as would enable the Muslims 

of Pakistan; individually and collectively, to order their lives in 
accordance with the teachings and requirements of Islam, as set 
out in the Holy Quran and the Sunnah: 
The statement in the Directive Principles of State policy were 

1:hat : 
(i) unity in the country was to be promoted ; 
(ii} steps were to be taken to ·enable the Muslims of Pakistan to 

order their lives in accordance witli the Holy Quran . and 
Sunnah; 

(iii) the state was to endeavour, as regards · the Muslims of · 
Pakistan 
(a) to ' provide 'facilities whereby they may be enabled to 

understand the meaning of life according to the Holy 
Quran arid Sunnah ; 

'(b) to make the teaching of the Holy Quran compulsory; 
(c) to promote the unity and the observance of Islamic 

moral standards ; 
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After Yusuf Patel's Case . 77 

(d) to secure the proper organisation of zakat, wakf and 
mosques ; 

(e) to prevent the consumption of alcoholic liquor ; and· 

(f) to . eliminate riba (usury). 

The President was to set up an organization for Islamic Research 
and Instruction in advanced studies to assist in the reconstruction 
of Islamic society on a truly Islamic basis. No law was to be enacted 
which was repugnant to the injunctions of Islam as laid. down in the 
Holy Quran and Sunnah and existing laws were to be brought in 

· conformity with such injunctions. Effect was to be given to. this 
provision by the appointment ofa Commission to make recom.men
·dations : 

{i) as to the measures for bringing the existing laws into 
conformity with the injunctions of Islam; 

(ii) as to the stages by which such measures should be brought 
into effect ; and 

(iii) to compile in a suitable form for the guidance of National 
and Provincial Assemblies such injunctions. of Islam as 
could be given legislative effect. 

It is important to notice that the Commission was merely to make 
recommendations ; and it was for the legislature to adopt and make 
a law in accordance with them.. By themselves the recoJ11lllendations 
had no · legal force. 

A cursory glance · at these provisions would show that it is in 
direct conflict with the secularism of the . Quaid-i-�m.. The 
National Ass�mbly under this Constitution is not sovereign in the 
sense that it can make any law it considers suitable or necessary 
during the period of its term. On the termination . of its term or its 
dissolution, people in a fresh election · can judge whether a member 
of the Assembly has come up to the expectation of · his electors. If 

he does not, they cari . elect another man to represent them in the ' 

Assembly. Thus an entirely new Assembly may come into existence. 

In a democratic · form of government sovereignty in the political sense 

rests in the people. This is precisely what the Quaid-i-Azam meant 

when he stated to Mr. Doon Campbell that the new state would be a_ 
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78 From Jinnah to Zia 

modern democratic state in which sovereignty would rest with the 
people. In the 1 956 Constitution, however, sov�reignty rests with 
Allah and religious restrictions are imposed on the power of the 
legislature. The Constitution is mostly, almost exclusively, for the 
Muslims, the minorities not having equal rights with the Muslims · 

and being merely entitled to safeguards to protect their · legitimate 
interests. Lastly, there are to be different laws for the Muslim 
majority and the non-Muslim minority. The name of the country 
is the Islamic Republic and only a Muslim can be the Head of State, 
the latter provision being entirely unnecessary, and having been 
incorporated to show the Islamic character of the State. 

Chaudhri Muhammad Ali's Constitution was in · accordance 
with �he Objectives Resolution but a reversio·n to basic principles is 
evident from Ayub Khan's regime. He (Ayub) emphasised in the 
preamble Islamic Principles of equality, justice and toleration and in 
his composition of the Advisory .Council there were Ulama o.f liberal 
thought and several officials and lawmen who could understand the 
.problems, that arose from time to time. 

The results that follows from the statements of the Ulama may 
now be stated as follows : · 

1 .  that the Quaid-i-Azam's conception of a secular state and of a 
Pakistani nation was a satanic conception ; 

2. that the Muslims of India could not be loyal to or faithful sub
jects of the Indian Government ; 

3. that it is
.
Kufr for them to take any jobs and that according to the 

present Amir of Jamaat-i-Islami if any post in lndia-is offered to . 
them, it is their duty' not to. accept it ; 

4. that the same is the case with Muslims living under non-Muslim 
governments in other places of the world, their . •  estimated 
number at the time ofthe inquiry being 30 crores ; 

5. that Pakistan, which as compared with India, is a smaller state 
is bound to take Indian Muslirns in it and has no jurisdiction to 
refuse to take them; but Pakistan .. has neither the . resour�es nor 
land for their settlement; 
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After Yusuf Patel's Case 79 
6. that since the demand for Pakistan was generally supported by 

the Indian Muslims, they have as much right as Maulana 
Maud�di to come an.d settle in Pakistan, but Liaquat Ali Khan 
as early as April 1951 barred their entry for settlement in 
Pakistan by passing the Pakistan Citizenship Act. 
Thus we left four crores (now 1 0  crores) of Muslims in India to 

their fate and according to the ideology of Jamaat-i-Islami they can 
neither accept any job nor according to unanimous opinion of other 
divines they can be faithful subjects of India. 
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· Chapter VIII 

F URT H E R  C HAN G E  I N  I D EO LO GY 

Temporary Reversion to  Principles of  Islam 
Election of Prov.i.ncial Assemblies held in 1952 were notoriously 

unfair and partial. People s
.
till remember the jhurloo of the Deputy 

Commissioner of Lahore who with a broom swept ' the polls in favour · 
of the Muslim League. 

The Constitution of 1956 remained in force for about two years 
and a half when some goondas entered the Assembly Chamber of 
East Pakistan to take part 

.
in a free fight that was going on between 

the members of the Assembly and started :fisting and beating their 
op:J?Onents and causing mortal injuries to the Deputy Speaker. 
T�is show of democracy and parliamentary form of government 
compelled Iskandar · Mirza, the Governor General, to interfere and 
he abrogated the Constitution on 8th October 1958, declared ·Martial 
Law and , appointed General Muhammad Ayub Khan the Chief 
Martial Law A1ministrator. As power and responsibility . cannot 
rest with two ·different · persons, some three weeks ·. later General 

: Muhammad Ayub Khan depose<f"Iskanda� Mirza and himself assum
ed the office of the President. 

General Muhammad A)'Ub Khan's Martial Law .remained in 
force for � long period-from the end of October 1958 to the begin
ning of May 1 962. Ayub was a broad-minded mall: and during 
his Martial Law regime he inade ·. only one speech about · Islam on 
·May 3, 1959 at Darul Ulum-i-Islamiya at Tando Allah Yar Khan, 
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S2 From Jinnah to Zia 

though casual references to Islam are also found in his other 
utterances. He said : 

"Some 1 ,400 years ago Islam emerged on the scene as a great 
blessing. It was a dynamic and progres,sive movement which 
reshaped the entire pattern of life and gave a new meaning and 
purpose to man's endeavours. So long as this movement remained 
part and parcel of life itself, the followers of Islam · continued to · ·  
perfo.rm such memorable deeds i n  the world of science and practical 
knowledge as had no parallel in history. Unfortunately with the 
passage of time, Muslims at large sought to concentrate more on the 
dogmatic aspects of Islam and less on its inherent greatness as a 

· movement. 

"This resulted inevitably in a wid�ning . gap between life and: 
religion which ,continues in our life today. Islam came into being 
essep.tially to reduce this gap but it is an irony of fate that its 
followers themselves were caught in the yawning gap. 

, ,  ' 

"When the link between life and religion · is snapped, life goes 
on in one direction or· another but religion is ·reduced to a lifeless 
object incapable of resilience or . progression, and it is continued in 
the precincts of mosques and ·mausoleums. · Islam seems to have 
suffered · this · fate. · While 1�.ankind has made great advances in 
science and philosophy, religion has remained static for centuries. 

"The miracle of Islam .was that it destroyed idolatry, and the· 
tragedy of Muslims has been .t�at, they rendered religion into the form 
of an idol". · 1 

The speech is somewhat enigmatic but contains generalizations 
whose truth is . borne out by the Jp.story of Ish�.m. While the fa,Illous 
jurisconsults of Islam were engaged in formulatin,g · <logmatic si.de of 
Islam and were compiling Islamic tenets in the form: of propositions 
of law, the Muslims were still marching to conquer the world. The 
Jaw is best. formulated when it is applied to the facts of a case to 
produce a ,  rational and equitable · decision ; pur jurlsconsults were 
working in vacuum as they .were not .deciding any cases. With the 
exception of Abu Yusuf who was the Chief Qazi in Haroonur 
Rashid's tim� none of tl;lese imams was holding any official position. 
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Further Change in Ideology 83 
They were ; working with such zeal, · sincerity and self-denial that the 
generation of their time and the succeeding generations had acquired 
such a deep respect for them that they came to treat their opinions 
as infaJlible and the last word on the subject they had dealt with. The 
scientific age of Islam ended with the· death of the Moor Ibni-Rushad 
(1 198) who had written a commentary on Aristotle and was therefore 
called in Europe the Commentator;· .and who had attempted to sepa
rate religion from science, putting the former above the latter. But 
when Ghazali who is known as Hujjatul Islam adopted Asharite 
doctdnes, original research in law also came to an end. This is the 
phenomenon described by Ayub Khan in the speech just cited. 

Ayub Khan promulgated his Constitution in the first week of 
May 1962. In this Constitution there were no fundamental rights 
and the word. � 'Islamic" had been omitted from the name .of the 
State. There was reference in the directive principles to Quran and 
Sunnah and the. Islamic way of life .but the responsibility of giving 
effect, to laws made in. pursuance of such principles was that of the 
organ of the state and nobody c<;>uld question the organ's 'dis9retion, 
There was . to. be an Advisory Council of Islamic Ideology but it 
consisted of lawyers and administrator� and the Ulama o.f liberal. 
views, one of them being the blind Hashim from East Pakistan who 
was quit� modern in his views. . He also set up an Islamic Research 
Institute of which Fazlurrahman, a ·modernist, was the President. 
But this proved to be a tran�istory phase and as Ayub had no political 
party of his . own, for all political parties were under a ban, the con
servative element in the . National Assembly began to clamour for 
restoration of the Islamic features of the 1956 Constitution. Ayub 
·could not resist the demand ·and they had to be restored. Ayub's 
views on Islam can be gathered from his Tando ,Allahyar speecP, 
and ·other stray reference to Islam and the fa�t that he relied on the 
broad principles and . concepts of Islam and not on the letter of the 
Law .as interpreted and enunciated · by the four jurisconsults · regard
less of context or. principle, or on the letter of the hadis which to him 
was no more than a history mingled with fables of the Sunnah of the 
Holy Prophet and his companions; Elections were · held in . 1964 
under Ayub's Constitution, in which the right · to vote was g�ven to 
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84 From Jinnah to Zia 

80,000 basis democrats . who constituted the Electoral College. 
Ayub was himself a candidate for the presidency. He was opposed 
by Miss Fatima Jirinah but he succeeded in obtaining a fatwa from 
the Ulama, except by Maulana Maududi who gave a contrary fatwa, 
that a woman could not be the Head of State under Islamic Law and 
he defeated Miss Fatima Jinnah who was the Quaid-i-Azam's sister ; 
so .he had another spell of Presidency. 

YAHYA 
It · is unnecessary to detail th,e circumstances under which Ayub 

had to part with power and to pass it on to General Yahya Khan. 
Yahya Khan disintegrated West Pakistan into its original provinces ;  
h e  also promulgated a legal Framework Order and ordered elections 
on the principle of one man one vote. In the elections Mujib, the 
East Pakistan Leader, acquired a preponderant majority in the 
National Assembly. What is relevant to the pc>int I am dealing with 
is that under Art. 20 (2) of the Legal Framework Order the Constitu
tion to be made by the National Assembly had to preserve "Islamic 
ideology which is the . basis for the creation of Pakistan". The ·pro- · 

visions relating to the name of the State, the Head of State, enabling 
Muslims to order their lives in accordance with the teachings of Islam, 
as set out in the Holy Quran and Sunnah, directive principles so as to 
promote Islamic way of life, and observe Islamic moral standards, 
to ,provide facilities for the teaching of Holy Quran, enjoining that 
no law repugnant to Holy Quran and Sunnah could be made, were 
the same as in the 1956 Constitution or the amended 1962 Consti-
. tution. As n<? agreement was reached· between Yahya Khan and 
Mujib who stuck to his six points, disturbances commenced in East 
Pakistan. The Bengal Rifles and Mukti Bahni, a voluntary fc>rce 

· raised by Mujib, mutinied and began killing the Bihari refugees. On 
March 1971 Yahya Khan to suppress the mutiny, sent armed forces 
from West Pakistan. It is alleged that these forces misbehaved and 
spread · terror, with the resul that people .from East Pakistan began· 

· to' flee to India. India ·had already the support of Russia, · and on 
the plea that this vast immigration was affecting the economy of 
India, Indian forces were. sent to East Pakistan and a war between 
Pakistan and India ensued with the result that the Pakistan

. 
army 
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Further Change in Ideology 85 
on 16th December 1971 had to surrender to the joint command of 
India and Bangladesh which had already declared its independence. 
Demoralised and finding himself unable to control the situation 
Yahya Khan surrendered power to Mr. z. A. Bhutto, the leader of 
the majority party in West Pakistan (Pakistan Peoples Party) and 
on 20th December 1 971 swore him in as Chief Martial Law Adminis
trator. His very first step as Chief Martial Law Administrator was 
the summary dismissal of 1 ,300 Government Officers and reducing 
the extent of the� land to be held by Government servants to 100 
acres, irrespective of the manner in which they had acquired it. 
Having acted for some time in that . capacity he promulgated first 
the interim and then the final Constitution which came into force on 
14th August 1973. Mr. Bhutto was elected as the Prime Minister of 
the country. 

It is alleged that Mr. Bhutto was primarily responsible for the 
cessation of East Pakistan. In this connection it is stated that as the 
National Assembly was to sit at Dacca, Mr. Bhutto prevented 
members of the National Assembly from West Pakistan from going 
to Dacca, by threatening them that he would break the legs of �hose 
who went to Oacca. He also tore to pieces the Polish Resolution 
in the U. N. 0. which had proposed that the two belligerent states 
should revert to their original positions before the war had begun . 
.:�You on that side and I on this side", is another expression which 
Bhutto is alleged to have addressed to Mujib. 

In the Peoples Party's Manifesto, it was announced that Islam 
was the din of the party, socialism its economy, and equality the basis 
of its social organisation. The Constitution deClared Islam to be 
the State · religion and the name of the State still remained Islamic 
Republic of Pakistan. Fundamental Rights were defined and their 
enforcement guaranteed. . The provision relating to minorities gave 
them the right to profess, practice their religion and to deve�op their 
culture, and subject to law and order and moralit:y they were allowed 
to .propagate their religion. . One important fundamental right was 
stated in· these terms : "The dignity of :rnan and, subject to law, the 
· privacy of home shall be inviolable ; no persons shall be subjected to 

· �orture for the purpose o( extracting evidence". The state was · to 
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86 From Jinnah to Zia 

ensure the. eliminatio:Q of all fonns of exploitation, and the gradual 
fulfilment of the fundamental socialistic principle, '·'from each 
according to his ability, to each according to .his work", wa�· en,acted. 
In the propaganda in favour of the party, there was an . oft-repeated 
slogan that every person in the State will have sufficient food, cloth
ing and, shelter. A new .Provision relating to High Treason and its 
pU;nishment by law was added. Treason was defined as abrogation 
or attempt . to . abrogate, subvert or attempt to conspire to subvert .
the Constitution by force or show of force or by .other unconstitu.tional 
means. In; the principles of policy, there .was reference to Islaniic 
way of life, compulsory teaching of the Holy . Quran and Islamiyat, 
encouragement to learning of Arabic, to the promotion of unity and 
the observance . of Islamic moral standards and to organization of 
Zakat, auqaf and mosques. There was also a separate part (IX) 
containing further provisions relating to Islam . e.g� removal of 

. repugnancy between the existing . laws and the Holy Quran and 
Sunnah, and prohibition of future laws which were repugnant to the 
Holy Quran �nd Sunnah. �here was also a provision relating to the 
Constitution of an Ishimic Council. 

The provinces complain that they were not permitted to exer.;ise 
their rights which had been given, to them by the Constitution. The 
matters on which they could legislate were definecl in the concurrent 
list but the centre also had power to legislate on such · matters, ahd 
if the centre exercised that power, the provincial law had to yield to 
the central law. The residuary . subjects were of course for the 
Provinces to . legislate upon, but it is difficult to see what these resi
duary subjects . w�re, the Federal and the .concurrent list having 
exhausted practically all important subjects of · legislation. This 
was the position in normal circumstances. 

But under ·Art. 232 the President . could proclaim . a stale of 
Emergency, and such proclamation gave the · centre the power . to 
legislate on residuary subjects as well, and this proclamation unless 
disapproved by a resolution adopted at a joint sitting of the Parlia
ment could continue indefinitely, as it dtd 'throughout Mr. Bhutto's 
regime. This helped him to acquire full control of the provinces . .  
The proclamation of Emergency was made when Mr. Bhutto acquired 
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Further Change in Ideology 87 

power and continued throughout his regime. Thus the centre 
acquired power over the provinces, and the centre meant Mr. Bhutto. 
All power corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely. Thus 
was Mr. Bhutto corrupted in the exercise of his powers absolutely. 
After the longest trial in history he has been convicted of murder 
arid sentenced to death and the appeal from the conviction has been 
dismissed after the longest hearing and by the longest judgement 
in history. He has now been executed. Bhutto was extremely 
suspicious even of friends. He posted two plain-clothed constables 
wearing goggles at my own gate. Seeing them in hot weather at 
my gate, I questioned them, what were they doing ? They said 
"under orders" .  I asked them to come inside the house, gave them 
chairs under the shade and do their spying from there . They came 
in on that day, on t_he following day, they disappeared . 

The Constitution continued in force till the elections of March 
1977 when the Opposition started a wide spread propaganda that the 
elections had been rigged by Mr. Z. A. Bhutto and were void. 
There were talks between Mr. Bhutto and the opposition for holding 
fresh elections but the position deteriorated to the extent that Chief 
of the Army Staff, General Muhammad Ziaul Haq, on July 5, 1977 
took the administration of the country in his own hands and declared 
Martial Law throughout the country. He has totally committed 
himself to the introduction of Islamic system in the country and has 
postponed elections till such time as the misdeeds of Bhutto's regime 
have been inquired into and the society cleared of corrupt and evil 
elements, so that the elections may be held fairly and impartially in a 
clean atmosphere. He als-o aims at making Pakistan economically 
self-sufficient. Bow he can give effect to these objectives before the 
elections which he has promised to hold in November 1979 is a big 
question, Prima facie the task is too colossal for anyone whatever 
his powers may be. These matters will be dealt with later. 
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Chapter IX 

G EO G RAPH ICAL CH AN G ES I N  PAKI STAN 

Pakistan came into existence with restricted boundaries. It 
was not the Pakistan of 'which · Rehmat Ali had dreamed nor as the 
Lahore Resolution had envisaged it. It consi�ted of a part of the 
Punjab, North Western Frontier_ Province, ' ' Sind, Baiuchistan · and 
East Pakistan. In the North-West Province, there were four Indian 
States, Dir, Swat, Chitrai and Durband. They were an absorbed in 
Pakistan. Baiuchistan had three such states, which formed the 
Baluchistan States Union. Baluchistan originally was administered 
by the Governor-General through an Agent but eventually became a 
Governor's Province; Ka:rachi, origin�:tlly the Federal Capital, 
was governed by a Chief Commissioner until Islamabad was made the 
Capital and became the nucleus of the Federal Capital areas, and 
Karachi became the capital of Sind. The Indian Independence Act 
had provided that British suzerainty over the Indian States and ·an 
treaties with the tribal leadets had lapsed. A State could accede to 
.either dominion or remain independent. Many States of which the 
rulers were Muslims but majority of the population non-Muslims 
acceded to India. Hyderabad, the biggest state, ruled by a Muslim 
but with a Hindu population and encircled by Indian territory was · 

seized by India by police action. · Junagarh and Mana war whose 
rulers were Muslims but majority of the population non-Musl_im 
acceded to Pakistan but were seized by India ·by force. · The only 
States that acceded to Pakistan were Bahawalpur and Khairpur; 

. i, The Kashmir question still . remains unqecided though Pakistan 
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90 From Jinnah to Zia 

is in possession of a part of it for administrative purposes. Pakis�an 
cannot recognise it as a part of it without its necessary consequence 
of recognising occupied Kashmir as a part of India. This issue is 
still alive and India is not honouring the commit�ents made by it . 
By its resolutions of August 1 3, 1 948 and January 5, 1949 the Security 
Council had resolved that the question · of accession of Jammu and 
Kashmir would be decided by the people of the State by means of a 
free and impartial plebiscite to be conducted under U. N. control, 
and Lord Mountbatten while accepting Kashmir's accession to 
India had written to the Maharaja that , the question of accession 
�ould be decided in a·ccordance with the wishes of the people of the 
State as soon as law arid order which had been disturbed by an in
vasion of Kashmir by tribesl1l.en had been restored. . These being the 
facts Lndia pas no right forcibly _to occupy a part of Kashmir and 
Jamrym. The Lahore Resolution had envisaged Eastern. Muslim 
Zone as 8;n independent sovereign State but by a Resolution of the 
Parliamentary Board of the Muslim Lefl.gue, it was decided to make 
eastern zone consisting . of East Bengal and S:ilh�t a part of .Pakistan 
which was to have a fed�ral form of Government, Eastern Pakistan 
constituting a single .province . as ,  aga�nst th� four provinces of West 
Pakistan. Some persons called this Pakistl;l.n a truncated Pakistan 

and. an indefensible . State 'Yhi�h woul
.
d collapse, under the weight of 

its own problems . . . These appr�hensions were to some extent . true 
but the credit of keeping it alive and strength.ening it from a scr�tch 
goes to that m\),ch-apused . · man Ghulam Muhammad and Qis co
work�r Ch. Muhammad Ali who later became a Prime Minister. 
Our, border disput� with China was settled in 1962 when I was a . 
Minister in Ayub's ·.Cabinet. By this amicable settlemept we gained 
more territory than we gave to China; for geographical reasons. 
So tpe, North East boundary of Pakistan .extends to the Chinese 
border. Hunza and Nagar are now a part of Pakistan. 

LAHORE RESOLUTION 

The Lahore Resolution, moved b>' Mr. Fazl-i-Haq, a .Benga[ 
leader, had envisaged an independent and sovereign State .· in the
eastern zone where the · Muslims · were in ' a majority but before-
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Geographical Changes in Pakistan 91 
Pakistan came · into existence the Muslim League · had agreed to 
accept that Zone as a part of the Federation of Pakistan. · Federation 
is always a difficult form of goven�ment but the inclusion of East 
Pakistan as a province �f the Federation . was a historica� anachron
ism. It was s�parated .fro111 ,t�e West Wing ·by a distance of 1 ,000 
miles ayross Ipdi� and by about tqree thousand miles by sea along 
the coast �f the same alien .coun try, making travel by sea dangerous 
becau�e the. navy of India could at any time block this route as· well. 
The�e was nothing co!llmPn . bet ween the two wings .except that both 
had MusliPl , m,ajorjties. , Friction between ,the Centre . and the 
Provinc�s, a usual feature in .· fed eration, was, heightened between the 
·Centre and the East Wing by the fact of distan_ce, the difference in 
living between the people of the two wings . and alleged · exploitation 
by t�� Centre and the Western Wing. 

·· · r am fully acquainted with the terrain · and people of East 
Pakistan . As Chief Justice of Pakistan I visited Dacca several times 
and during these visits used to go to different places in the interior .. 
And as ChaJrrnan of the Delimitation Commission with Mr. Justice · 

Kayani as member, w4o breathed his Iitst in that province, visited 
every police ·station of the province . I noticed a marked differen'ce 
between · the people of that province and those of West Pakistan. 
Their language, customs and way 'of living were quite different from 

I . ' 

those of West Pakistan. Their music and dress were also different, 
the - only difference . .in the ·dress of a Muslim from that of a Hindu 
being a lungi in place of a dhoti. · Their food and drinking water 
were also', different. They ate fish and rice and you could see that in 
every shallow pond, somebody was trying to catch a small fish with a 
small net or basket. Unless a vill�ge is ·  fortunate, to ·-have · a wate_r' 
hand pump; their. source -of drinking water is either a dirty ·pond 
(there is· one even in the Go vernment House) in which cattle also 
bathe, drink and excrete or a nearby stream or river. · 

· In . th'e performance of their  religious rites they were more .regular 
than ·p�ople ' of West Pakistan but when you talked

. 
to theni, . they 

first attempted to av9id you . and during the talk you could- notice 
between them and yourself a strange atm6sphere. of aloofness. With 
the Hindus - they . talked . .  more freely . and intimately than with 
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_92 From Jinnah to · Zia · 

westerners. When the Quaid-i-Azam declared Urdu as an official 
language of Pakistan there were riots in protest. The · only thing 
conunon between them. and people of the West was · Islam. 

But Islam means equality. On the establishment of Pakistan 
there were only a few ICS or PSP Bengali Officers, and the Officers 
who were sent from West Pakistah were not very different from the 
British Officers whom they had replaced. _There was hardly any 
Commissioned Officer there in the Pakistan Army. Ayub Khim 
created a division of the army exclu�ively to be :recruited from the 
local population, naming it Bengal Rifles, and reserved large sums for 
them to set up local industries. But very few people took advantage 
of this money and the funds so reserved had to be utilized by indus
trialists of the West Wing. 

Before the Constitution of 1956 was passed, the National 
Assembly under the )eadership of Chaudhri . Muhammad Ali passed 
the Establishment of Wes,t Pakistc:m / .. et by which all the provin,ces 
of West Pakistan were amalgamated in a . single unit called . West 
Pakistan. · The . object perhaps was to bring about parity between 
Eastern and Western regions of Pakistan. This mea,sure was un
popular and. was looked upo11 with suspicion not only in East .Pakistan 
but also in the provinces of West Pakistan. It worked for some time 
but the peop�e of Ea�t Pakistan did .:o.ot ceasy complaining of their 
exploitation. 

, When in 1962 I joined Ayub's Cabinet for a · short time I found 
that no constructive work was being done by the :Assembly; ' .E�ery 
day was spent in listening to the long speeches of · East , Pakistan 
members of exploitation of · East Pakistan and the step-motherly 
treatment of that province. . Ayub used to listen to these speeches on 
the radio and was ·bored with ·what was happening . as none of the 

. ministers or members of the Assembly, whether . from East Pakistan 
or West Pakistan, rose to rebutt these · allegations. I . spoke to 
.Ayub and suggested that there could be no fusion or commpn goal 
.between the two p�dvinc�s ·and asked him whether it would not be 
better that instead · of putting up with this nonsense, to ask East 
P�kistan to take their affairs in · their own hands. He suggested to 
.me that I should talk about it to ' some influential leader from East 
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Geographical Changes in Pakistan 93 
Pakistan. One day while l was talking to Mr. Ramizuddin who had 
been a Minister in Bengal ot East Pakistan I broached the matter , to 
him. His reply was prompt and straight. He asked me -whether 
I was suggesting secession. I said yes or something like it as con
federation or more autonomy. He saiq· "look here we are the majo
rity province and it is Kor the min.ority province to secede because 
we are . Pakistan' ' .  The matter ended there and complaints in the 
Assembly c�ntinued as before. · . . 

When Mr. Bhutto having served in Ayub's Cabinet left or was 
dismissed by Ayub, he, founded the Pakistan Peoples Party with a 
.socialist programme as a part of its manifesto, in which everything 
under the sun was promised to the · people_.:_lahd, houses� Clothes 
and many other facilities . The manifesto had a popular appeal and 
a strong .Peoples Party emerged in West Pakistan in 1969 ·Election, 
though many members of it belonged to the aristocracy. ·By now 
'Ayub was a sick man having suffered two heart attacks, and could 
not stand the frequent riots, series of daily processions, shouting of 
vulgar and indecent slogans, traffic blocks, closure of shops and 
damage to public and private property, which made orderly adminis
tration impossible a�d practically paralysed the government. Conse
quently by his declaration made at 19 . 1 5 hours on the night of 25th 
March 1969, · he relinquished his office of President and contrary to 
his own Constitution handed over all powers to ·General Muhammad 
Yahya khan, Commander-in-Chief of the Pakistan Army . . 

· Yahya Khan forthwith assumed the office of President, abro;.. 
gated the Constitution and put the whole country under Martial Law, 
assuming for himself the office of Chief Martial Law Administrator. 
By an order,"dated the 30th March he dissolved West Pakistan, and 
substituted for it the previou's four provinces,  Punjab, Sind, 'North-
West Frontier Province and Baluchistan. By another o'rder he pro� 
mulgated the Legal Framework Order by which he set up an Assemb:. 
ly consisting of 3 1l seats, 169 in"East Pakistan and 144 in the four 

· Western Pro:vinces and centrally administered tribal areas. To 
the Provincial Assemblies be assigned 310 seats in East Pakistan and 
2l 1 seats in the. · four provinces · ' of West Pakistan. Thus · East 

· Pakistan had a majority of seats both in the National Assembly and 
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the Provincial Assembly as against the four· provincial Assemblies of 
West Pakistan . .  By Article,_ 6 of the same _,Order he directed that 
elections would be direct and 01rthe basis of adult franchise . .  l;he 
Constitution was .to. be framed by the Natio.nal Assembly in 120 d�y� . 

There were c'ertain oth�r· provision�' in , the Orde'r which 'had · to 
be incorporated in the Con'stitution. · Under · the leadership .of Sh. 
Mujiburrehmah, the Awami Party in its manifesto had made the fol
lowing six demands known as Mujib's six pb'ints. ' These �ere :'-

1 .  Pakistan to h�tve a federal government and elections to the 
Assemblies t.o be direct and ort the basi's of adult franchise. 

· 2. Defence and, foreign . affairs . al�ne to be ' the two federal 
subjects. 

3. Fiscal policy to be the
. 
responsibility 

,
oL�ach. f�derati�g up.it. 

, ' 1 . ' . ' I • I 1 '  

4 .  · Two separate currencies·, ·one . for . East Pakistan and the . other 
· ' ' · for West Pakistan, or ·a  single currency with power for each 

province to · stop movement of resources .  a,nd capital, .from it. 

5.  Foreign exchange of each unit to be un�er the control of that 
unit. · : 

6. A.nd each unit to have its own militia or para-niilitary force 
' · to contribute effectively toward natio�al securit� . · 

, ,  ' 

'The Constitution had to be made subject to certain restrictions 
which had been imposed by the Framework Order. Some of these 
restrictions, particularly relating to . Islam, Quran �nd Sun11ah, and 
:en.abling the Muslims to lead their lives in a9cord�nce with . . the 
teachi�gs of Islam were not a part of the manifesto. of the . �  wami 
League as enumerated in the six points. . The . six points if accepted, 
particularly the points relating to foreign exchange, currency and the 
export of capital and resourqes would have made, a federation. a 
farce and . would have . led ·. to the disintegration 

. 
of Paki�tan. :Qut 

Mujib went on proclaiming that he would strictly �dhere to his six 
points. Thus · Mujib created what may, be called a · Cha4yenistic 
Bengali N�tionalism, which meap.t strong hatred of non�Bengalis . 

. East Paki�.tan Rifles and the voluntary military organisation 
-created ·by Mujib. mutinied and refugees from: Bihar, a . neighbouring 
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. Province in India, ·were · the first target of Bengali hatred. Their in� 
discriminate . ·  massacre by · East Pakistan Rifles, · M ukti Bahni and 
infuriated Bengali mobs started in the spring of 1971, and General 
Yahya Khan had to send the army from West Pakistan to quell the 
disturbances and · the mutino:us Bengali Armies� · No · sane · · man 
could have taken that step with ·any hppe of success ot�er than 
Yahya. India had a pact with Russi,a. an� when the people from 
East Pakistan fled to India, she cm th� ground that such migration 
had been affecting her economy, , sent h�� own 'armed forces and' de· 
clared a formal war on Pakistan. The inevitable result followed
the Pakistan Army had to �urrender to the joint. command of India 
and Bangladesh on J6th of December . 1 97 1 .  ·About 90,000 army 
personnel from West Pakistan wer� made prisoners and sent to india. 

' ' • I ' ' I ' '  ' ; , 
. Mujib had earlier been put on trial by Ayub Khan but the trial 

judge Mr. Justice, S. A. ·Rehman and Mr: Manzur Qadir, the Public 
Prosecutor from West Pakistan, had t� flee to save their lives from 
an attack by infuriated men from East Pakis�an. During the present 
episode also he was arrested by Martial Law authorities and sent to 
Lyallpur where he· was tried by a Military Court and . sentenced to 
· death, but the sentence was not. exe�uted because ,Yahya had to 
surrender power to Mr. Bhutto who remitted the sentence and sent 
him to · ·East · Pakistan where he formally declared the separation of 
East Pakistan, named the territory Bangladesh and became its head. 
In the, elections held under the . Leg�l Framework Order, which inci
.dentally were the fairest ever held in Pakistan, .Awami League had 
won almost all the seats in East Pakistan, and in West Pakista:n 
Mr. Bhutto's Party had sweptthe polls. And though there had been 
negotiations between Yahya and Mujib and some representatives of 
West Pakistan, the National Assembly had never met, as the events . 
·described above had eclipsed a meeting of the Assembly. 

Demoralised by the events mentioned above Yahya Khan finding 
himself unable to control the situation transferred power to Mr. 
Bhutto, as the leader of the �eoples Party and himself swore him in 
as Chief Martial Law Administrator on 20th December 1971 . 

. Mr. Bhutto, who in the meantime had given a Constitution . 
.under which he was elected Premier, recognised Bangladesh as an 
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96 From Jinnah to Zia 

independent State on 23rd February 1974. Pakistan was thus 
reduced to the boundaries of .West Pakistan arid ceased to be the 
first Muslim State and the largest fifth State in the world. And a 
minister of the new cabinet formed in Bangladesh publicly declared 
that religion had been banished for ever from that region. 

Who is responsible for this disintegration of the original 
Pakistan is a question beyond the scope of this book but there can 
be no doubt that it was Mujib's nationalism that won the day and 
Islam proved to · be too tenuous a bond to keep the two wings to
gether. Some critics hold that with the separatio·n of the Muslim 
majority of the population, PakiStan itself became a misnomer but 
they forget that according to the Lahore Resolution, the new State 
in the Eastern Zone, was to be an independent sovereign State which 
could adopt any Constitution it liked. According to Yahya's 
statement published in the 'Nawai-Waqt': {28th December 1978) the 
responsibility for the cessation of East Pakistan rested solely with 
Mr. Bhutto. He was responsible for not · allowing the National 
Assembly to meet at Dacca as he publicly said that he would break 
the legs of anyone from West Pakistan if he dared to go to Dacca 
to attend a meeting of the Na,tional Assembly. 'Near the end of his 
regime Mr. Bhutto to please the , Muslims made some insignificant 
changes in the Constitution and the legal system for political ends. 
By a constitutional amendment he declared the Ahmadis to be non
MusUms without saying who was a Muslim, introduced prohibition 
on a somewha:t stricter scale, stopped gambling and declared Friday 
a holiday. 
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Chapter x 

N IZAM - 1 - M USTAFA (TAXATI-O N )  

The first question that arises in Nizam-i-Mustafa is .whether 
taxation in its current form is to be retained or substituted by the 
form in which it was in force in the time of Nizam-i-Mustafa. If 
nothing is added to the Islam that was practised at the time of Ali's 
death, most of the present taxes will have to go: The question which 
relates to the very existence of the state I propose to deaL with first. 
There are four words used for taxation in Muslim books of Law :-

(1) Ushr 
(2) Kharaj 
(3) Jizyah 
{4) Zakat. 

The word Ushr is not used in the Quran. Doctors of Law 
infer it from verse 142 of Chapter VI, where it is 'enjoined in the 
words "but pay His dues on the day of the harvest". It is · a form of 
Zakat ·and is some time mixed up with Sadaqa.� Ushr is used for th_e 
levy of one-tenth ·on the gross preceeds of lands, the proprietors of 
which were or became Muslims · or which the ruler divided among 
troops. Such lands were called Ushri Lands. 

Kharaj was levied on land conquered by Muslims by force of 
arms and then given to their original infidel proprietors. on payment 
of Kharaj . The ruler himself imposed Kharaj dn '_the conquered 
infidels and · then confirmed them in . their possession of their rights,. 
the common rate of which was fixed by imposing on every infidel a 
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98 From Jinnah to Zia' 

tax which varied according to the financial position of the person 

taxed . For this purpose the infidels were divided in �hree classes, 

the . rich, the middling and the poor. The rate varied from 48 

·dirhams to 12 dirhams annually. 

After the Islamic Republic the laws relating to finance, com

merce and constitutional law assumed a temporal aspect and various 

ordinances and Qanun-namas were issued by the various Governors 

of the territories which were essentially temporal in character. 

Egypt went so far away from the original Islamic system of taxation 

that in the time of Sultan Salahuddin, a pilgrim tax was imposed and 

strictly enforced which the pilgrims who disembarked at the ports 

of Aedal and Alexandria had to pay. But such laws were not a part 
of Nizam-i-Mustafa. 

If we intend to .introduce in Pakistan a fiscal system that was 
in force during the life of the .Holy Prophet and the Islamic Republic 
. (and such system alone can be covered by the demand for Nizam-i� 
.Mustafa) we will at once· . be confronted with difficulties. No state 
oan function, properly and effidently, unless it has a sound financial 
system. On .the . subject in question) . there can be two views ; first, 
that any. tax which is not contrary to the Quran and Sunnah can be 
legitimately levied . It is essentially •a negative view but it makes 
lawful all taxes which a modern state levies, namely, all taxes which 
were not levied during the Nizam-i-Mustafa. The other view which 
may be called a positive view is implied in the demand for Nizam-i
Mustafa and . th�t is that only those· taxes can be levied which were 
'levied in .that Nizam. It is the latter kind of taxation whi�h the 
Ulama have . in view. . If this assumption is correct we . will have to 
analyse the system of that

· 
taxation, ignoring the system of the 

Umayyads, the Abbasides and other Muslim States that came into 
·existence after the end of the IslEtrrl.ic Republic. 

The financing institution during the Nizam-i-Mustafa was 
baitulmal, .the State treasury. What was baitulmal,

· 
what were the · 

sources of it� income and .how was the money collected in
. 
it .. expend eel 

are the que�tio� involved ·in this view. · · · 

' · 

According t� .Hidaya bai�ulm�l was· the public treasury no part 
-Qf \Yhich the ruler was allowed t.o draw for his personal use. He 
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Nizam-i-Mustafa (Taxation) 99 

could spend the money in it only for the public good. Its sources 
of.income were (1) Zakat or the legal rate upon land (usufruct), 
personal . property and merchandise owned at least for one year� 
which was to be expended on particular classes of Muslim Conitnunity 
e.g; the poor and the destitute, pious works, giving of alms, holy war; 
to ransom · Muslim slaves, and . travellers. (2) Khums, namely 
1 /5th of property seized in war was the property of Allah and the 
Holy Prophet which was .to be spent in the interest of community 
as · a \Yhole. The remainder was to be . expended on orphans, the 
poor and the travellers. The fourth-fifth share of the Mujahids if 
depositied in. baitulmal was . · never the property of . the State, its 
ownership ve�ting from the date of its deposit ,in the baitulmal . in 
Mujahids and was being held in trust for them. (3) The pr�duce of 
mines and treasure trove. (4) Property of which there was no owner
bona vacantia. (5) The Jizyah or the poll tax levelled on �mbel�evers. 

('Hidaya', Arabic Ed., V,ol. I, p. 452)� 

KHUMS 
Khums ' was the product of Religious wars, the Jihad. ·The 

Jihad in its ·primitive sense is now an obsolete ide·a and if the're can 
be no

. 
Jihad in· its original sense, there can be no division of looted 

property · between the State and Mujahids. Battles are . not · now 
fought by camel' riders and horsemen, or with swords, a factor which 
was responsible for early Muslim conquests. A well organised and 
disciplined · army equipped with sophistic.ated weapons is a regular 
feature in all modern states. Furthermore, the possibility of a con
flict between two Muslim States cannot be ruled out. We have had 
some recent instances of it, including one in which Pakistan had to 
.e�g�ge ' itself. And, Khums would be inapplicabl�· to such instances .. 

A radical change in Khums was brought about by the second 
·Caliph Hazrat U,mar. When the Mujahids we1,1t to war, usually they 
tbok their families· with them and after · the subjugation of the terri
tory built fo� them�elves temporary · hp uses of reeds and settled there 
in what may be called milit�ry cantonments. Whe:�I in A.H. 1 6  after 
the conquest . of Jerusalem, Hazrat Umar visit�d Syria, he diyided the 
troops . in corps, each corp comprising several tribes and assigned �Q 
them permanent camps; In Syria such military camps already . exist-
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100 From Jinnah to Zia 

ed and Hazrat Umar approved them. Such military stations als() 
existed in Damascus, Lydia and Ramla. In Babylon, he established 
a similar station as well as in Basra and Kufa. When the conquered 
territories were under full control, the soldiers converted their reed 
huts into houses built with brick and mortar. Out of these military 
stations grew prosperous towns which later proved to be an important 
factor in the cultural · development of Islam. The new military 
station in Iraq was in the neighbourhood of Babylon out of which 
grew the town of Fustat which remained · the capital of Egypt until. 
Cairo was built in 957 A.D. 

� 

The practice of soldiers living with · their families in permanent 
military camps created • in · them ·a desire to acquire land. The part 
of the most fertile crescent, namely, the plain between the Euphrates 
and Tigris had a special attraction for the soldiers who claimed four
fifth portion in the conquered land and the inhabitants of the terri
tory. In support of their claim they relied on the doctrine of Khums. 
On this Hazrat Umar took an important decision. . By an Ordinance 
he ruled that the conquered territory was an inalienable state property 
for all times, and that the produce of the land would . be used 
for the common good. But the original inhabitants were · allowed 
to keep the land in their possession in Egypt and Babylon. He 
forbade all Arabs even to cultivate the land and did not allow the 
Governor of Egypt, Amr ibn al-Aas to build a house in the canton
ment' of Fustat. But to compensate the soldiers he allowed them a 
share in · the baitulmaL This arrangement was in accordance ·'with 
which the surplus wealth was distributed among the faithful by the 
Prophet · himself. · This· Ordinance satisfied the soldiers as the sh�e 
allotted to each soldier was far in excess of the sum that he .had 
otherwise to pay and could obtain from. the land if ' he received 4/5th 
of it. 

· The baitulmal by this time had begun to swell into immense 
revenues derived from U shr and from subject races as Jizyah and 
Kharaj and Hazrat Umar established a department called the Diwan 

. � . ' ' .  ' . . . ' 
whtch w�s managed by a state official. Originally only Jews and 
Christians had to pay Jizyah ' but subsequently Majusis of the 
Sassanide Empire also were included in this category. As against the 
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Nizam-i-Mustafa (Taxation) 101 

payment of this tax, the Muslim State and every Muslim was to gua� 
· il'antee protection of life and property of the tax-payers a:t;1d they had 
full freedom to practise their religion . . On the same .Principle, the 
third Caliph Hazrat Usman extended .the system to t4e Berbers of 
North Africa. · 

The wealth in the baitulmal was to be distributed among all the 
Muslim inhabitants of Arabia in accordance with a list prepared by 
Hazrat Umar. Women, children, the needy and the disabled .had a 
share in it. The Mujahideen received a regular pay from it. Thus 
all the able-bodied persons became a regular standing army of Islam. 

In allotting a share in the baitulmal certain factors were taken 
jnto considerati'on, as for instance, the kinship with the Holy Prophet, 
early conversion to Islam, gallantry in battle etc. and the · distribution 
was not uniform or per capita. If after paying the allowance to :the 
soldiers·, there remained a surplus, it was to be spent on the kinsmen 
-of the Holy Prophet, orphans and travellers. 

ZAKAT 
Zakat is one of the five pillars of Islam; the other four being 

(1) belief in one God · and His attributes enumerated in the Quran, 
(2) Salat (prayer), (3) Saum (fast) and (4) pilgrimage to Kaba. 

There are · certain misconceptions about Zakat in the common 
man. One such misapprehension is that . Zakat is leviable on the 
total wealth of a person at the rate of 2! per cent. This is incorrect 
as certain p�rsons and pro�rties are exempt from Zak;at an� the 
levy differs from property to property, together with the rate payable. 
Some of the properties are subject to this levy if they have been 
owned by the assessee for full one year. 

Zakat is obligatory on. all Muslims but certain persons are exempt 
from this levy. They are :- . 

(1) . Minors. 
_.(2) Insane persons. 
(3) . All persons in debt whose debts exceed the amount payable 

·· · as· Zakat. 

(4) And slaves employed as servants. 
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. 102 From Jinnah to Zia 

.Properties which are exempt from Zak�t are :-
(1) Necessaries of life, like a dwelling house, wearing apparel 

and household furniture. I 

(2) Cattle kept for immediate use. 
(3) Arms and weapons of war. 
(4) Books of sc�ence and theology. 
(5) Tools of artizan . 

• · . I (6) And preci<;>us stones. 
Properties subject to Zakat are :-

. (1) Camels, ho�ses, bulls, cows, buffaloes, goats and sheep. If 
their. number exceeds a certain figure, Zakat i� leviaqle on them 

. according to a graduated scale. 
(2) No Zakat is due to silver of the value of less than 200 dirhams 

unless it has been owned for . a full year in which case the Zakat . 
due is five dirhams. No Zakat is due upon an excess above 
200 dirhams till such excess amounts to forty dirhams when 
the Zakat due is five dirharns and for every excess above forty, 
five · dirhams. Substances in which silver predominates are 
treated as silver, and the same rule applies to :all articles such 
as phi.te, cups artd goblets. 

(3) No Zakat is payable on gold under the value of 20 Misqals. 
If the quantity of gold exceeds 20 Misqals, the Zakat is at the 

· · rate of one half Misqal on every 20 Misqals. 
( 4) Articles of merchandise are to' be evaluated and if the value 

exceeds 200 dirhams the Zakat due is 2! per cent. 
(5) Mines of gold, sliver, ' iron, le�d or copper are · subject to a Zakat 

of 1 /5th but if the mine is disc9vered within the precincts of a 
person'S own house, nothing is due. · Arid if a person finds a 
buried treasure a fifth is due on it. · ', 

(6) Produce of Land.-Vpon everything produced frorrr the ground, 
the Zak�t is one-tenth (Ushr) whether the soil be watered by the 
.overflow of rains or periodic rains. B'\lt if the soil is watered 
by bu�kets, machinery or by camels its produce is subject to 5 
per cent. 
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Nizam-i-Mustafa (Taxation) 103 

(7) Honey and fruits collected from wilderness ·are subject. to a tithe. 

The beneficiaries of Zakat are :-
(1) Faqirs or persons possessed of little property. 
(2) Miskins or persons owing no property. 
(3) The collectors of Zakat. 
(4) Slaves. 
(5) Debtors. 

·(6) Persons who are in the service of God or take part in religious 
, 

' L ' ' I  

war. 
(7) And travellers . 

The rules mentioned above have been taken from 'Hidaya,' a 
standard book · on Sunni Law, written by Sheikh Burhanuddin Ali 
(530 to 590 A.H.) more than 200 years after the authors of Siha 
,Sitta, the six correct books compiled by the six traditionalists. The 
upshot of this discussion is :-

(1) That in a modern state purporting to be an Islamic State one 
important source of income of public treasure, the Khums, 
is , no longer available. Mines and treasure · trove and bona 
vacantia i .e. property of . which there . is no owner, are already 
covered by the existing. law. The only source left therefore is 
Zakat including _Ushr and Jizyah. 
The Arabs were generally an o'pulent people . because of their 

4/5.th share in Ghanima and could easily pay the Zakat. Jp. fa'ct this 
was their main source ·of wealth during ·Nizam-i-Mustafa. Now the 
mode of acquiring wealth is fundamentally different from that which 
was current during that Nizam, and people, in the presence of other 
taxes, will find it hard to pay the 'Zakat which is prescribed by . the 
canon law. I 

· · 

· Though there was a collector of Zakat and a part of it . went to 
the baitulmal, people could bestow Zakat themselves on those en� 
titled to it . There were seven classes of persons who could have the 
benefit of Zakat ; this voluntary expenditure on the needs of the poor 
was in fact a recognised mode of �pending Zakat. There is hardly 
any instance, except that of Musaylimah Kazzab, where the State· used 
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1 04 From Jinnah to Zia 

its coercive power to collect Zakat. Under the Zakat and Ushr .order the government itself has undertaken the collection of Zakat, 
denying to a person the right of choo sing himself the object of his 
bounty. Further the Zakat collected in one city could not, except 
in a few cases, be transferred to another ·city . .  Such transfer was 
considered to be abominable. 

Zakat on bank deposits, which are a mix.ture of interest' and 
capital, is a recognition of interest as lawful whereas it is unlawful . 
Ushr is leviable on gross produces of the land but an agriculturist 
these days has to spend a large amount on fertilizers, insecticides and 
mechanical instruments. In fact because of these sophisticated 
methods of cultivation a griculture has come to be considered as an 
industry. Apart from the expenditure mentioned above, one has to 
sink his capital in tubewell, tractors, drills and harvesters and accord
ing to . the ordinary principles of accounting, he is entitled to depre
ciation. The expenditure on diesel is also considerable. All this 
expenditure was foreign to the system of cultivation during the 
Islamic Republic. 

The peopl� inhabiting inner Arabia led a roving nomadic life, 
and the greater part of Arabian desert, the Rubul K.hali was and still 
is un�pproachable wilder�ess. The nomads owned only camels and 
horses and other ,animals .  Now nobody owns that number of camels 
and horses on which Zakat may b� levied. Gold and silver either 
in the form of ornaments, bullion and utensils are still owned by 
certain persons and Zakat may still be levied on them but the collec
tion of Zakat on these items will be extremely difficult and insufficient. 
The produce of barani land can be taxed at the rate of one_-tenth 
(Ushr) and the land artificially irrigated by� wells or machinery is 
subject to Zakat at the r;;tte of.. 5 per cent. But in modern times tpe 
levy on the usufruct of land is not purely a religious question ; it is 
mixed up with an economic question, namely, the effect of any levy 
on crops and on agricultural production. The persons running the 
government will have thoroughly to examine this question with the 
help of economic and agricultural experts. ,There remains the . 

. questio:p. of bank deposits. Here the issue will be whether such 
deposit or moneys kept . in banks can be treated as taxable on the 
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Nizam-i-Mustafa (Taxation) 105 

analogy of dirhams ·and misqals, and being already subject to wealth 
tax can be subjected to · further levy. . This question will not be 
separable · from that · of interest, · a debated .issue, and having far
reaching consequences on trade, ind1:1stries ·and commerce. Any 
bungling· with or superficial view of this question ·_ may r�ise further 
issues and settling one question may give rise to further questions, 
too complicated to be · easily solved. In · fact if interest is the root 
of social evils as stated by Nawabzada Iftikhar Ahmad Ansari, 
Minister for Religious Affairs, it should be the .first to be t'�ckled. 

·The answer to this fiscal question depends on the decision fu be 
taken on the broad issue whether Nizam-i-Mustafa is a panacea for 
all the ills o f  the world or whether revelation having ceased for ever 
after providing certain · rules of guidance, man is free to manage his 
.affairs according to the conditions of the time-and territory. Modern 
thinkers, even a few Ulama .of the orthodox school, take the view that 
Muslim society can do whatever it likes provided what is done is not 
contrary to the Quran and the Sunnah. Allama Iqbal considered 
that a Republican form of govetnment and a legislature of the 
modern type is perfectly consistent with the Islamic principles. 
Maulana Abul Ala Maududi $ubstap.tially takes the same view by this 
theory of unoccupied field, though he adds ijma to the occupied field. 
Qn that view subject to repugnancy, all modem tax laws like the 
Import and E�port duty, excise tax, income tax etc. are valid. But 
this the�ry explodes the view that the laws prevailing before the end of 

. Islamic Republic can provide a code of taxation sufficient for a modem 
. state. But the taxes should not be opposed to the Quran and Sunnah. 
If the rules of Zakat, as st'ated in the Hidaya, are taken from the . Quran 

and Sunnah · and it must be presumed that they are so taken, and the
. 

Quran. and Sunnah exempt, inter alia, the dwelling house and furniture, 
it would follow that imposing oftaxes on residential - houses and furni
ture would be against the Quran and Sunnah. 

The Muslim Laws ofFinance disclose, on 4eep scrutiny, certain 
principles and we do not go beyond Islam if we adopt these 
principles. · - · 

A modem state has to provide for its pro�ction;  for that object , 
it has to · maintain an army which by the use of sophisticated weapons 
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. 106 From Jinnah to Zia 
of war may be able to repel any attack on its territory. It has also 
to bear the costs of administration; '  To keep paee with the advancing 
world it has to increase its industrial and agricultural production and 
en'gage in-international trade. To keep the people happy _ and pros
perous ' it ' has to remove, as far as possible, disparity in wealth, by 
suitable legislation. It has to provide hospital, health centres and 
educational institutions, both for general education and technological 
-instruction. It is only in this way . that c�ass hatred. betwe�n .the . rich 
and the poor can be avoided, . and the idea of Muslim. equality and 
brotherhood can be realized . .  

For the att�inment of these ends, all fiscal · measures may be 
taken provided they are ·not contrary to Quran arid Sunnah 'and we 
need not cpnfine ourselves to the fiscal system of the· Islamic Republic 
(Nizam-i-Mustafa) for we are separat�d from that ·period by · t4 
centuries; and du�ing ' tliis ti�e co:rumions have radically changed. 
The camels and horses have Jost their importance ; and the form · of 
wealth has changed. We can neither have a kh�lifa of that period or 

· the simple society which h� governed. Above all the �iiinplicity of 
the faith has disappeared beca�se our doctors of law have introduced 
into Islam . . so map.y complexitie� that ' they cannot tolerate any 
difference , of opinion and u�hesitatingly dub those who ' differ from 
them as ·:Kafirs. Will you ·b� surprised if I tell yo.u that _in' a rectmt 
issue of the .Urdu .Weekly 'Sahafat', for the. week 2��d to 30th lanuary 
1 978, rin the . long list enumera�ing several sects, the Qtiaid-i-Azam 
and Allama Iqbal are also included as Kafirs� This was the view of 

· an important . leader <?f the . Barelvi Sunni sect (see . also Weekly 
'Badban', for S�ptember 14, 1978, p. 23). 

The present taxes · were not a parf of Nizam-i-Mustafa and are 
the res lilt of�hanged �ondit!ons .. - The vie� that everything is possible 
provided it is not contrary to Quran or ' Sunnah alone can savethese 

· taxes, because in the· Quran and hadis there is nothing against most 
of them. But i11 that case you ·will have to· say good bye to the claim 
th::Lt Nizam-i-Mustafa or Quran and Sunnah provide �olution . of 

· .  everything under t�e sun and that what is ;needed is interpretation and 
not legislation. 

· 
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In his statement Nawabzada Iftikhar Ahmad, Minister for 
Religious Affairs, has given a hint that Jizyah will be levelled on �11 
non.-Muslims. Jizyah in Nizam .. i.-Mustaf� was a part of baitu1ma1 . 
Its levy wi11 make the non.-Musims second class citizens of Pakist'an. 
Not only this will be contrary to Fundamental Rights, but will create 
hatred in the minorities, and will be another departure from the 
Quaid.-e .. Azam's views. Mufti Mahmood has said that Jizyah will 
be levi

.
ed on non.-Muslims who are zimmi�, ('Pakistan Times' 

January 9, 1979) whatever name you give to this tax. But Professor 
Ghafoor Ahmad has said in the 'Pakistan Times' of 3 1 st January, 
1979 that Jizyah will not be levied on non.-Muslims as they don't 
belong to a conquered. country. Can they not agree on a simple 
question like this ? It is now understood that Jizyah will be levied on 
all non.-1\..-fuslims ('Musawat' of 5th July 1 979). 

As all wealth and all agricultural produce is ljable - to pay 
Zakai; the yield from this source will be considerable, a:n.d our 
Ulama think that no other tax will be justified . (Shah Ahmad 
Nurani) .  But they seem to have no idea of the needs of the 
State. Therefore other taxes will have to · be levied though the 
present taxes will require revision, to make them equitable. These 
taxes must, however, not be repugnant to Quran and Sunnah. 
Mufti Mahmood is also of the view that U:Part from Zakat and Ushr 
no · further tax will be necessary but at the same time he says that 
Pakistan must have an atom bomb. 

('Pakistan Times' 8th June, 1979) 
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Chapter .XI 

N IZAM - 1 - M U STAFA ( Isla mic Democracy) 

There have been six Martial Laws in about 30 years· and e.ach 
martial law has been preceded by a democratic constitution. There
fore I feel ashamed when· the Government and our leaders -are insist- . 
ing on the restoration of democracy which is. essentially a western 
idea. Democracy in the form it is demanded today was nota form 
of government during the life of the Holy Prophet and the four 
Caliphs · that succeeded him. 

There are three requisites . of this ·democracy (1) adult franchise 
(2) periodic accountability (3) two or more parties (4) educated 
electorate. None of these requisites is to be found during the 
Nizam-i-Mustafa. 

Therefore if we want a form of g<Wernment. that was in force 
during the Islamic Republic, the first question that . arises is whether 
the democratic government was in force in that period. 

' ' I . ,  ' '  

Before the death of the Holy Prophet, no successor was appointed 
by him b.ecause· he was the last of the Prophets. To tbat status none 
could aspire b'ut there was an Islamic state for which somebody had 
to be appointed. to run it. On this issue there was the possibility of a 
conftjct between the Muhajirs and Ansars. 

Syed Amir Ali says that according. to the Arab custom Hazrat 
Abu Bakr was appointed as he . was the senior member of the 
Prophet's family. ·B'ut the actual fact is that since in the illness of the 
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1 1 0 From Jmnah to Zia 

Holy Prophet, Hazrat Abw Bakr had been deputed by him to lead 
the prayers, Hazrat Umar, ' after consultation with the Companions, 
proclaimed him as the Khalifa. Therefore it is not right for Syed 
Amir Ali to say that Abu . Bak� was appointed the Caliph according 
to some Arab custom, though the services of Abu Bakr demanded 
that he should be appointed. Hazrat Umar was nominated Khalifa 
by Hazrat Abu Bakr himself. When Hazrat Umar in a �vonnded 
condition was lying on bed in death illness, he appointed a committee 
of six persons, including Hazrat Usman, to choose his successor, and 
this committee chose Hazrat Usman as Khalifa. On Hazrat Usman's 
death there were man� persons from Madina present and they . chose 
Hazrat Ali as the Caliph ; Hazrat Ali re(used saying that he would 
accept the office if people assembled in the mosque would take the 
oa�h of allegiance t.o �him. Accordingly people gathered in the 
mosque aqd chose him as the K.halifa. 

There was not a glimpse of adult franchise in these appqintments 
though . after the appointment of the caliph the sardars of different 
tribes came to the caliph and gave their hands in Bait (allegiance) 
to him. f'his ,practice signified that all the members of the tribe 
of the sardars who took the oath of allegiance also took that .oath. 
But this wa� ex post facto allegiance and not the adult franchise. 

As all Khalifas were murdered except Abu Bakr there .was no 
need of accountability .

. 
But the fact remai11s that the Khalifa was 

not �ppointed f�r a fixed period. Therefore Hazrat AI� also w�s 
not chosen on the· basis of adult franchise for a certain. �erm. But 
democracy has, besides being a form of g�verhment, dther qualities 
e;g, equality, tolerance, social Justic�, equality before' 'the law� and 
these values are found in abundant. 'measure in ' tlie history . 'of Islam . 
. But here we are talking of democracy as a fo'rm of · Government. 
With the battle of Jamal; there was civil war in Arabia. Muawiya 
who. was a provincial governor, declared ' himself . independent and: a . 
. Caliph �nd this was an end to the Khilafat.;i-Rashida. Muawiya 
·entered into a treaty with· Hasan who �ave up his' right of Khilafat 
in return Jor a huge . pension. · Soon .it was followed by the murder 
of Hussain in the time of Yezid who had succeeded Muawiya .. 

· .D�,mocracy as· a form of Government is .essentially a western 
.idea. Whether you take it from England, or from America it rem�ns· 
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Nizam-i-Mustafa (Islamic Democracy) 1 1 1 

an alien idea·. In_ . England, originally the · King was an absolute 
Monarch,. and it was not -until June 1 5, 121 5 when .King John was 
compelled· to sign the Magna Carta atRunnyniede, the foundation 
of English political institutions, that the right of the people was .first 
recognised. Since then by custom and statute was evolved the idea 
of Parliament, with the King, the House of Lords and the House of 
Commmis as its three branches. During the last 800 years, the 
King's prerogative . has been abridged until the Crown has been re
duced to a figurehead and his . power to withhold assen.t to the bills 
passed by the House of Commons and the House of Lords has, be
come a formal . act. . In France the Revolution :made the people 
supreme and_ American forefathers · took the English and French idea 
with themselves to America and after a bloody war won their inde
pendence from England and made a short democratic Constitution 
which by judicial interpretation has come to cover every . aspect of 
�erican citizens� life as it is today. 

In each of these, countries democracy is based on adult franchise 
and �ccountability means a term for n�embers of legislature i.e. 
"fresh dections on the expiry of that period." An educated 
electorate of two or more parties is a necessary part of democracy. 

Ip. Nizam-i-Mustafa there were no parties, nor can there be now 
unless democracy. is separated from religion belying the claim that in . 
Islam religion. cannot be separated from politics. And if you have 
parties jn Islam the result will be that Islam will be divided into sects 
which is not � ver>' desirable :result. 

And women had no -votes in · Nizam-i-Mustafa. In Engl�md 
women got their right to vote in 1928 after a bitter struggle. Turkey 
recognised their right to vote in 1934. ·This is an instance where 
Islam has assimilated a purely Western Institution. In Ayub's 
election . . against Miss Fatima Jinnah, the Sister of Quaid-i-Azam, 

in 1964, the ,.Ulama· · (except Maulana Maududi) had given a fatwa 
that a woman cannot be the head of state � As for an educ�ted 
electorate, the� was none in Nizam-i-Mustafa. Thus none , ,9f the 
four . conditions . essential for , mod�rn democracy existed : in that 
'Ni�m. The . question therefore - is · whether the Uiama place . their 
·.claim . to democr�cy on religion · or independently of religion. · . The 
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1 12 From Jinnah to Zia 

democratic system as obtained in Pakistan was studied by a Commis
sion of International Jurists and they came to the conclusion that it 
had signally failed. Ayub appointed a commission to inquire into 
the matter, headed by Mr. Shahabuddin, a Chief Justice of Pakistan, 
and they also came to the same conclusion. The commission re
commended the Presidential System, with matriculation as the 
qualification for the elector. We started with a democratic system 
and it failed. Ch. Muhammad AlPs Constitution worked for less 
than two years and it failed. In Eastern Pakistan during a session· 
outsider goondas entered the Assembly Building; there was a free 
fight between the legislators and the goondas who took sides with 
the fighting legislators, with the result that the Deputy Speaker was 
killed. Thereupon, seeing that democracy would not work, Iskandar 
Mirza abrogated the Constitution. 

In Nizam-i-Mustafvi there was an advisory council called 
Majlis-i-Shura or Ashab-i-Hill�o-Walaqd. · But · its functions were 
limited to the rendering of advice ; at the most it was like a cabinet, 
and although its members were learned in ·law and were acquainted 
with the Sunnah of the Prophet, they too were not elected and were 
nomi�ated because of their piety and learning. 

The Ula111a of the Pakista� National Alliance seek to enforce in 
the country Nizam-i-Mustafa and democracy. The very fact that 
these two things are claimed separately or independently of each 
other shows that democracy · does not fall within Nizam-i-Mustafa: 
Religion and politics being one to them, the claim for · Nizam-i

Must�fa sho�ld include in it democracy and should not be demanded ' 
separately. The fact that they are demandiflg democrac y · separately 
shows that they are conscious· Of the fact that democracy is borrowed 
from the West. 

At present there is no · religious State ih the World except the 
p�lace of Pop� . Khomeini in Iran has said that anyone adding the 
word democratic _ to the Islamic Republic of Iran will be. guilty O.f 
tre.ason. · Even Israii · h�s a modern demoeratic COnstitution. 
Saudi Arabia is not · a religious State in the �rue sense of 'the term. 
The present King was not elected ; lbn-Saud revolted- against the 
Khilafat of the Turks ·and founded what is now called Saudi Arabia·. 
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Nizam-i-Mustafa (Islamic Democracy) 1,13 
IJe has acquired importance because of his oil and the money he gets 
for the sale of oil is . treated by .him as his priv�te property. Yaqya 
was the first person to say that "Islamic Ideology which is .the rea$on 
for · the creation of Pakistan shall be preserved", (vide the Leg�] 
Framework Order (Art. 20)). And now General Ziaul Haq has said 
that Islam is the ideology of Pakistan and he will introduce Nizam-i
Mustafa or Islam in Pakistan in its totality. But the question is what 
Islam ? That of the Jamaat-i-Islami or that of the Ahrar (Nawab
zada Nasrullah Khan�s Islam) or that ·of Jamiatul Ulama-i-Islam or 
that of Shias of Ali . 

Muslims are divided into various sects. The dispute between 
Shias and Sunnis goes back to the rivalry of Banu Ummayya and 
Bai:m Hashim, long before Islam. The Shias don't .consider Sunnis 
as Musalmans and Sunnis don't include Shias in 'Islam. Deobandis 
(Mufti Mahmood) and Barelvis (Maulana Shah Ahmad Nunu1i) 
are at loggerheads with each · other and consider their opponents as 
Kaffi.rs. Jamaat-i-Islami ha·s its own ideas about Islam. It was 
Bhutto's hatred · that brought them under one .flag. But enmity to 
a .person can never be a c�mmon factor for ever so far as Islam is  
concerned. I think the best thing for General Muhammad Ziaul 
Haq to do is first to find a common denominator by which · Islam may 

· be defined and leave the rest to
. 
others to wrangle about. You cannot 

have one Islam for Pakistan, another for Iran, another for Egypt, 
another for India �here the Muslims are the second largest minority. 
And you cannot forget the Shias in Pakistani Islam ; they are the 
most educated and · most powerful section of Islam in Pakistan. 

The idea . of nationality has· been taken from Europe but this 
id�, except for certain purposes, is foreign to · • lslam---{)ne millat. 
Allama Iqbal, on this as}lect of the question, influenced by a passage 
from Zia Gokalp says : 

· 

"These lines dearly indicate the trend of modern Islam. ·
.
For 

: the present . every Muslim nation must sink into her own inner self, 
temporarily focus her · vision on herself alone, until all are strong and 
PQwe.rful to - form a living family of Republicans. A true and Iiv.ing 
�ity, accQr4ing to the nationalists thinkers, is not as easy as to . be 
achieved by � mer�y symboli� . averlordship. It is truly mani-
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1 14 From Jinnah to Zia 

fested in . . a multiplicity or independent units ·whose social rivalries 
are adjusted and ha�monised by the unified · bond . of common spiri
tualism. �t seems to me that. God is slowly bringing .home to us the 
truth that Islam is neither nationalism nor imperialism buf a league 
of nations which recognises as natural boundaries and racial desti
nation� for facility ·Of reference. only and . not for restricting the social 
h.orizon of its members." 

But the lectures "Reconstruction of Religious Thought" from 
which the above quotation is taken were delivered 50 years ago and in 
the meantime the world of Islam has drifted away from what it was 
in the Allama's thought; Now Iran has become Islamic Republic ; 
Afghanistan has become s.ocialist and so have Algeria, Iraq and 
Syria. Bangladesh has banished Islam from its collective life. Libya, · 

Morocco and Tunisia , are developing their national life and · India 
which has the second largest number of Muslims is under a foreign 
governme11tand Indonesiais developing its resources with no reference 
to other Islamic · countries. Egypt, for its · deal with Israil, is . hated 
by all the Arab countries. Sudan stands alone not being· interested 
in other Muslim countries. This being the position the Allama7s 
League of Muslim nations remains a consummation devoutly . to be 
wished.. �he idea of �me millat can at , present only be seen on the 
occasion of the ffajj . Some .of the States mentioned above . may .be 
said to be sinking into their· inner selves, but they are .not doing , so, 
with the object of ultill].�tely forming a league of Muslim nations. 

Arabs nationalism gives the go by to a basic principle oflslam
one Millat. They are endowed with oil, a free gift of nature and riot 
the result of human effort.. . But this monopoly they cannot enjoy 
fo� ever. Sooner or later, es,tima�es are lO .to 15 years, these· oil wells 
are likely to be exhausted and if during that .period they . do . not 
become industrial and manufacturing countries they will revert . to 
· their previous position. The wealth they have acquired from oil and 
which is invested abroad can give ,them five year� more of prosperity. 

Keeping these difficulties, particularly . those .relating ·to , interest 
and punishments in view, the

. 
obvious course for Pakistan is to have 

a .secular state and in doing so it will be realising the ideal the 
Q�a:id-i-Azam had placed before us. As will be shown later we· are 
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Nizam-i-Mustafa (Islamic Democracy) 115 
having at  present 90 p.c. secularism. A Muslim already knows what 
are haquq Allah (rights of God) ·and as for reformation of society, 
Martial Law has not beeri able to do much and ordinary law will 
achieve no better result. 

Democracy base� on adult franchise; is hardly suitable for this 
country. When elections are held, God only knows how many 
parties there will be in the field ? 

A government formed with several parties will have no unanimity 
as the parties are bound to differ in important matters. It will fail 
as previc;ms governments have failed. Ayub's system will perhaps 
work better provided you do no! confer other rights and powers on 
basic democrats: · 

The 1956 :Constitution which Muhammad Ziaul Haq _has in 
vi�w ,for the next el�ction which will be held on 17th November give 
the President unlimited powers to dismiss the Prime Minister and the 
cabinet · and with so many .parties it will b� easy for the P�esident to 
find an occasion for dissolving the Assembly. The new ,Assembly 
will not be different from the Assembly which invited Martial Law in 
1958. 

, ,  

In Nizam�i-Mustafa there w:�s no form of government ,corres-
ponding to democracy, but it does not . mean that there was no law of 
government in that Nizam� .No state can be run without a system 
a:qd there was · a system by which. Government was _run in 
Nizam-i-Mustafa and the system was that persons, including the 
companions :Qf .the Prophet, chose for . life a person who was known 
for his piety and he governed the State in. acc;:ordance with the Quran 
and. Sunnah. · Thus the .pre.sent demand for democracy by the 
religiousJeaders .comes into cQnfiict with that system. The Pakistan 
National Alliance tl:J.erefore is · demanding .two · inconsis�ent things 
. when they . .  ask fQr the introduction· of Nizam-i-Mustafa as well ·�s 
d�PJ.Q�racy in the western sense. KhQmeini . .  is right when he says 
that any, one adding the word democra�ic to the Islamic Republic 
of Iran will be guilty . of trea�on .as democracy is a .  western idea. 

SEPARATE . ELECTORATES 
In Quaid-"i-AZam's ·view there would have been no separate 

eleetorates · for minorities. Professor . Abdul Ghafoor says that the 
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1 1 6  From Jinnah to Zia 

constitution will have to be amende4 to give them separate electorates. 
This is incorrect . as non-Muslims and :women were chosen under the 
Constitution of 1973 by the Muslim Members, under a law (S. 7(2) 
of the National and Provincial Assemblies, Reserved Seats Order) . 
Professor Abdul Ghafoor should honestly admit that separate 
electorates are a necessary result of the system that the ·Government 
is trying to enforce. The question whether they are so doing at the · 
minorities request or because they are in their interest ·is quite irrele
vant. The real point is. whether they are members of the nation as 
�onceived by the Quaid-i-Azam .or not. If not, why give them the 
status of law-makers in an Islamic State . 

. 

WOMEN 
The further question that arises is whether women had a right 

to vote in the selection of the Khalifa. We boast that we gave rights 
to women which they did not enjoy in pre�Islamic period .  That is 
true because Islam raised women from mere chattels to a dignified 
status and in so many other respects ameliorated their position. 
But when Miss Fatima Jinnah opposed Ayub in the Elections in 1964, 
the Ulama (including Maulana Maududi) gave a fatwa that a woman 
can be the Head of State. If she cannot occupy an · office of responsi
bility then ho� can she become a lawgiver ? 

Quite fecently Maulana M:aududi in stating the principles of an 
Islamic State has stated as the sixth principle that no woman can 
()CCUpy an office of responsibility ('Nawai-Waqt' . dated 26th 
February 1979), anci this has been confirmed by Mufti Mahmud who 
has said that Islam prohibits rule by . a woman, · ('Pakistan Times,� 
July 4, 1979). This can easily be constfued as denying to a ·woman 
the . right to occupy 'the office · of a minister or the head of an insti-· 

· 1ution, even the right to vote to half the population . of Pakistan 
_(Sadaqat' dated 7th March 1979). If a woman can be the head of 
State, �hen how ·can Maulana Maud\ldi now say that she cannot 
hold any office of responsibility, having previously said that a wom.ail 
could occupy the office of Head of State ('Sadaqat' dated· 7th March 
1979). In England wpmen got -a right of vote after a bitter struggle 
in 1918 if they were over thirty. In 1928 thi� restriction was. removee 
.and women got .th� suffrage like · men. .  Pa�stan was born · with that 
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Nizam-i-Mustafa (Islamic Democracy) 117 

right recognised for all women like men. How do our Ulama can say. 
that in Islam this right exists for a woman when Maulana Maududi 
says that a woman cannot occupy an office of responsibility. Or 
are we separating Nizam-i-Mustafa in two separate parts, democracy 
and Nizam-i-Mustafa. 
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Chapter' XII 

P U N IS H M ENT' I N  ISLAM 

There has . been some criticism in 'Western Countries on public' 
hangings and whipping of criminals in Pakistan during the Martial 
Law Regime and the whole 'system of punishment in accordance with 
what is described as Islamic Law has been the subject of comment in 

· Western countries . Before we approach the system of punishment 
in Islam, some preliminary observations are ca,lled for. . . 

. . · Pakistan is a member of the , United Nations which in . 1 948 
adopted a Declaration of Human Rights. Recep.tly it passed a Cove
nant on Civil and Political Rights. which provided. th� right to be 
protected from torture and other cruel, ,inhuman . or degrading treat
men�. But this Covenant has not yet peen ratifjed by Pakistan nor 
has it been incorporated in th� legal syst�m of _the country. This 
Cov�nant, however, shows how the collective conscience of the world 
looks at cruel and inhuman punishment. Though the Constitution 
of 1 973 is. in abeyance for the time being, . its Article 14 declares that · 
"the dignity of man a:o.d, subject to law, the privacy of home shall be 
inviolable". It will be noticed that while the inviolability of home 
is subject to law, the inviolability. of the dighity of man is absolute : 
and not subject to any qualification. Whether a . law violates the·· 
dignity of a man is a question of fact and depends upon what the 
.dignity of man implies and whether the law violates that dignity. 
All .· punishments which are inhuman and cruel are . viohitive of the 
dignity of man. · Freedom from cruel and inhuman punishment is a 
continuing concept but the whipping post may be an acceptable form 
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120 From Jinnah to Zia 

of punishment to one generation yet seem inhuman to another. In 
a recent decision of an international court whipping has been held 
to .be inhuman and cruel, and 

.
therefore violative of the Charter of 

Hwnari Rights. Solitary confinement and barbarous invasion on 
hwnan personality may also · come under the definition of inhuman 
and cruel puni�lunent. Even hanging may be considered as a viola
tion of human dignity and in some countries capital punishment has 
been abolished on the ground that such punishment is inhuman. 
The question whether a particular act, even where sanctioned by law,. 
is cruel or inhuman depends on what view the contemporary society 
takes of such punishment, just · as what is obscene depe�ds on the 
prevailing state of opinion of the community. Therefore judges in 
different co.untries may give different answers to the question. 

Elsewher� I have mentioned the incident that occurred while 
. I was attending a session of a Committee of the United Nations . 
The subject was the abolition of the Capital Punishment and I spoke 
in favour of retaining the penalty. The same evening while I was 
sitting at a dinner with the young wife of a British Officer she 

. happened to inquire from me how criminals are hung, and how many 
in one year in Pakistan. I gave her a description of the contrap
tion for hanging and said that we were hanging more than a hundred 
murderers every year� Hearing this the lady suddenly ceased to 

· take any part in the conversation and went into a depressive mood. 
Next morning_her husband came to me and asked · what I had said to 
his wife because she has been in a mood of depression since she left 
the ·dinner table. I asked him to come in t1ie evening with his wife 
for dinner. I explained to her that we did not hang every man 
convicted of murder. As for instance, I said, where a man has com
mitted murder in the course of · a sudden quarrel, or where the 
murderer is an aggrieved person because of the provocative conduct 
of the murdered man or where the murderer is a youth, we don't 
himg Jilin. · 

I told her that when a sentence came before me for confirmation, · 

I felt while considering its confirmation .as if I was putting the 
hangman's noose round my own neck and it was only after consider
ing the nature · of the offence and the effect of the · . crime on the-. .  
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Punishment in I slam 121 

murdered man's feelings and the members of his family that I signed 
the death warranL But, I asked her, what penalty short of death 
she will award to a man who has coinm.itted rape on an infant in 
such a barbarous manner as to kill her or where. a man ' in order to-
accelerate his own succession to · property murders the rightful 
owner for the time being ? .  The lady pulled herself up, her depressive 
m<;>Od d�sappeared .and she enjoyed her dinner. · I have often recalled 
this incident and wondered what interest she had in how criminals 
were treated in Pakistan.: With experience I now have an answer. ' 
Her feelings for humanity transcended all local limits. 

. . 

During the Martial Law regime there have been Pllblic hangi�g 
and whipping. The events to take place were adve.t;_tised in the 
newspapers and lacs of people gathered round ' the gruesome scene. 
The object was tha·t those who witnessed these punishments wbuld 
learn a · Jesson and wilJ: be · deterred from colllli1itting such crimes. 
But these scenes produced no visible effect on soCiety and conp:nission 
of crimes went' on as before. There was also two cases of theft in 
which the hands of two thieves were to be cut off in accordance ·· 
with Islamic Law but these sentences do not appear to have been 
carried out. People come to see these hangings and whipping just 
as · they go to a picture house to see the story · of a crime on the 
scr�en. In fact thes� punishments have ab. entirely different effect ; . 
they demoralise the society inasmuch as they inake men indifferent 
to pain and cruelty. 

. 
' 

· 

. I , ' 

In modern jurisprudence, punishment has. fou,r different aspects ; .  
{1)  preventive, (2) reformative, (3) retributiv�, (4) deterrant. The 
primary object at present i� the· reform of the criminal by sen<ling him 

• 1  to a penitentiary, the per�od of de�ention in that institution being _ 
interspersed by parole. A glimpse of all these aspects is to be found 
in Islamic Law also. . The principle of�uba (r�pentance) is ��cognised 
by the Quran. itself, . provided . the criminal · reforms himself. 
Deterrance is secured by lapida�ion (�toning . tp� criminal to death); 
or Qata Yad (cutting off of the hand of the criminal): .. Retribution 
or retaliation takes the form of Qisas or diyat, namely, p�yment or 
compensation to the injured party and in case of murder to the- heirs. 
·of the :deceased person· or _by the · application ·of more than . three=' 
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122 From Jinnah If! Zia 

thousand. years old rule enunciated by Moses "eye for ,eye, tooth, "fQr 
tooth, bur11ing for burning, wound ,fpr wound" (This _rule · .w� not 
a4opted in its enijrety. by the Holy Prophet who ,added qisas and 
blood money to the .rule). 

· Some of these punishments have been subjected to ·criticism by 
the modern world on the ground of cruelty e;g. cutting off of hands 
and feet, whipping and stoning to' death. In S�udi Arabia, adulterers 
are still stoned to dea.th, while hands of'thieves are still cut off. 

With these preliminary remarks, let us examine the , general 
question of punishment in Islam, from the orthodox and the modern 
point of view. ' 

' 
' 

' ' 

. 
. 

Let.us begin.with ,Hughs' diction3;ry of IslaJ? �nd the authorities 
o� . which it i�. based. Accordi11g .to th,e compiler. of that di�tionary, 
p:uni�hment is ,divided \ into .·three clas,ses : .. (1} Hadd (2) Qisas and 

. (3)Tazib; Hadd is defined as. the J?Unishment the li111its of which 
hav� been defined ip the Quran and ,Had.is . .  The following belong to 
this ·class ,.(I) adultery (zina) where the adult�rer Ill:USt be stoned 
to d�ath�Mish�at ; (2) f()rnj�a.tion, .for which the guil�y person 
must receive 100 stripe,s�Qu�an,. Ch. 24, Verse 2 ;  (3) tpe. (al�e 
accusation of a ma;rriep person of .adultery, :qamely qaz�f for . which 
the offender must r�9eive SO stripes�Qura,n,' Ch. 24, Verse 4;  .. (4) 
- opostacy whic:Q. is punish�ble . with . death; (Mishkat, Book XI,�, 
· Ch. V) (5) Drinking , wine .(Shurb) for which the . . offender ,mu�t 
receive 80 lashes (Mishkat, Book XV, Ch. IV) ; (6) Theft (Saraqa), 
·which is punishable by cutting off· of the right hand, . (Quran, Surah 
·v.· 38 (7) ; Highway robbery, for robbery only the loss of hands and 
feet� ;  artd· for' reibbery' with ntlirder, "death, either by 'the sword or 
-crucifixion, Qrifah� 1Surah V. 33 (8) ; Qisas (Retaliation) putting to 
death the murderer or ·a ·member 'of 'the murderer's family : it can be 
remitted by the heifs of the murdered man arid is applicable to ·cases 
of murder and of wounding · (9). Tazib is the punishment which· · is 

',left to the discretion bftfie Qazi or Judge. 

. . . . The forms of punishme:o:t that. are open to a Qazi are (1) admo� 
nition, (2}:- jarr, dragging the offend�r publicly oto his house (3) 
-chastisement .by inflicting blows of. lashes ·on the . offend�r (4) impri� 
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Punishment ilt ·. l.slam 143 

sonPlent (S) fine. Ip. the qetermination of the form .or.· quantum of 
punishment in . t�zib, . .ana�ogy (qiyas) deduction and istadlal (rea:son) 
have . .played a. great part and on thisjurists have widely differed .. 

' 
I The ' question of tazib or tazir may be dealt with first: As the 

form and quantum of p'unishment under tazir was in' the discretion 
of the Qazi and he had to take into consideration not' only tHe tiatur�· 
of the offence but als<:> the status ·of th� offender� it i� ' 'ifu�ossibl�, 
if Islarnic law is to ,be en:forced in ' the present state of sobiety, to hty 
down :any general · rules; ' the jutists' and . :Qaz'is ' the�selv�s,' having: 
different opinions on · the punishment 1bf crimes falling under ' tazir. 

The authorities · cited in · · ·support . of' the .hactd puni�h,tnents l�y 
Huihs '  pUrport io be' based o,n Mishk�t ·�nd the }nterpr�tation ' of the 
Qurari by the four founders · of the Sunni Sect: · · There were many 
other persons called 'Imams who followedia�·d i� place� explaine� the 
opinions of the four founders, the last of the� .b�ing Ghazali ·who 
after changing his views 'several times · ultimately became an Ash�rite . 
and thereafter:a  sufi·. His book 'Ahya-ul-Ulum' is· consider�din 
authority . next to the Quran and he himself is  considered as , Hujjatul 
Islam, th� final word on Islam. With him' doses! the period of;-o,rtho� . 
dox Islam, which after him assumed a· static forni whlch still conti- , 
nues t.o be the · Islam of .the orthodox. 

, 

M1shk.at- to . Which Hughs refers : is' a ' book of great' auth�tity 
amorig the sunni Muslims having been written by Jmain Hussalh-u1.: · 
Baghawi before 510 A.H; (1 142 A;D;).· · Thi� oOok also ' represe�ts . 
the orthodox view� · · '· · 

· · · 
As I have �entioned above, the u�o .Charter of Human Rights 

expects · each member state to embody in . its leg�.! . system a law pro
hibiting all cruel · and : inhuman punishment. AI'l physical punish
n;tents are in a sense cruel and inhuman and detract from-the dignity 
of man�· . It is for this' reason that corporal punishment like caning ·. 

and whipping have · been abolished in civilized countries in educa;. 
tional institutions . In this' connection I ·may mention the case of�m:Y 
-own grandson who is now employed in London; · ·. This youngman 
when a child of 8 or 9 years of age was a student irt the St. Anthc)ny's 
High School, Lahore� .His section was in-charge of' a black ugly 
Christian mistress who used to punish him for not doing home W@.fk. . 
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.1 24 From Jinnah to Zia 

One d1:1y when I was going to the High Court, ·1 f�und this child 
running on the Mall in the· direction of the home. I stopped the car 
and took him . in. He showed me the palm of his right hand · �hidi 
was red �ith marks · of cane strokes. and said � 'If she can beat me. 
I can also beat her". Thereafter · he . would . not go to school and 
wo�ld cling to his mother�s or my legs inextricably. I went to his 
Princ�pal and to!d him the whole story. : He said that he understood 
the child's mincl and that . he will never go to any· school and I will 

· have to teach him at home. But after a while he said that he would · 
try an alternative and th�t might work. He called a young beautiful 
mistress and told her a part of the story and informed .her that he 
was transferring the · chi1d to ,her section ' and that �he �hould treat 
him kindly and pay special attention to him. :rhe child followed his 
new mistress and returned · home after the usual school hours . .  

· After this he would be
. 
ready for the school

. 
earlier . than . usual ani 

happily go' to the school. He stood :&rst in his cl�ss in the examina- · 

tion and always pas'sed every examination with distinction. In 
England he passed the Cha�tered Accountancy Examination in the . 
minimum time, beating those who had gone to Engl�nd for this course 
one or two years earlier. ' . ' '  

' .I 

As regards COI]Joral punishment in the. Islamic system one of the 
offences . for, which limb� may . be amputated is . really · ati · offence of 
waging war against the. State which is punishable with death, and 
mutilation is . not only an alternative but qualified . by sincere repen,
tance.� The same can be said of cutting the hands ·of the thief. It 
is the · maximum punishment meant for habitual offenders and is 
subject to the ·principle of tauba' (sin�re re�ntance a�� reform). 

FIRST INSTALMENT OF NIZAM-1-MUSTAFA · 

At t'he stage it will be proper to deal with the Order or Ordinance·s 
prescribing the hadud, for certain . offences. • The President has -pro
mulgated on,_)2th Rabiul Awal one Order and 5 OJ,"dinances of 
lslamisation . of' Jaws. These . relate to offences for which hadud · 
have 'bjeen pr�ribed ,by .the

. 
Quran and Sunnah and are the ; 

!ollo:wing :-:- - · 

(1): .The Prohibition (Enforcement of hadd) Order, 1979. 
(2) The offence of Zina (Enforcement of Hadud) Ordinance 1979. 
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Punishment in /�lam . 125 

(3) The offences against Property (Enforcement of Hadud) 
Ordinance 1979 . 

. (4) The Office of Qazaf (Enforcement of Hadud) Ordinance, 1 979. 

{5) The Execution of Punishment of Whlpping, Ordinance, 1979. - . 
(6) The Code of Criminal Procedure Amendment Ordinance, 1979. 

The first thing to say about this legislation is that it does not 
include · all the offences for which hadd is prescribed by the Quran . 
and Sunnah. For instance, it does not include apostacy for which the 
punishment is death. Mr. Justice Hamoodur Rehman, till �ecently 
Chairman of Advisory Council of Islamic Ideology, says that adul
tery, theft ahd apostacy artd . dririking of wine are offences' for which 
hadud have been fixed ('Nawai-Waqt', December 1 6, 1978). Mr. 
Waliulla, Principal, Law College, Peshawar - University, excludes 
drinking and apostacy from and includes - Qatli-amad in - the list. 
Mr. M. B. Ahmad, Secretary, Constituent Assembly in his "Adminis
tration of Ju�tice i.n Medieval India" also includes Apostacy in the 
offences for whi.ch hadd is prescribed and excludes dacoity and 
murder from the list. 

It is well that General Muhammad Ziaul Haq · has excluded 
apostacy from the list of Ordinances but it is not _understood why 
Qatl-i-amad i� not incluqed; for that offence there is hadd, though in 
the alternati�e. !here is no system of law in which murder, a grave. 

offence against society, is not punisha,ble. 

·THE . PROHIBITION (ENFORCEMENT OF HADD) ORDER 
1979 

. In discussing this Order regard must be had to what was Sakar 
and Kh�mar iri the Pr�phet's time and the Islamic Republic. Sakar 
was· obtained from' dates .and K4,.amar from grapes by a special 
process . . The dates and grapes we.re put in a container with water 
and ·boiled. · · When 2/3 of. the water had been evaporated, what was 
left was mosallis (one-third) drinking of which is h1wfuL Sakar and 
.Khamar are the only two Idnds of mtoxicating stuff which have been 
I�ferred · ·t� . in the Quran where two verse� -�e in . favour of i� use 

- . ! : : . -
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From Jinnah to Zia 

and two against it Absolute prohibition is not deducible from the 
Quran, becaus� they are not included in the things which are . 
declared haram (forbipden). · 

The question of th�. lawfulness or otherwise of intoxicatingdrinks 
is not so simple as it i:; considered to be. The relevant verses� .are .as 
follows':� 

· 

He bath forbidden . you · only the dead animal and blood and 
swine flesh and that which bath been immolated in (the nanie of} 
any other than Allah {Ch� 2 :  1 73 ;  Ch. 5 :  3 Almaidah). · 
, Ch. 1 6 :  67-And o( the f1;uits of the palm and the grapes rou 

ootairt from them into�ic�mts and good nourishment. .T�er� ,is 
surely a s�gri in this for people who unde1;stand. 

· · · 

Ch. 4 :  4�-:-;-0 you �ho believe go not nea� prayers when you are 
i9-toxicated till you. �now what you say, (in prayer.s). 

· Ch1 2 : ·219-They ask thee about.jntoxicants and ·ganies of 
chance; · · Say in both 'of these there.·is great sin and some advantage 
for nien and the sin is .gFeater than their advantage·. 

· Ch. 5 :  90-You who believe, intoxicants ancl games of chance
and (sacrifidng to) stones set up and pivining by arrows are '.only an . 
uncleanli�ess, �he devil's work; so shun it that ypu may succeed. 

Ch. 5 :  91-The devil desires only to create enmity and hatred 
among you by means of intoxicants and games· · of chance, and �<1 
keep you back from the remembrance of Allah · and from prayer .. 

Will you then keep · back? 
· · 

According to Mishkat the punishment for drinking is .80 lashes. 
There has been a . good deal of dis.cussiop. on the subject of drinking· 
intoxicants, the . Hidaya devoting . several pages to this discussion . in 
p�inting out . differ�nces. of ·opini�n

. 
bet�een the,'jurists including· t\.�l1 

iianifa who i,n some� respects held an opinion. · different from qt,hers .. 
The .first thingt? nqtice is that itttoxi�an,�� are' not included in the list 
of,thinss which :�re. absolut�ly prohibite<;l ,,b�·t�e 3rd yerse of Chapter 
V .�hich , ,declares haram, (forbidden) corps�s, , �loqd, fl�sh of swine. 
l\nd of animals sacrificed otherwis� than in the name of Allah� The 
only two fruits ·  mentioned in the Qura� from 'which intoxicants are . .  
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Punishment ·. in ]slam 127 
derived being the date from which Sakar is obtained and · the grape 
from which �ha.niar is produced, the view of Imain Abu Hanifa 
who is ,called Imam-i-Azam and who according to Allama Iqbal 
had a -�'l.:een insight into the universal char�cter of Islam"_, is that 
intoxicants made from other substances, e.g., wl,leat, barl�y, miUet 
etc. by a process of. distillation so as to become spirituous liquors 
are lawful . and. can be drunk in moderate quantities or as medicine 
but not so as to produce a state of khamar which word is .. derived 
from the same root as Mukhammirat and according to all lexicogra
phers means a state of stupefaction or loss of senses. And this · is 
precisely the result when all the relevant verses are read together. 
In N"1,1rulanwar, a · �tandard boo� on H�nafi Jurisprudence, Abu 
Hanifa's opinion is stated as follows : "Khamar i� the name of an 
intoxicant made from grapes and by a particular process. Therefore 
all other intoxicants made from figs, dates, wheat and barley are not 
khaniar and the · Quranic Ordin�nces relating to Khamar carinbt 
apply to thel11". ;  ' taking' into considei·ation the illatui.;shara, that is, 
the motive of the law · or the ratio legis,: we find that the use · of 
Khamar is prohibited because it intoxicates. · _ It follows that the use 
of any other intoxicant would be a sin and a punishable offence if it 'is 
taken in · a quantity which cau�es intoxication i.e. stupefaction' or loss 
of senses. (Wali�Ilah, "The Quranlc' Law or' Crimes," Pages 76-77). 
As iegards the degree of intoxicati�n requi�ed fo� 'punishment Imam 
Abu Hanifa's opinion is that the person drunk, to _be, punishable, 
should not be able t� understand what is 'said to him in any shape,. 
not able to distinguish between a man and a woman' or between 
differel1t objects w�ile hi� . two discipl�s hold that he should not be 
able to speak distinctly "without confusi�n" and many doctors agree 
with th�t opinion. According to Shafi'i while .attempting to walk, 
he : s�ould . stagger or turn g�ddy. (Hamilton,'s 'Hid�ya', �radyts 
Edition p� · 194)·. · 

The subject also brings in for di�cussion the subject of Nasikh 
and�Mansukh .which cannot be accepted without-detracting from -one 
of the Attributes ·of Allah/ The Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam 
published by Leide11 University, a university _ which specialises in 
Isla�ic studies, also _ states that drinking of spirits is consider�d 
unlawful except by the Hanafis. Imam Abu Hanifa is of the view 
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128 Froni Jinnah to Zia 

· that drinking of spirits is neither unlawful nor punishable provided 
you take them in .moderate quantities or as a medicine.

_ 
Speaking of a Sufi, Shaukat A�i, Professor of Political Science in 

·south�Eastern Massachusetts Univers ity, in his book "Intellectual 
Foundations of Muslim Civilization" says at p. 63 of the book "Love 
�nd ·wine give him (the 'sufi) solace and opens the · way · to ecstasy. 
· (See the interesting article by Shakir Rizwi in 'Pakistan Times' of 
July 12, 1979). 

THE OFFENCE OF ZINA "ENFORCEMENT OF HADUD 
ORDINANCE 1979". 

There · is  no verse in the Quran prescribing punishment of 
· adulterer or adulteress of being stoned to death. 

In the Quran the pu�ishment for Zina is hundred stripes 
· {Ch� 24, verse 3). Stoning to death .an adulterer is therefore contrary 
· to Quran, since the Prophet _himself has stated that "my words may 
be abrogated by God's words but I cannot abrogate. God's words" .. 
Probably this punish.ment of stoning to death is based on Maaz's 
.Pl,'ecede�t but it is not clear whether this punishment was before or 
-�fter the revelation of Surat-ul-Nur, a;s obviously the Prophet could 
not go against God's word. The Ordinan:ce draws distinction bet
ween a Mohsin and a not Mohsin, reserving a sentence of. hundred 
�tdP,es for a person who is not a Mohsin an_d that of stoning to death 
for a person wh<? "is a Mohsin but it is submitted th�t the .Quran 
draws no such distinction, the word used for the offence is Zin� 
which applies adultery by a married man as well as by ari unmarried 
man . In commenting on this subject M aulana · Muh�tinJ.nad · Ali . 

. says that th.e punishment for adultery is 100 stripes not stoning to 
·death whi�h is ·contrary to . the Quranic injuncti011. (Note 1736 at 

· p. 679). (See also the . interesting article by Shakir . Rizwi · in the 
· �Pakistan Times' of July 12, �979). 

' ·  

THE OFFENCE AGAINST PROPERTY "ENFORCEMENT 
OF HADUD ORDINANCE 1979". 

The Ordinance which is based . on Surat-ul-Almaidah, verses J3 .. 
,8{. 34, treats these verses · as prescribing· punishment for 'Highway 
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Punishment in Islam 

robbery or dacoity, accompanied with or without murder. Punish
ment is provided as follows :-
(1) When no· murder has been committed nor any property has 

been taken away whipping not exceeding 30 and 3 years rigorous 
imprisonment. 

(2) Where no property is taken away but hurt is caused as for hurt 
under the existing law. 

(3) Where property of a certain value has been taken away but no 
murder has been committed, cutting · of the right haqd from , 
wrist and left foot fr9m the ankle. 
The verses are as follows :-
"The only punishment of those who wage war against Allah 

and His Prophet and strive to· maky mischief in the h1nd is that they 
should be . crl.lcified . or their hands' and their feet should be cut off on 
opposit� sides or they should be expelled from the land. · 

. 
Such will 

be their d�gradation in the world and . in th� hereafter there will be 
an awful doom. Verse 34-Save those who repent before you 
conqu.er them. For know 'that Allah is Forgiving and Merciful." 

· It will be noticed that the offence · is against the state and the 
society and not against property. 'The verses cover offence such as 
rebellio'n and waging war and creating disorder in the land. Neither 
murder nor highway robbery are mentioned in the. verses; On the 
contrary the words "save those who repent before you conquer them" 
show thaNhe offender belongs to a not believing tribe at war. · If 
these verses are 'read in their plain meaning they punish rebelJion or 
waging war and · �uch acts as may properly by included · in the word 
"fisa:d'; · . (disorder), but our jurists have classified the offence under 
different cat�gofies, providing punishment separately' for ' each · cate
gory. The benefit of repentance is given only to those who commit 
simple haraba, a word defined in the Ordinance and derived from 
the sa�e. ·�oot. as 'the word Yuharibun. · That is why the Ordinance 
describes these offences as haraba. 

These two verses contemplate a fight between Muslims, . and . as 
the words "who wage war against Allah and His. messenger',: show,. 

infidels;" Verse 34 clearly shows . that if . these persons
' 
rei»ent boforc 
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1.30 From Jinnah to Zia 

they �re overpo\Vered� that is ·to say cease fighting against Allah and 
His Messenger, in other words accept Islam, they · are not to be 
punished as Allah is Forgiving and Merciful. (Maulana Muhanunad 
Ali's Commentary, note 692 at pages 251-252) As for those· who 
continue the fight and are overpowered by the Muslims, any · one of 
the three punishments may. be inflicted on them. ·.How can. these 
verses be considered as offences against property as. the Ordinance 
treats them ? 

SARAQA 

The Quranic verses are in Surat-ul-Almaidah as follows :-

38-"As for the theft male or female cut off their hands as 
punishmenJ for what they have done. lt is an exemplitry ·punish
ment 'from Allah and Allah is Mighty and Wise.'' 

39-''But �hoever repent after his wro�g doing and 'reforms, 
Allah . ,will accept his

. 'repent�ce. · Surely · Allah is Forgiving and 
Merdful." , . 

· . · · . ' . 

It is q�te �lear from thes� 2 verses that verse 39 is a Proviso t� 
the precedip�

·· verse .38. Therefore the hands •. �f . the thief can�ot 
be cut off' .. u.nl�ss he is given � - chance, to repent. A glimpse . �f the 
P.roviso is found in Section . 95 � 'whete the Q�dinance provi�Qs . that·. 
if a person commits the offence for the third time he would ' be ' .  
i�pri�oned for life. But if he �s sincer�ly penitent the High· Court 
may release him on such terms and conditi�ns . as it' may de�ni 'fit.'' 
For tll.e first offence he loses his right 

·hand ; for the s
'
econd offenee 

he loses his left foot .upto the ankle . . • A person in that position with 
his. :right hand ,and- left foot cut off to the' ankle:, will present a, funny 
appear�nce a�d will hardly be able to commit theft for the thiritime� 
and . if he is 

, 
entitled on the third offence. to . get his freedom,; can he 

not be,put in a penitentiary OQ 'the coiD.lnission of first offe�ce if h(i is 
given t�e · t� repent aqd, refor�: �fn1��lf. ' (Fhis· is not my personal 
opinion but also the view 9f late Mr. Justice> Muham.rilad Sharif, 
once member of the Islamic Commission� who

. 
cites

. 
sever�i· 'ln.stances . 

where this penalty was not imposed). Maulana Muhammad. Ali 
at p. 25.2, note . 693,' of 'his edition . of the Qurali interprets the two 
verses in the 'same manner and so does Razi in 'Tafsir•i•:Kabir'. The.

, 
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Punishment in lslam 131 
same 'View is taken of this question by Mir Waliullah in his 'Quranic 
·Law of Crimes' · and Mr. Muhammad Iqbal Ghazi, an Advocate, in a· 
pamphlet entitled "Cuttin� 'off of Hands and Islamic Ideology" • The 
view expressed by Mr. Justice Muhammad Sh:drif as ·well as· Maulana 
Muhammad Ali is that th� · penalty of cutt!ng off · of hands is the 
maximum pena�ty and can· · only be inflicted on 'a habitual offender. 
(See als·o the interesting article bY' Shakir Rizwi 1n ·'Pakistan Times' 
of July 12, 1979). 

'THE OFFENCE OF QAZAF (ENFORCEMENT OF HUDUD) 
ORDINANCE, 1979 • .  

Concerning false accusation of adultery against a chaste woman, 
the law is very strict. It requires 4 witnesses to prove the allegation 
and if this number of witness are not forthcoming the complainant 
must not only receive 80 stripes but also . lose the right of giving 
evidence in any future case (Chapter 24, verses 4). 

Allama Yusaf Ali, on this law says that the ' 'most serious notice 
is taken of people who put forward slanders or a scandalous sugges
tion about women ·without adequate evidence. If anything is stated 
against women's chastity it should be supported by evidence twice 
as strong as would ordinarily be required for business transactions 
or even in murder cases, that is, 4 witnesses would be required instead 
of 2. Failing such preponderant evidence the slanderer should 
himself be treated . as a wicked transgressor and punished with 80 
stripes. Not only he would be subjected to this disgraceful form of 
punishment but he would be deprived of the right of giving evidence 
in all matters in his life unless he repents and reforms in which case 
he can be readmitted to be a competent witness." 

I think · I had better quote Shah Waliullah who brings out the 
reasons for punishment in Islam. 

He says : 

"The Prophet who aims at all embracing principles for different 
peoples does nqt leave them to work out their own rules of con�uct. 
�is method is · to train one particular people, and to use them as a 
·nucleus for ·  the building up of a universal Shariat. · In doing so he 
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132 From Jinnah to Zia 
accentuates the principles underlying the social life of all mankilld, 
and applies them .to ·concrete cases in the light of the specific habits 
of the people inunediately before him. , The Shariat values (Ah�am) 
resulting from this application (e.g. rules relating to penalties for 
crimes) are in a sense specific to that people ; and since their observance 
is .not an end in itself, they cannot be strictly enforced in the case of 
future generations" (lqbal, 'Reconstruction of Religious Thought,' 
p. 172). 
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Chapter- XIII -

FREEDOM OF RE'-IG ION 

Apostasy� according t o  majority of Ulama is punishable with 
death . . It fs well that apostasy has not been· included as an offence 
for which had is fixed in the recent Ordinances, that have I been 
promulgat�d. A ·  basic right in I modern constitutions is ·religious 
freedom which includes the right to profess, practise and propagate 
religion. Worship according to one's · religion is a part of the 
freedom of religion, and this right is basic and is conceded in all 
secular modern constitutions. It is however ·not an absolute and 
unqualified right ; it is always made subject to law for reasons pre
sently to be - stated. · 

Religion does not ·necessarily mean a theistic religion. In India 
, I ' . 

it has been ruled that Buddhs and · J ains who do not believe in Odd 
' 

. 

are as .much entitled to t4e enj�yment of this right as those who 
believe in God . 

. This right is included in the 1973 Constitution (in , abeyance) 
among the fundamental rights and its exercise is made subject to law. 
When a fundall1ental right is made subject to law, it has never been 
held that it ,may .be entirely tak�n �:way by the law; the la� can only 
regulat� · its: exercise . . i While religion may .be professed, practised 
and taught, eve� propagated i� . private, its practice, profession and 
propagation in. public may lead . to qom.munal riots and may thus 
raise questions of law and order in a multi-religious society. Law 
has therefore to take note of S\lCh possibilities and make provision to 
prevent such breaches of peace or their apprehension. Further, ' 
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,1 34 From Jinnah to Zia 

if p�rformance of certain religious rites offends against the generally 
�ccepted rules of morality, such as appearing naked in public and 
there is a law to prevent or pun ish such indecent exposure, such law 
will not be held to be unconstitutional on the ground of its violating 
a fundamental right. Thus in America polygamy _ and bigamy are 
criminal offences, and i f  a Muslim is guilty of any such offence, his 
plea that such practice is allowed by his religion wilt .not be a good 
defence. 

I have raised the question of religious freedom as Pakistan is 
being taken or is being given the 4irection of becoming a religious 
State. Some·weeks back I read in the rtewspaper reports (Viewpoint) 
that a member of Chief Martial Law Administrator's Councill intends 
to bar the propagation of all non-Islamic re�i�ions.: _ 

Any such step 
will not o:p.ly be deprecated by democr�tic socie�ies but will. I have 
another . serious implication ·con�erning : ,Isl��� 

'itself. . ' If , �- . man 
preaches in public the sublime . t�achings ,o� Je�Hs of Nazareth without, 
expressly or impJiedly, �«acking IsJam, is Islam so tenuous a thread 
t_hat . mere. _words o(praise fo� _ other re�igions o� their_ founders can 
break it ? The position will, : however� , be otherwise 

.
if �ffensive 

, . . • ' . 1 - . I'• words are used against Islalll, so as to inflam¥ the susceptibilities of_ the 
followers of that religion and . to incite. the� to ,violence. ! ' If t�ere
fore it is intended to restrict the public preaching o( other rleligions, 
_ the principle . stated abqve must . . be b�rne in mind. �bsolute pro-
]#bition will ' -be violative of a . generall� , recognised ' ri'ght and will 

. thr�w back Islam by more thiu1 a th()USa�d ye,ars. -
, 

The ·Moghals in 
- India and the Moors in Spain governed large :portioh of India and 

Spain respectively for 700 years, out never imposed a restriction on 
. other · religions. · Th� same was the case ·with Caliph. Mamun, the 
Abbaside Caliph. - ·  · - ·  · 

· 

. . . . 
. , . I have stated elsewhere �hatislam is 'the most ·tolerant religion 
. and allows· perfect freedom' ofthought. · ·One has inerely:to read· two 
. famous verses of the ·Quran� the s

·
uiit-ul�Kafirun artd the' La Ikraha 

verse to' come to this conclusion. · I 

. But while the President was greeting the Christians on Christmas 
day, one Subhi-Sadiq was proclaiming that ·all other naticmalities .will 
be, eliminated' · from ·Pakistan ePakistan · Times' Lof 27th December, 
1978). · .: . 
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Chapter XIV 

POLIT ICA� PARTI ES AN D TH E I R  I S LAM 

· I have met General ·Muha.lnmad Ziaul Haq twice, once at 
'Rawalpindi at his request and again at ' Lahore� also on his 

.
dir�ction, 

but in a personal matter. · I ca�not d��ci'ibe . the ' det�ils �f 'wh�t 
transpired in the ' interview. In August 1978, he· associated with 
himself four out of nine pa�ties of the Pakfstan National Alliance to 

. help hi� in enforcing Nizam-i�M�stafa. These 'were ' _tl}e M�slim 
League, the Jamaat-i-islanii� 

. 
the · 

. Januat-ul-Ulama-i-Islam� and 
P�kistan . Democratic Party. 'on what principle \ they were selected 

.· was not explained . Nor waiit explained by thes·e jamaats 
'
them

selves why they joilwd the Martial Law G�verriment except that 
t�ey had· so joined because they ·shared Ge�eral Muha:nimad ·ziaul 
Haq's object! ve to �riforce · Islaiu �J.ld to 'restdre . delhocrac'y . in ·. the 
country�. . R�ligion and poiitics ' cannot be separated and these parties 
so far as demdcrac) 'is 'concern�d, s�parat�d it frofli reH�ion because 
if democracy was included in Nizam-i-Mustafa, that 

'
Nizam

. 
alone 

would have covered it: The Pakistan National Alli�rice came Into 
' · '  . ' · , ' _ · 

. '
: , , ·.' · ·  , ·  . · ·. 1 {  ' 

__ 
. 'l · • r ·  ' :' existence because of the hatred of Bhutto , and . 'hatred can riever be 

the fol.m�ation of Islam. 
· · · · · · · · 

And look . at 
. 
the past ·.of these . parties. The , Muslim League 

having been · thoroughly defeated in the . election·· . of '· l954 never 
rega,ined its former position. It was:dead long�before Ayub's · Consti
tution·. Its executive committee ·had not been elected · for :years and 
there was no means of calling . a general meeting.' · Ayub therefore 
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1 36 From Jinnah to Zia 

called a Convention of the League but the in vi tees to the Conyention 
were carefully selected. Only persons expected to support Ayub 
were called. A new constitution for the League, prepared by me, 
was passed in hullabaloo without its being read. 

The second party was Jamaat-i.:.Islami who had described 
Pakistan as 'Na-Pakistan' and the Government · .established by the 
Quaid-i-Azam as Kafirana Government. Its founder has repeated 
this statement about the Satanic nature of such Government on 19th 
January, 1979. He is the author of "Qadiani Masala" but could not 
define a Muslim as excluding the ·Ahmadis from Islam because he 
forgot to state that our Prophet was Nabi-i-Akhuruzaman, or 
Khatimul-MursaJin or Akhar-ul-Nabyeen, . the last -of the Prophets. 
Realising this mistake on the day following the day he was examined 
in the inquiry into the Punjab Disturbances, an application was made 
by Mr. Said Malik, the representati've ofthe Jamaat, that the. question 
4'who i's a Muslim" was · asked without notice. · The application 
_having been rejected_ on the ground that a person who c.alls another 
�(a:fir, is shpposed t� ,know who a M�slim is, the deficiency was _m�de 
good by Amin Ahsan Islahi who gave a long d_efinition 9f a Political 

. -Mus-lim and Haqiqi Muslim. .· Nevertheless he filled up the gap by 
$a,ying that our Prophet was the last of tlie Prophets, a gap which had 
betm left by Maulana Ab�l Ala Maududi. Mian Tufail Mtihammad 
who is now A.ririr-i-Jamaat went 

·
to the ext�nt of saying 'that those who ·�upported th� Quaid-i-Azam's Gover�ment or j!oined it were sinn�rs, 

adding that .
-eve��if 'a pos� was offered to a 

_
Muslim by the Indian 

Government it was his duty to refuse to accept jt. . In his recent 
interview on the television he has said that there was an_ understand
ing between the Jam�at_ an� Quaid�e-Azam to work separately. Can 
anyone, with 

'
a grain of commonsense in liim, accept his statement : 

that there could ·be an agreement between the Jamaat arid the Quaid• ' 
· i·Azam whom the Jamaatwas constantly �busing by calling his con
ception of Pakistan Na-Pakistan arid of establishing a Kafirana 

. Government in the country. If Mian Tufail Muhammad's statement · 

· had been correct, then why did not the Quaid-i-Azam take into his 
cabi�et a member of the Jamaat instead of taking �. Hindu -
(Mandal). 
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. Political Parties and their Islam 137 
The third party whom General Muhamniad Ziaul 'Haq had 

patronised is Jamiatul Ulama-i-Islam, Mufti ·Mahmood's group. 
The Mufti originally ·belonged to Jamiatul Ulama-i-Hind who were 
supporting the Congress· over the Pakistan issue. And it is alleged 
by Shah Ahmad Nura ni that in a meeting of the U. D. F. in 1974 
Mufti Mahmood had declared in the presence of Maulana Abdul 
Sattar Khan Niazi, Pir Pigara and Malik Muhanunad Qasim that he 
was not associated with the sin of creating Pakistan ('Nawai Waqt', 
of 13th September, 1978). In his book "Quaid-i-Azam as I knew 
him" Mr. M. A. H. lsphani has ·disclosed that Maulana 'Kifaitullah 
and Husain Ahmad

. 
had offered that the . Deoband propaganda 

machinery could be placed at the disposal of M:�slhn League if a 
I I I· ' ' 

sum of Rs . 5,000 were placed at their disposal but the offer was rejected 
b�cause the Leagu� had .not a pie in its coffers . . . The . membe�s . of 
the Deoband ·at that time were Shabbir Ahmad Usmani, who later 
became the Shaikhtil Islam, Pa�istan, Mufti Muhainmad · Shaft, 
Maulana Zafar Ahmad Usmani and Maulana Husain Ahniad Madni. 
On the refusal of the League, Husain Ahmad · Madni super·vised the 
campaign against Pakistan ('Pakistan Times� of December 25, 1978). 
This Hussain Ahmad Madni is the same person about whom Allama 
lqbal say� :-

�J-' �.} J�J ..U I..U j.J� � 
�I ��� \1\:" u:l � I  � �_,.: .} j 
..::...wl ok.J j l  � vS" _r;... � .r. .}J� 
t.:...-1 lJJ•&. � i LA... j . � L. \1\-� 
�I .JI -� �.} � �.J u�Y.. ul.c.J &N.-- � w., · 

�I �J_,� rLt ��J � . ·  Jl y ?1 
Mufti Mahmood, the President of PNA was educated at Deoband ; 
perhaps he is the pupil of Hussa in Ahmad· Madni. 

The fourth party was PDP, Nawabza4a Nasrullah Khan's Party. 
The Nawabzada is the President of PDP, but in 1953 he was the 
Secretary General or ' Majlis-i-Ahrar who were responsible for the 
disturbances in the Punjab 1n that year. One of their prominent 
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138 From Jinnah to Zia 

leaders, Maulana Mazhar Ali Azhar, had called the Quaid-i-Azam, 
Kafir-i-Azam and admittedly he coined the coupiet : 

· 1j�:-- :,.S t�l . d £.. o_r--9� SI 
' • I ' j ' �I .;-J� v..S . c::;- ���- H.i � 

Tne Ahrarwere 'first with the Congress, then became nationalists and 
when the)' came to Pakistan became a religious party with a political 
motive. ·' :  

. 

The f�fth 'party, though no member had : been taken
· 
from them, 

but who were · supporting the · Gov�rnment were Khaksars, one 
of ,whose members

. 
made an attemp� on, Quaid-i�Azam',s . life, 

Let . .  General MuhallliUacl. Ziaul�Haq ask these parties the question 
whether before they were taken in 'the Cabinet ·they · ever said Fatiha 
on the �azar of the Qm1i4-i-Azam or joined any c�lebrations whibli 

, I  , • . 1  J '  • ' I , ' ' 

·are held' in his
. 
honO.ur twice a year. The same question may be 

asked of them about Allama IqbaL .They take pride in their 
·superiority complex and I am sure the tr11e answer will be in the 
negativ� ; . '. ; . · . . · · 

• I . • " 1 . . 1..: � c.S I . .. e' . �;J �- . . � .  J H  '7- - � · -' 
� .J c.SJ.:J.� wi.J � c::;- w � S 
u:i ��� � :�r ; J� �� 
. .. .<". � - � • I · ("'" �L; cJ.:f �� rv- r:::!.. td ' � � 

But the irony of fate is that parties who ab.used the Quaid-i-Azam 
and the Mu�lim League were taken i� Government to govern the 
country which Was first conceived by Allama Iqbal and brought into 
existence b'y th� sole efforts of Quaid-i-Azam. · Now they have quitted 
the Government on the _ gropnd that both th�ir objectives have been 
fulfilled. The question is by what standard they governed the country 
while. in office. . Islam, if so which Islam? "For Muslim· self cotn� 
prehension", says M..-. Oetli:v H; K.halid, ' 'in his "Islamic Studie�", 
this 9,uestion 'what act�ally is Islam', surges ·with urgency. For the 
western observers there appears a phenom

.
ena of somewhat �nigmati9 

nature· in, th� fact · that so . many divergent groups · insist on being 
·faithful adherents of the creed, progressive· reformers no less than the 
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Political Parties and their Islam 1 39 

conservative theologians ·. of the toiling masses ; seemingly irreconcil
able opponents lay claim to the s�me religious basis. This naturally 
resulted in a . variety of 'divergent answers. The possibilities dis-

, covered in the . course of the quest for a definition of. true ' 'Isl�m" 
merely highlighted tP.e already existing confusion and further cre�ted. the crisis of identity. For the stakes here are nothing less than the 
meaning of Islam itself. Both modernists and traditionalists · wish 
to reconsider secular life in Islam. The question is .'.which Islam'.' . 
('Islamic . Studies', pp. 239, ,240). . The Is

.
lam of the Shias, of Jamaat� 

i-Islami, of Jamiatul Ulama-i-Islam, .of Brelvis or of .Deobandis. · 

In the s·hia . Political Conference when a Shia A'alim, Maulana 
Abdul Hamid Chandio, said that democracy was not known in Islam, 
sever�l politiCal leaders staged a .walk o.ut .('Musaawat' for December 
1 5, 1978). A Shia Mujtahid, on being interviewed on television was 
a&ked. what was . Nizam-i-Mu�tafa, gave a long reply which was 
blacked out. . : The Shias cannot be ignored in enforcing Nizam-i�· 
Mustafa as they .are educated and powerful section of the �o,mmuni�y, 
having different views on Ushr and Zakat and penal laws. They 
number about 2 crores. Mufti Jafar, their mujtahid, wrote a minute 
of dissent when the Ushr and Zakat were being discussed hut he was· 
o�er�ruled . .  

He , · h�s now thre�tened . �o resign from the . 

Advisory 
Co,uncil . . <;>f . Islamic . Ideology. . Alla�a 

. . Mufti .· Syed Nasiruddin 
ljteh:adi, . Allam.a Shabbir .f\n.sari, Allama. Syed Najamal Hasan have 
said that though they .welcome Nizam-i-Mustafa,. their idea of 
�iz{lm-i-Mustafa, i� di,fferent from that o( Sunnis. 

The .questi'on asked by. �r� IQtalid 
.
is · precisely the same as; 

I asked of th:e various Ulama in 1953, when 1 was holding the inquiry 
into· the Punjab Disturbances·, "Who is a Muslim", Mr. K.halid: 
himself answers · the question as · follows :-

,., . 

'.'The· quest resulted in the ancient controversy between the con
cept of Islam as primarily a spiritual inwardness (Batin) and the other, 
visualising it, first .and foremost, as a social force with emphasis: oru 
its externalities (Zahir). The attitude towards, embodiment of the 
Zahir · or external . aspect, viz, the legal system called Shari 'a, had 
always been revered as a hallowed norm. · But . . in those . ages devia� 
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140 From Jinnah to Zia 

·tion from the sacred standard would be deplored, if in no othet way 
than by sulky acquiescence, if not genuine so at least pretended, in the 
forces that be. The faithful were sustained by the pious �xpectation 
of the day 'when the shari'a would be enforced. Westernisation has 
turned the .tables. With the liberal �ajority of the modern educated 
class, though not explicitly stated, deviations became the aspiration, 
and the reminder of effective shari'a injunctions are only acquiesced · 

in with the hope for their ob�olescence. - In view ·of the increasing 
ad<?ption of outer aspects from the dominant civilization; with 

· ·the concurrent fear of losing part of one;s self, the temptation is 
strong to substitute by making as much as possible of · the inner 
. �pirit"' p. 240. 

There �re 13 sects in Islam, according to Shaikh Abdul' Qadir 
Jilani :more than 150. As there . are rio official· priests in Islam, 
people have different views about Islam: Most of them are followers 
-of · Imam Abu Hanifa and the three other Imams, Malik, Shafi'i, 
Ibni Hanbal. But there are Q.ifferences· among these followers, 

. .  . 
particularly in the Indo Pakistan· Subcontinent. The Barelvis · do 
not see ey� to eye with Deobandis. Shias are heretics · according to 

.. 1Iie Sunnis, · and Shias in · turn call the Sunnis 'as Kafirs. · Gener�l 
Ziaql-Haq should . seek a common denominator from the.se jamaats 
· (according to Mufti Mahmud · agreement on 20 points is necessary) 
and that common denoinimi.tor can .only be the recital. of Kalma-i
·tayyaba, as pointed out by Muhammad, one 'of the two represen
tatives of Khomeini, Lailahaillallah Muhammad ur Rasulallah, of 
being a Muslim as laid down by the Privy Council and _the eminent 
Muslim Judges like Mr. Justice Mahmood, Sir Abdurrashid and 
English Judges before the partition. . Otherwise . you enter a field or' 
·controversy. The Quaid-i-Azam wanted a · modern secular demo
-cratic State based no doubt on Islamic prip.ciples. He was · not 
against Hindus · and ·sikhs, as they were to be equal citizens of 
Pakistan. Yahya Khan was the first person officially to say that 
·Pakistan was won · in the name of Islam. There is a difference 
between Pakistan having been won in the name of Islam and· the 
demand ·for separation of Muslim majority areas. If the non
Muslims had not left or been driven out of Pakistan, there would have 
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Political Parties and their Islam 141 
been Quaid-i-Azam's Pakistan with a secular constitution and not ·the· 
Pakistan as it became in the hands of Jamaat-i-Islami and the 
associate parties. And as regards Muslim exploitatiop. by th� Hindus 
since the Government would have been mainly in Muslim hands, it 
must have done something to prevent exploitation of Muslims and 
dedicated itself to the betterment of the toiling masses, as stated by 
the , Quaid-i-Azam in his speech of 1 1th August, 1947. 

THE SHARIAT BENCHES ORDER 
The First Shariat Benches Order, P. 0. 22 of 1978, was announc-

ed on · I st Muharram. It promised that a shariat bench will be set 
up at each High Court and a Shariat Appellate Bench in the Supreme 
Court. Their fp.nction� would be to deClare a law invalid if it was . 
repugnant to the Quran and Sunnah. rhe measure was hailed by 
Maulana Maududi and others as a landmark in the history of the 
country. While addressing the students of the Law College, Mr. 
Brohi ·admitted that Martial Law · was temporary and was intended 
to fill up a ·  gap in the administration and the Shariat Benches Order 
will lapse after ' the ·elections were held and a new Government was 
installed in office, unless preserved by the . new Government. The 
statement related to a legal position but Mian Tufail Mohammad,.. 
Amir, Jamaat-i-Islami, took a strong exception to it . and suggested 
that the provisions relating to the Shariat Benches must be :incor-
porated in the · Constitution. 

Accepting Mian Tufail Mohanunad's suggestion, General 
Mohanunad Zia:-ul-Haq amended the Constitution · by adding the 

· Shariat Benches Order as Chapter 3A to Part VII of thQ Constitution. 
There · are certain points about the Order which require notice . .  

. The first point is that the Constitution, the Muslim Personal Law,_ 
any law relating to the procedure of a Court or Tribunal or until the 
expiration of three years from the commencement of the Order, .any 
fiscal law or law relating to the leV)t or collection of taxes and fees or 
banking or insurance practice and procedure have been excluded 
from the jurisdiction of Benches. So many and such important law 
having been excluded from the jurisdiction of the Benches., one may 
well ask what rem,ains for the Benches to say that a law is repugnant . · 
to the injunctions ·. of Islam. 
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142 From Jinnah to Zia 

The ' second point is that the Benches cannot touch the Consti
-tution. With the Constitution not being Islamised, it is impossible 
to have an Islamic St�te as the Constitution is the fountain from 
which all laws · flow and derive . their validity. Is the . Constitution 
-being taken as · Islamic ? . If not, it is difficult to see how · the system 
- of laws cail be Islamised , . 

During the inquiry into the Punjab Disturbances I had realised 
this position and while giving a picture of an Islamic State, had 
observed that unless the Constitution is made by ijmai:-ununat any 
provision .in the Constitution which is repugnant to . Quran and 
·sunnah shall to the extent of the repugnancy be void. 

The third point is why Muslim Family Law has been excluded 
from the jurisdiction of the Benches, when it is daily applied to 
f�unily relationship ? , 

. 
· , 

The next point is that suits or other litigation started before or · 

·after the Shariat Benches -Order will proceed in the normal wa� and 
under the existing law. This further redu�es the jurisdiction of the 
Shariat Benches. The Bench has to fix a date on which its decision 
-will take effect. � .  Thus it will be a decision in a particular case. It 
will not be the law for all cases. The ·decision of the Bench will be 
sent to the President or the Governor who shall incorporate it in the 
. legal system, when the decision will be a pa�t qfthelaw. 

· 

In the · statement by 'Yhich Shariat Benches were constituted, 
· ·General Mohammad Ziaul-Haq had declared that no interest. will be 
-charged on . the house building allowan�e,, advanced Qy . Government 
- or Government sponsored institutions, to Government servan

.
ts. up to 

_grade 1 5  . . He has thus admitted the unlawfulness of interest . . 
· The 

question is why interest is not disallowed in ��� transactions because 
what is unlawful from the beginning is unlawful for ail time and for 

I I '� ' I ' 

_ all Muslims.� An interest free economy- will be the tes.t for the· intro-
duction of' Nizaril-i-Mustafa. 

And lastly is the question whether a Presidential Order amending 
- the Cpnstifution, when the Chief Martial Law Administrator is also 
the President, can continue ' after the Martial Law's authority comes 
·'o an end. Will Mr. Brohi's argument then. cease to· apply. 
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Chapter XV 

OU RAN A N D  S U N NAH . 

The Quran is a revealed book, a great book but it is not a 'book 
-of history, chemistry; physics or :astronomy; not even a book of law. 
With its all embracing ethical ·dimensions it is a . superb Code of Life 
ever revealed or written. Together .with sunnah, i� has re�ained the 
foundation of Islamic thought. There · can be no doubt of its 
.authenticity. But /the moment we enter Hadis, which is a record of 
the actions, sayings and approvals of the Holy Prophet, we enter into 
.a field of controversy. That most of the' Ahadis were invented or 
fabricated does ·not admit of any 4oubt. Abu Daud accepted only 
-4,800 out of 5,00,000 Ahadis and Bukhari . relied only on 2,000 out 
-of 40,000 na�rators of Hadis. Acco�ding to Tabqat711l-Kubra 
Abdulla s/o Imam Ahmed bin Hanbal stated . that his father had 
reduced ill;to writing ten niillion traditions which he could repeat 
from memory. And this was despite · the Holy 'Prophet's warning 
that :his sunnah was not to·· be recorded unless ''ye know for a surety". 
And several compil�tio.ns were . burnt .during the K.hilafat-i-Rashida. 
This was d�ne lest the . �

authority of the ·. Quran · be affected. . "My 
·wo·rd do not" the ·Prophet had said "abrogate the word · ·or God 
'but the word of God· can abrogate my sayings" ('Mishkat', Book V, 
. CoL XVI): The Holy Prophet h(m�elf burnt one ·c:oll�ction� two . 
. others were burnt, one by Hazrat Abu Bakr and the other by Hazrat 
Usman ('The Quranic lAw of Crini.es' by Mir Waliullah� Pages 42: 
.and 43). 

. ' - · · ' · . 
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144 From Jinnah to Zia 

A specimen of hadis in Tirmizi is given below :-
"Abu Kuraib said to us that Ibrahim ibn Yusuf ibn Ishaq said 

to us from his father, from Tutata .ibn Musarif that he said, I have 
heard from Abdurrahman ibn Ausaja that he said I have heard 
from Bark ibn Aziz that he said I have heard that the Prophet said 
"whoever shall give in charity a milch cow or silver or a .leather bottle 
of water it shall be equal to the freeing of a slave." 

There is difference of opinion as to who collected the traditions 
first. Some say it was Abdul Malik ibn Juraij of Mecca (died 
A. H. 150) ; others say it was Imam Malik (died A. H. 179). Accord
ing to Ittrafun Nubala there are 140,066 . collections of traditions but 
the most reliable collections are the Siha Sitta which were all compiled 
in the third century A.H. 

It will be evident from the hadis cited by Tirmizi that there were 
many possibilities of error in compilin� ahadis : e .. g. 

I. misunderstanding of the sense ·of the Pr.ophet's saying ; 
2. mistake by one or more · in a long series of narrators ; 
3 . . difference in two narrators, each understanding the hadis 

in his own way; 
4. failure of memory on the part of the narrator ; 
5. · inability of the narrator to understand the ,sense of hadis ; 

6. 'hearer of the hadis, while one person was explaining, · taking 
the explanation . as the hadis itself; . 

,7. · quotation of certain .words of the · Prophet by one n'arrator 
�nd the . . hearer taking it as supporting his own narration. 

The compilers of ahadis, living some 230 years after the death of the 
Prophet were then confronted with a formidabl� task ; they had to 

. separate 
'
the grain from the . chaff.

. 
They formulated certain rules. 

for distinguishing the truth from falsehood, and · had sometimes to 
travel long di�tances t9 inquire into the antecedents of one of a long 
list of �arrator� and acted with extreme, caution in accepting a hadis. 

· Non� ·ofthem beldany public office. Their devotion
.
to work and the 

self-sacrifice they made in completing their task was remarkable. 
It is for this reason that th�ir works are held in such high esteem. 
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The sunnah had become the common law of Islam and the best 
criterion for judging the authenticity of a hadis is whether it was 
practised at the time when these compilations were made and this 

, practice was unbroken to the life of.the Prophet. 
One ofthe books of Siha Sitta, the six correct books, was compiled 

by Bukhari (d . 256 A.H.). The other traditionists were Muslim 
(d . 261 A.H.), Abu Daud (d. 273 A.H.), Tirmizi (d. 279 A.H.), Nasa'i 
(d . 303 A.H.) and Ibn-i-Majah (d . 2J3 A.H.). Their collections are 
not based on any older work and are the result of what they heard 
from the Ravis. The four imams, Abu Hanifa (80-1 50 A:H.), Malik 
(93-179 A.H.), Shafi'i (1 50-204 A.H.) and Ahmad bin Hanbal (164-241 
A.H. ), each of whom founded his own school of thought, had prepared 
their Musnads but these were prepared not by themselves but by their 
disciples. The Musnad of Abu Hanifa was prepared by Qazi Ab.dul 
Muayyed Khawarizmi in 674 A.H. ; the Musnad of Imam Ahmad 
bin Hanbal by his son ano A�u Bakr Qatiee and the Musnad of 
Imam Shafi'i by Muhammad bin Yaqub-ul-Asam. The law is best 
explained when it is applied to the facts ?f a  concrete case to produce 
an equitable decision .but these Imams helo no official position b.ut 
were expounding law· in the �bstract ; they were working in vacuum. 
Thus while these Imams were engaged in pronouncing law in the 
abstract, Muslim armies were engaged in conquering the . world. 
Ibn-i-Rushd tried to separate religion from science and Imam Ghazali, 
Hujjat-ul-Islam, had said the last word on' Islam. After Ibn-i
Rushd there is complete stagnation in scientific inquiry and after 
Ghazali in Muslim religious thought. FoJ the last 800

, 
years �he 

Muslims, who .. were the inventors of science, have produced no 
scientific work worth mentioning and Muslim religious thought has 

. . · remained stationary, . all subsequent writers merely following one or 
the other of four Imams. Even . ,  ;Fatwa-_i-Alamgiri which was 
prepared by a Commission appointed by Aurangzeb and which work
ed for 1 5  .years, breaks no new ground , The Ijma of the Imams has 
closed the door of Ijtihad. 

One of the Prophet's hadis which is generally accepted is "I am 
no more . than a man but when I enjoin anything respecting religion 
receive.' it, and wllen I order anything about the affairs of the worl�, · 
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then I am nothing more than a man" ('Mishkat' Book I, Chapter VI). 
This trad,ition takes away the authority of hadis relating to . worldly 
affairs and introduces secularism in Islam. 

The Shias judge Hadis from their owri point of view and only 
consider such traditions reliable. as are based on the authority of Ali 
a.nd Ahli-bait. They have their own collections of Ahadis and do not 
accept the . traditions compiled by Bukhari and his . cowor kers . when 
they do not tally with their own traditions. They believe that the 
only Islamic form of Government was in the time of the Holy Prophet 

. and therefore ·have different views on Ushr and Zakat and the cut
ting off of hands of the thief. They do not use the word Ushr but 

· Khums, being · 1 j5 of the savings and the net agricultural produce. 
Further they believe that Government cannot collect Zakat or Ushr ; 
their mujtahid only can · do so and distribute the Zakat among the 
persons who are, according to the Shia views, entitled to it. 

MODERNISTS & IJTIHAD 

After the four Imams had completed their work and Ghazali, 
before· 1becoming , a sufi, had adopted Asharite · doctrines, the door 
of Ijtihad was closed. None of the Imams said that after them 
there would he no more ljtihad qut during the time of Umayyads 
·and Abbasides, wheii Ulama. enjoyed ·an official position or had 
become professional jurists, the rpler when he wanted · an opini�n in 
favour of his own views, the Ulama, either under threat or from 
selfish motives, were found too willing to support their �asters' view, 

. . 
till there came a time when they began·.to · put superimposed or dis
torted · versions of Islamic principles. The Schola·rs thought that if 
this · process was continued, the real Islam would be lost in a be
wildering maze of . interpretations. The · 

·only way to ' stop this 
tendency was to declare that the era of independent reasoning . was 
closed and Shari'a had been prepared for all time to come. Thus 
·during ,fhe last 800 years or so Islam assumed and has remained in a 
static form. This period of stagnation continued till the 20th century 
when Shah Waliullah and Iqbaf in India and Abduh in Egypt felt the 
:necessity of breaki_ng this lull .. · Among earlier independent thinkers 
.had ·been Ibn .. i�Taimiya, Sayuti, and . Abdul Wahab . . Those who 
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-believed that the door of Ijtihad was �losed are c�lled m�qallids 
�and the majority of Ulama belong to that category. · ·. Though diffe
rent schools sprang up in early Islam e.g. , the school or: Auzai, of 
Sufian Sauri, of Tabari and the Zahiri, they lasted for a short time an·d 
ihen disappeared. Confronted with a · large number of traditions 
that were current in their time, the four Ini.ams iiwented methods to � 

produce the result which ' appeared to them to be. justified. These 
riletlwds are the (1) Qiyas which means the deduction of legal pro
position from the Quran and · Sunn.ah · by reasoning by analogy. · It 
seeks the motive of the law and the. application · of reasoning in· . one . 
case to the facts of the other case (2) the rai, independent opinio�, 
relying on the precedent when Muaz was sent to Yemen as Governor 
and the Prophet asked him "how will you decide cases", Muaz 

. replied !"according to the book of Allah". ·  "If that book contains 
' nothing about the case,'" the Prophet asked, "then according to the 
Sunnah of the Messenger of Allah. ' ' · "If there i� nothing in the 
Sunnah" asked the Prophet, "then according to my independent 
opinion" replied Muaz, and the Prophet appn)v�d Muaz's alternative. 
This hadis is reliable because both Abu Daud and Tirinizi mention it. 
(3) Istihsan �nd Istislah, to decid,e cases according to justice, equity, 
social conditions, and the requirement of every d'ay life. (4) Advisa
bility which is the guiding principle of Istihsa,n and Istishih. 

Allama Iqbal has discussed at length the changes brought about 
in Turkey. He holds that declaration of Turkey as Republic · in 
OCtober 1923 was not opposed to !slain. The Grand National 
Assembly had declared the seat of Khilafat vacant when ·Muhanunad 
VI left Istanbul for ·Malta, and · the Assembly chose Abdul Hamid 
a�; his successor. In the Constitution of . 1 924 Islam had been 
d�clared . by the Assembly as the State Religion. It · was not till 

. i9'2s that this
. 
clause' relating to Islam was removed, though the 

Khilafat had been abolished in March 1924. By 1939 Turkey had 
become compl�tely secularised. The official language wa:s declared 
to be Turkish and all Shari'a schools had been abolished . . Women 

· got their right of vote in . 1934. Purdah was . abolished and women 
· -became pilots . and learnt to dance. Sunday became the day of rest · 

.�Jl.4·,!t�e . Gregorian Calendar was substituted for the lunar calendar. 
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Roman script was introduced in 1928 and Ataturk went from village 
to village to teach students how to write in Roman. Kamal Ataturk 
was a nationalist and all people were declared .citizens with equal 
rights before the law. His sloga� "Turks for Turkey and Turkey for 
Turks�' went deep into .the hearts of people. He paid special ·atten
tion to agriculture, and · the Ushr on the produce of the land was 
abolished. There were still people who believed in predestination. 
Ataturk taught them that man's destiny was in his own hands and 
that no supernatural force influenced his actions. The law . was 
completely changed and Code Napoleon was gradually introduced. 
Ataturk was ruthless toward the corrupt official�. One Officer 
accepted a cigarette case as a bribe. He was promptly transferred 
to an ambassadorial post; recalled and dismissed. Allama Iqbal 
considers the abolition of Khilafat and the republican form of 
Government introduced by Ataturk the result of Turkish ljtihad. 

It is not a coincidence that the fall of Baghdad, Delhi and the 
Turkish defeat in the World War I produced in each country th

.
e so 

called reformers. The sack of Baghdad made the Caliph a renegade 
to Egypt. A thinker known as Sheikh Khalid Mahmood, in 1950 
published his book "From Here We Start". As usual he was abused 
by the Ulama of Alazhar because he said therein that morality and 
spirituality in the absence of material prosperity, were meaningless. 
He preached secul�rism, birth control and emancipation of Women. 
He was followed by Abduh who attacked Alazl,lar, a relic of the past. 
He attacked the methods of teaching, conservatism, Shaikhs and 
Ulama for ignoring the world trends. He was appointed a Mufti 
and in that capacity he gave a fatwa that painting an4 scrulpture 
were lawful if they did not lead to idolatry and that depositing 
money with banks on interest was lawful. He believed Islam to be a 
rational religion and opposed old interpretatio� and he believed that 
there was nothing. in the Quran against Darwin's theory. He was a 
friend of Jamah.iddin Afghani, though the two differed in religio�s 
matters. 

. Taha Hussain born in 1890 cast a doubt on Quran and Sunnah . and the story of Abraham and Ismail of having built the Kaba. . He 
·sought to make Egypt a part of Europe and his lectures on Voltaire 
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and Jean Jacques Rousseau in the American University Hall were 
attended by vast audiences of young men of Egypt. 

· The old interpretation of the Quran was not accepted by Ibn-i
Taimiya and Abdul Wahab who taught that Islam was not static 
but a dynamic religion which in itself contained forces which would 

· enable the Muslims to �eek scientific and technical knowledge to 
put them on · a  level with the advancing nations of the world. But 
the .most famous of these men was Sir Syed Ahmad Khan who gave 
a symbolic meaning to certain Islamic doctrines, which have been 
mentioned in an �arlier part of the book (See Chapter 1). 

Faizi, a highly educated Indian, agreed with Azad's commentary 
on Fatiha that the object of religion was service of humanity and 
that static

. 
law was. unsuitable to a progressive society, He thought 

that Islam had two sets .of rules, one that do not change and the other 
that cannot .stand again,st change.. He was in fa,vour of complete 
religious freedom. 

J�maluddip. Afghani preached his pan-Islamism while Faizi 
separated religion from politics and made it an affair of the individl,lal. 

Arab Nationalism strikes at the root of a fundamental c<?ncept 
of Islam. No �rab State is religious. · The Arabs revolted against 
the Turks and this revolt was enginee�ed by the "train wrecker" 
Lawrence, called train wrecker beca�se he blew up a train of Turkish 
soldiers, and was headed by the Sharif of Mecca." In r�turn the 
Arabs obtained two kingdoms, Jordan and Iraq; and Saudi Arabia 
was confirmed · in independence. 

INNOVATIONS J.N ISLAM 
When Masud (Khaddar), a member of the ICS, called Khaddar 

because he always wore home spun, following the example of Ibne
Tumarat, Mehdi of Sudan, Zia Gokalp and Kamal Ataturk of Turkey 
started to say prayers in Urdu in. Bagh-e-Jinnah (Lawrence Garden), 
he was interrupted by people on the ground· that h.e was guilty of 
bidat (innovation) and who entertained the belief that Allah · has 
prescribed prayers in Arabic and stopped him. · Th�y forgot that in 
Sura Baqar, 78th Verse, Allah has Himself said "that there are among YOl:l illiterate people. They do not understand the meaning of God's 
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words but from hearsay and they do but conjecture". And in Chapter 
5, Verse 45 Allah h,as .said "Don't go· near prayers when you are in
toxicated unless you understand what you . say in prayers". 
Muhammad Hussain Khan who passed most of his life. in the most 
orthodox country, Afghl;lnistan, in three reigns, mostly in prison, . in 
hi� book "Ever Universal Religion" says at p. 254 "It is 'a curiously 
pitiable phenomenon that the Quran . forbids idol worship because 
the idols do not understand the petitions made to them, and here the 
worshippers of. God do not understand what they say in prayers to 
Him. What fellow will understand a supplication by rote and being 
recited in a foreign language · io his Master. The highest Master 
knows every dialeCt and accepts that whiCh comes ,from the heart". 
It is a horrible mockery, in the words of Sir Arthur Helps, to utter 
pr�yers which are not understood. Besides they te�ch the . rnost 
stupid habit of speaking meaningless phrases and consequently doing 
thhigs which do not tally ' �ith them." Quoting Zia Gokalp. and 
citing the instanee of lbn-i-Tumarat of Sudan, Allama lqbal says if 
the a·im of religion is the spiritualisation of the· heart · then it must 
penetrate the soul of man, and it can best penetrate the inrier man. 
only if its spiritualising words are clothed in the. mother tongue.· 

SACRIFICE 
,Some time ago when Maulana Ghulam Murshid, Khatib of 

Shahi Masjid, in the course qf an Id Khutba happened to s�y that 
sacrifice in places o.ther than Me�c;a on the. occasion of Hajj need not. 
be performed, the Maulvis raised a hue and cry and tJ,le Ma:uiana 
had to leave his office. An A'alim froJ.l! East Pakistan

,
in the. mean

time sent me a well reasoned book in which he no_t only agreed with 
Maulana Ghulam Murshid b\lt also pointed out the economic effects 
of· sacrifi� ()n society . 

. The :pity is that we don't understand the principle ·of a rule, the · 
ratio · legis · of an injunction. We throw stones · at . Satan on · the
occasion of Hajj, but having . done so how many people repudiate · 
Satan in · their :practical life and , a void evil things ? 
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Chapter XVI. 

ECO N O M I C  CO N D IT I O N S  

Of primary importance to Pakistan is the question of its economic 
conditions, because a poor man verging on starvation lacks resis
tance to disease and is consequently an easy prey to it. To persons 
fn that condition it is ridiculous to talk of other, perhaps sublime 
things. · Poverty in Pakistan is 'so widespread that according t� 
calculations 80 P.C. of the people are living on starvation level, with 
�he result that they do not have energy rteeded for their normal work, 
and this is r�fl�cted in their· production. Those who have some 
experience of village life know how wretched are th.e conditions 
there, the small farmer .or labourer 'eating a Chapati with nothing 
more than salted ground chillies. The same i� the posit�on regarditig . 
education. Thevillage boy h�s to go to a distant place where there 
is a school. The Quaid-i-Azam had put special emphasis on the 
betterment of toiling maSses in his speech of 1 1th· August. · 

Reformation of society should be the object of any Govern�ent 
that is interested in the welfare of the people. General Muhamina4 
Ziaul Haq_ .has this· obje9t in view before . elections are held. But 
crime . is on the increase and shows no sign of diminishing. You 

open . .  a .  newspaper and the first .thing you read is some ·robbery · or 
theft or m�der . or some other offence like cheating and . f�aud: · or 
bribery and this despite the c�n�ign punishment that i's inflicted on 
offenders by · public. hanging and whipping. The · preaching and 
talking of Islam has no effect on the general public · crime. In my 
colony, and this is considered to be the safest colony, within the last 
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fortnight there have been four attempts of theft and two instances 
of attempted robbery during the last month (April). The police 
has not been able to trace the culprits in a single case. The law and 
order situation has deteriorated to an extent that people have had to 
make special arrangement for their protection. Bribery is rampant 
in all public offices and has seepe4 down to lower levels or seeped 
up from the lower level to the higher level, with the result that it has 
come to be considered as a normal affair. Why is it so when we are 
Musalmatis ? The answer is not far to seek. It is the increasing 
prices of consumer's goods which has broken the back of the middle 
class and the advancing unemployment which again is the root of all 

· crimes. The first thing that a poor man desires is his bellyful, what
ever the philosophy you teach him. During the last two years prices 
have doubled while the salaries have remained stationary, making it 
impossible for the people to make both ends meet. Inflation is not 
pepuliar to Pakistan ; it is a world wide phenomenon. But despite 
this inflation prices in the neighbouring country are comparatively 
low. He�e to purchase a tractor you have to pay double the price· 
than in India . . We cannot produce a tractor or a car, yo11 have to 
import them, while . in the neighbouring country, India, they manu
facture cars as · well as tractors. India . is self-sufficient in food and 
surplus in sugar while we import millions · of tons of wheat from 
America. Yet Punjab . use? t.o be the granary of India before 
Partition . and despite their comparatively ·smaller 'holdings, Jat Sikhs 
of Inpia, have brought. about what may be called a green revolution. 

Income per capita which reflects the prosperity or poverty of 
a country is very easy to determine. . Ta�e the total production, 
including · in it the pays of Government employees, deduct from it 
the 1nterest if t

.
here be ariy on foreign loans, divide the remainder 

by the· number . of population and you have the annual per capita 
income ,of �n individual. This will hold good in the case of a country 

. ·which does not export or import anything but i'n the world of today 
this is not so simple. There is hardly any . country which does not 
exchange its goods for those of another country. Where such is the 
case you have to take into account the balance of trade, in order to 
determine per capita inc01p.e. You have to deduct the minus 
balance from production and add to it the surplus balance, if any, 
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pro.vided that the exported conunodity. is not counted twice.· -' . The 
position is further complicated 'when your currency is lin�ed with the . 
currency of another country, say the dollar or the pound sterling. 
As the dollar or·pound appreciates in value, you have to pay more of 
your currency per dollar or sterling but in that very situation your 
country· becomes more favcmrable for exports and · less favourable 

· for imports and that is the reason for. the devaluation of currency, 
· to increase exports. From this you can judge what important part 
the population ·of a country plays · · in determining the per capita 
income.· The more · currency · you have in circulation in Pakistan, 
there will be inflation' and the price of goods will rise; This ·happened 
in the time of Mr. Bhutto when ·millions of currency ndtes were 
printed . 

. . We are a heavily p�puhtted countr�,
. 
and population is rapidly 

rising, having jumped, notwithstanding separation of East Pakistan, 
from 5 crores t� 7! crores .

. 
· iThe birth 

.
control system: still functions 

but the Jamaat-i-Islami like the Roman Catholics is against it� vide 
Maulana Abul Ala Maududi's pamphlet "Zabt-i-Taulid"; Marriage 
under Muslim Law is a civil contract for the procreation of children. 
With little curb on this I proc�eation, and with the system of p�lygamy 
and muta marri�ges, the p�pul�tion of the country is bound to go up . 
by leaps and. bounds even if we do not. accept Malthus' th�ory that 
population ·  · increases in . geometrical proportion while agriculture 
increases · in arithmetical proportion. ·. Abortion and .cont�aception 
were quite , oommo:q. and· were wid�ly practised. by midwive� 1 in . the 
harem. Razi enumerates 24 con�raceptives .in his "Quintessence of 
Experience" and Ibn Sina 20 in his Qanun (Rimes N. C., Medicai 
History of Contraceptives, 136) · Increasing population poses a 
serious threat to our economy as it affects our prosperity by .reducing 
income per capita. Since our)�COJ!le p�r capita is low, we are one 
of .the poorest people in the world. . , 

Iran is occupied with: its own problem., Egypt 'With its own, other 
Arab countries differing from Egypt over the Is·rael isstie. Afghanistan 
has created ·a new and complicated . problem.· for us.. While Iran · . 

a:q.d ·. religious · · leaders · . of Pakistan . are . adyocating . · open help . to 
·dis·senters who are fighting against Turkai's Goveinment, the 
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1�4 . .  Fromlinnah to Zla 
-Pakistan Government is treating it .as an . intern.al affair of ,Afg,hanis
tan: . . ·Thus ran ,· effective alliance . between , J;>akistan . and oth�r 
Muslim 'countries appears to be a . farfetched idea. _ Last night, <?11 
Decemb�r. l S; 1978 a.·member of the Muslim C.hamber of Commer.ce,_ 
suggested ' the "idea . ; Of international trade . between the ' Muslim 
countries: His 'proposal was that the Muslim ,countries survey th�ir 
resources '· and see what each .· country . imports . and exports. Then 
a trade alliance · between Muslim . countries be established,. , .each 
country examining its resources . and i�s import and export :r()sition. 

· An alliance of this kind is possible. provide.d . the Muslim countries 
coope_rate. In fact Such an alliance . I had . �uggested jn my book 

· ','Islam aur Tehzib-:i-Hazita" at p. 26�. . . : ,  
Without heavy industry a country cannot rank among progres

sive countries of the world, and heavy industry requires resources 
and teyJ;tnolcig!cal expe�tise. ' · or primary' ' ilnportarice in industrial 
development ' an� coal and iron.

. 
Hydal power' IS replacing coal in . 

countries where they can produce sufficient electddty to meet 'their 
needs. . N ucl�ar energy and solar e�ergy are in an· experimental 
�tag��

.
even in ��-�ntries which ·�re the most �l1vanced ' in ' the woild . 

· We have hot yet 'made ev�n a . beginning in the production 9f nuclear 
and sohir 'energy. We do not have' the· qu·�ntity arid quality of coal 
and iron' for �S to launch a progntirime of' industrial expansion Oh a 

"large s�al� . · F:of' hydal power our hopes centre on Tarbela and oth�r · 
danis but th�y. ,produce enetgy ·which is not even sufficient for 'our 
no�-i�d�std�l use ; (mly -� part of that powe'r is consumed fn, irtdustrial 
undertakings . . w� �r� left 'with·mitural 'gas which 'though substantial 
cahriot satisfy our industrial .require�ents·. · · ' ' 

' 

,OIL· 
· 

, . We produce little oil though Saudi Arabia,, · the ·Gulf States and 
Iran produce millions of barrels a day .. · The source of oil is .supposed 
to be organic, as for instance, forests and living· organisms which lived 
on the e_arth m,illio.ns of years ago. Sev,eral thol.lsand y�ars ago, 
some ' 5,000 years .beforeth�· birth of Chri,st, oil wa� kno�� to men on 
the shor�s of Bl�ckand Caspian seas . .  · The Chinese.·drilled oil several 
centuries bef.qre Christ.,,

' 
. But th� modern 

. 
oil industry was set up . in 

��ma11i� in ���7. Two years . a(ter. this
. 
an· 'oil drilling machine was 
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Economic Conditions 

installed in Pensyslvania in the United States� Hitler's oil needs·. 
were . all met by Rumania. Even now in the · production of oil in 

. Europe it is second only to Rll;ssia. The ·discovery of oil fields in 
Saudi Arabia, Iran and along the Persian Gulf e.g. Kuwait, Abudabi, 
n·obai and Qatar is a matter of recent history where millions or' 
barrels of oil are produced and refined every day. The Arabs who 
get the money from oil spend it in the night dubs of Europe. 

Thus Saudi Arabia has become a super financial power. The 
Saudi Arab money from the sale of oil is so colossal that if· they 
withdrew their bank deposits from the American Banks and deposited 
them in Europe, it can create a banking crisis in America. If that 
is correct why are they afraid of that small strip of land called Israil. 
The reason is obvious ; they don't have sophisticated weapons· of war 
nor does America supply them the quantity they desire. Whereas 
Israel can manufacture · such weapons · and the supply to it from 
America is as much as they need. 

Yet oil is not an inexhaustible commodity. Sooner or later the 
oil wells will dry up. And if during these years they don't indus
trialise _ their countries �nd acquire the technological skill they will 
revert to their original position. 

We in Pakistan, for years together, have been getting the glad 
tidings that oil has been discovered in Pakistan but no material result 
has come out of these tidings. 
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Chapter XVII 

ELECT I O N S. AN D AM E N D M E N TS · TO TH E 
CO N STITUT I O N  

There are more than a dozen parties in Pakistan waiting for the 
November Elections. The first question that arises is whether hi an 
Islamic State there can be any party at all, unless the community is 
split up into two factions , j  the Shias and the Sunnis. The second 
question· is whether minorities can · take part in �lections and be 
members of the legislature with the same rights as Muslims. In my 
opinion it is impossible to put the unbelievers in the ·same position as 
the Muslims, there being no instance in an Islamic State where the 
unbelievers \Ver� included in the law making body. 

· . Se�ts are r�served under the existing law' for the. minorities and 
they are chosen . by the other members of the National Assembly �r 
Provincial .Assembly. but there is · no bar against their standing from 
their o�n electoral ·area. Now they are going to be separated from 
these · electoral areas and they will · have their . separate electorates 
and lose their right to · vote or stand for election · in what were their·. 
electoral areas. 

· . lr the · existing political parties are allowed to stalid for·: electiQn. 
what will ·be the party formation iti the National As�embly dt · a 
Provincial Assembly. It is hardly likely that one party should have. 
such majority as to form the· Government. The result will be that ' a. 
coalition Government or national Government �. will have· to be 
formed. · · But

. 
how long will such Gove�ent !i�st and act as effecti� 

xely . a� a . single party Government. WJll it j�stify the. army to agai1,1: 
Ltake over the administration in its own hands, 
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1 58 From Jinnah to Zia 

. The next . question which is occupying the · attention of the 
President is the system of checks and balances between the President 
and the Prime Ministe� and whether the Presidential or Parlia
mentary system is more suitable in Pakistan. For the · purpose 
the Constitution shall have to be amended. This power is gjveq to 
him by the. Supreme Court b.ut without defining the limits �ithin 
which it can be exercised. Apparently it means that the power 
to amend the Constitution is circumscribed by the law of necessity. 
In England the extent. of equity jurisdiction has been de�ned ,as 
where the Chancellor can put his foot. So in Pakistan the jurisdiq
tion to amend the Constitution depends on what th'e Chief Ma.'rtial 
Law Administrator considers necessary. But the question still 
remains whetller this power is only for .  the period oLiyiartil:;l.l Law 
or it · extends. b�y�nd it. 

. 

· · 

General Muhammad Zia-ul-Haq has expressed the .view that 
elections ·which are scheduled for 1 7th November may be. postponed 
due to internal and external causes, and that if elections are held the 
PPP will be permitted to take part in them. General Zia is too much 
committe4 to hold elections ·on November 1 7, and it will 'be difficult . 
for .him . to .back out of this commitment. Despite the disqualifica- . 
tions and convictions of the prominent members of the. PPP there is a · 
likelihood of that party winning the. election� if they are held in a 

· fair ,and impartial manner. · But before the elections are 4eld power 
may .b,e transferred t� another · aeneral who will tespect 

.
the Islamic 

laws promulgated by General Zia. But �hat after that . General ?  

.Now,' after. three general elections under the existing system, 
it · has · · dawned on .Justice (Retd.) Hamo�d-ur-Rahman that the 
system of proportional representation is � 'rooted;, in the Consti-

. tution of 1Q73, �nd that it is · more suitable . for Pak�st�ll· In this 
�onnectio.n th� instance of Germany has · · been cited ; The object 
and implic.�tions of introductio:Q. · of the new: system are cle�r to · any
one who· has studied the pqsition of parties in this country .

. 
' ' • ' . . ' ' ' • l -

This system has various forms·-:-the single .transferrable . vote, 
cumulative voting . and · the . ·list system. The . . �ystem was tried . in 
Weimer Republic of Germany from 1919 to 1933, and in postwar 
France (until 1951) · and ltaJy (until 1953) . . But it bas sil1ce been 
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Election and Amendment to the Constitution 1 59 

give.n up. The principal objection to proportional representation 
is that it · leads to encourage the organisation of too many parties, 
with the. result that no party has a majority vote in the legislature. 
Under. such circumstances all governments, often lack real authority 
to govern. 

It is a system of voting whereby the elector votes by numbering 
the candidates and the votes in excess of those needed to elect him 
are transferred to others. The system is unpracticable and extremely 
complicated and prevents any party from securing a working 
majority. As the system is extremely complicated, election officers 
who will be taken from the army and the Judiciary, will have to be 
trained in the system. This may delay election which might 
possibly be questioned by a writ, with a stay order, further delaying 
the elections. 

And what about Nizam-i-Mustafa where there were no parties ? 

And why not have functional representation instead of propor
tional representation ? 

There is no parallel between the Federal Republic of .Germany 
and Pakistan, because West 

. 
Germany poUtics follow the Anglo

American .pattern in being essentially a two party rivalry. One of 
these parties is the Christian Democratic Union which with its 
sattelite, the Christian Social Union, enjoys majbrity voting strength, 
with its rival free Democratic Party in close contest. Now if one 
of these parties wins a single member constituency by, say 51 votes,, 
the votes cast by the other party, say 49 are completely lost, _which is 
inequitable. That is the reason why in Federal Republic of Germany 
the system of proportional representation is partially adopted. But 
where there is a plethora of parties as is the case in Pakistan, the 
ad.option of proportionate representation will merely promote the 
multiplicity of parties, some of which can win only a few seats. 
'f.he further distinction is that whereas the constituent members·of the 
federation are also states which have a Republican Form of Govern
ment with ministerial · responsibilities in Pakistan· such constituents 
are mere Provinces, created by the Constitution with defined powers. 
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Chapter XVIII . 

T H E  R ES U R G E N C E  O F  I S LAM 
( M O D E R N ISTS AN D TRA D I T I O N I STS) 

' Sin?e the · assassination of Ali in . 661 A.D. there has never been 
a political state governed by Islamic Laws. According to the Shia 
belief such Islamic State ended with the death of Mubammad (may 
peace be upon him) in 633 A .D. · Thus we have a totaJ period of 
31 years, beginning with the battle of Bad�u, when the Islamic State 
was founded in Madina in 630 _A.D.,  to the assassination of Ali in 
661 A. D. during which the Islamic State functioned according to the 
Sunnis, ·and a period of 8 years of more .only according to the Shias. 

· After ·a lapse of 1318  years two Islamic States h�ve come into 
existence. 

. 
One of these is Pakistan whose aim 

.
is to restore 

Nizam�i-Mustafa in the country. . The other is Iran
. 
who has set 

1 up a ·Revolutionary Council at 
·
the in

.
stiuice of Khomeini, who after 

the Shahanshah of Iran left for Morocco, returned after 1 5  years · of 
. �bsence in Paris. By a ' referendum in favour of Islamic Republic of 
Iran, he has secured an overwhel�ng majority. He has. 'had pre-

. 'par�d· a Constitution for the Constituent Assembly which is · timed· 

to· meet on '31st June or later and which will adopt the Constitution 
already prepar�d by · a  committ�· 'of experts. The beginning of the 
Islamic Republic has been made by putting more than 436 people 
before the firing squad and there is a large list of others who have 
the same fate in store for them. Among those: 'who . have been shot 
are Amir Abbas Haveda, the Prime . . Minister, 

. sev�ral Ministers, 
Generals, and other high officers , who .

· were . executed aftt}l' a short 
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1 62 ' Froin Jinnah to ·Zia 

secret trial by Khomeini's tribunals. The firing squad is as busy as 
the guillotine during the French Revolution.  The persons executed 
were all supporters of the Shah and this was the charge against them. 
But there has appeared a split in Khomeini's party between him and 
another man named Aayatullah Mahmood . Taghliani who in 
Tehran was recognised as their leader by thousands of people. 
The cause for this difference was the arrest by Khomeini of his two 
sons who were tortured and beaten. Now a general order has been 
issued by the Attorney General annulling all warrants of arrest and 
directing that no person will be arrested or . imprisoned without 
proper authorization. Despite this order, about a dozen men were 
shot by a firing squad yesterday (May 8, 1979) . More people have 
since been kill�d .

. 
Taghliani has met Khomeini but the result of their 

talks is not known. The. positiqn in Iran is confused bU;t . a split 
in right-wingers and communists has been more marked. A Su1;1ni 
Mufti . has raised. the standard of revolt in Kurdistap.. .  In the town 
of Masjid Sulaiman, . heavy fighting is reported between Revolution
aries and counter revR�utionaries .and 20 thousand men in . Mahabad 
acclaime.d their · leader Bhajkh Ezze4in Musein.. ln the province. of 
Khuzistan . ther� hGtve been , clashes between Arabs and Khomeini's 
forces in .which 40 people have b�en killed. The :U·S.�A. · Sen�te has 
expressed concern over the executions in Iran l:);nd has clearly told 
Iran that they �onsider them as . off,ending against h�man · rights and 
justice. the Shah in Bahamas in a television interview has regretted 
the happetiings in , Iran and has appealed to the pe()ple to retqr� to 
sanity. He with the Queen arid his sister Ashraf Pahlvi ·and ,othet 
me�bers o

.
f the family ' has since been sentenc�d . to death, at a ' trial 

held in pis a�sence. He has ' now gon� to Mexi.co, with a price . o.n 
his head .

. 
From Maxico ' he has moved' to rana��· ' '• '. ' 

. 

. l{hom.eini hates . �verything . western and has ordered that anyone 
adding the ' word "democratic''

. 
to, t,he

' Islamic Republic of Iran ,will �e 
�r��ted as guilty of treason and �ill be dealt wit� accordingly� 
Deinocr�cy to him . is a weste�n and non-Islamic idea .

. 
Bt�t to.day 

(26th M�y, 1�)79) he has said that freedom ancl jam�uriat (demo�racy) 
is . another name . of Islam. What will

.
be the features of the .Consti

tution_ of the Islamic Republic . of Iran has' hot . been officially 
announced but the main features of the Islamic Republic of Ir�n 
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The Resurgence of Islam 1 63 

11:ave been disclosed by the daily 'Kaihan' of 28th · April, ·1979 as 
:follows :-
l. There will be a constituent assembly to be convened as originally 

arranged but now postponed indefinitely. 
2. There will be a single.:.chambered parliament, inembe:rs of which 

will take oath on the Quran that they shall abide by the princi
ples of the Islamic Republic . of Iran. Their term will be four 

. .  year�. 
3. The State shall nationalize all banking and insurance companies ; 

the State shall also have the pow.er to nationalize other industries 
and agricultural concerns if it considers i't to be 'in the national 
interest. 

4. There s'hall be a Council of Gua.rdians, consisting
. 
of .mujtahids 

who shall supervise Parliament to see that the Laws . made by it 
are Islamic and in · case ' of difference between. . the Council and 

' 
. , . . · . . . I 

the Parliament the matter will be referred to a religious autho
. rity of acknowledged status. ·  

5 . . 'There ·shall be freedom of Press arid' no censorship but this free
dom will be subject 'to the conditions that the Press will not · 
engage in any subversive activity, will not 'offend public decency, 
will n.ot insul� people or tell lie's, ' 

· 6. the constitu,tio� shall outlaw martial law, tt:,lephone tapping or 
ta�pe;i11g with mail. · ' 

. . 

· 

. 

'7 . . The co�stitution .sh�ll giv� , equal rights to men and wome� an� 
provide free education. 

8. Seats will be . reserved for the minorities, .one for Zoroastrians, 
one for Jews and 2 for Christians. 

9. The constitution shall be made 15y the Constituent Assembly. :  

Now an official draft of the constitution has �een published 
·('P�kistan Times,' · June , lO) th� ·main· feitures · 'of which are as 
follows :_:_ 

1 .. ' The draft ·�ill b� op,en .to public sc�uti11Y for a month. 
' 

.2. A council of Examiner.s cons�sting of constitut�onal exJ?.etts . will 
be ele.cted. 
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i64 From Jinnah to Zia 

. 3 . The council will examine the draft for a further period of one 
month, -after which the draft will go for a referendum. 

4. The draft will then be placed before an elected Assembly which 
will consist . of 75 members, elected from all the provinces. 

5. There will . be a single chambered Parliament consisting of 220 
· deputies .  (This · parliament will . include persons who are in 
favour. of popularly elected Assembly) . 

6. The Head of State will be an elected lv1uslim who will have the 
powers :-

(i) to appoint a Prime · Minister who enjoys the confidence of 
the Parmunent. · 

(ii) to call for a referendum to dissolve Parliament, once during 
his four years term. 

(iii) The President . will be the Supreme Commander of the 
Armed Forces, who' 'will have the power to declare war. 

This constitution has beeri rejected by the .Kurdistan Leader, 
Ahmad Mufti Zadah, a sunrii �eader, on the ground that i.t :rp.akes 
Shia Islam the religion of the land. Muhammad Riya who is a Shia 
has said that Shia religion as a state religion would cause concern to 
the sunni Arabs, Kurds and Turkomans.  Yesterday (24th June 
1979) several thousand peoples, called by .Matin Daftri, demanded 
that the constitution must be ratified by 220 members of National 
Assembly before it is put to · a referendum while Khomeini i's · of the 
view that the constitution should, after a month's scrutiny b'y the 
public, be ratified by the 25-member elected Assembly,' before it · is 
put to a referendum. Meanwhile the banking Institutions,· 
Insurance .Companies and some other heavy industries have been 
nationalised. 

In Pakistan some islamic Laws have been passed but neither in 
Iran nor in, Pakistah a full-fledged Islami� State has as yet come into 
existence. The difficulties facing a completely Islamic ·· State have · 
been thrown in the background. Mr. Bhutto has been executed 
for murder, and the PNA has qui�ted the Martial Law Government, 
on the ground that they had joiiied' the Government for the purposes ; 
(1) of enforcement of Nizam-i-Mustafa and (2) for restoration of 
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The Resurgence of Islam 16.5 . 
I 

democracy, and both these purposes have bee� fulfilled, as Elections 
are to be held on 1 7th November. As for the enforcement of Nizam-i
Mustafa, certain laws have been passed, the most important of which 
is the O�der by which a Shariat �ench has been established .in eac� 
High Court and a Shariat Appellate Bench in the Supreme Court. 
Their function will be to declare a law invalid if it is contrary to the 
Ql.lran and Sunnah . . . This Order has been applauded by Jamaat-i
Islami and Ma�lana Mufti Mahmood as a landmark in the enforce
ment of Nizam-i-Mustafa. Analysed, it will be found that this Order 
falls very short of making a beginning in the introduction of 
Nizam-i-Mustafa. Some Ordinances have been promulgated making 
certain crimes punishable in accordance with . Islamic Law. 

In the first place the Shariat Btmches Order exempts from _  the 
jurisdiction of the Shariat Benches some important laws, and by 
providing that other equally important laws will come within the 
jurisdiction of Shariat "Beilches after three years. In the second place 
cases instituted before or after the Order will be decided according 
to the existing law and not according fo Shariat Law. If the elec
tions are held 'as announced on 1 7th. November, 1 979, it will be a 

' question whether Shariat Benches will lapse. . As pointed out by 
Mr .. Brohi, the Shariat Benches Order promulgated by the Chief 
Martial Law Administrator will lapse when the · authority of the 
Chief Martial Law Administrator comes to an end', unless they are 
kept alive by the new .Government that will come into power after 
martial law has ceased. There can be no doubt about Mr. Brohi's 
statement of the position because it is a well established rule of law 
th�t with the t�rminatlon of martial law, all laws made during martial 
law lapse unless the legislature that comes into power afte� the 
elections wishes to retain them. Of course the sentences already 
executed or expired and all other �cts done during the regime will 
not .

. 
be liable . to be questioned� Long ,te�m reforms have been pro

posed by General Muhammad Ziaul Haq but ' it is doubtful �h.ether 
they will survive his r�gime. 

As regards the restoration of democracy as a for� of govern-
. nient, this will not be an Islamic form: of Governnient. Su�h · 

Government was not a part of · <;Jovernment (luring the Nizallf'i• 
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166 From Jtnnah to Zia 

Mustafa. · When Khomeini says that it is a western idea to be hated 
in the Islamic Republic of Iran, there is nd doubt that he is correct. 
But will our Jamaats also accept this · statement by Khomeini ? 
Certainly not. So here are two different versions of Nizam-i
Mustafa, khomeini · saying that · it is treason to add the ·word 
"democratic" to the Islamic Republic of Iran ; in . Pakistan they 
presume democracy as a part of Nizam-i-Mustafa, because they 
deny the assimilative character of Islam. The political parties in 
Pakistan will never .admit that Nizam-i-Mustafa has any assimilative 
character, though from their demand of democracy as another 
demand it is clear to any observer· that in their heart of hearts they 
are making a demand for democracy as an indepep.de:nt demand, 
not included in their demand for Nizam-i-Mustafa. 

At this stag� a vital question arises. Democra�y being � form 
of Government, it embraces all aspects of human life .  If our doctors 
of Law demand this form of government, how does it affect their 
demand of Nizam-i-Mustafa ? Are they not . deliberately dec·eiving 
themselves in their claim of Nizam-i-Mustafa ; since that Nizam does 
not in fact offer them a democratic form of Government. They ask 
for a Nizam which is perfect in all respects, to whicp nothing can 
be added , and from which nothing can be suptracted. Democracy 
being ·merely a form of government, did not Nizam-i-Mustafa have a 
government and the laws which that Government admi11istered ? 
Was · democracy a part of that .Nizam. If not, the demand for 
democracy. comes in conflict with that Nizam. 

General Muhammad Ziaul Fiaq did. not make 'the Islamic Laws 
for a temporary period, to be amended or revised by the legislature 
that will come into power after.'the November Elections. Therefore 
he w111 see to it that these laws are retained by the legislature that 
comes .illto power after the November elections. How .he do�s it i� 
a matter of guess, - and I do not venture to make any guess. 

. 

ISLAM IN INDIA AND ELSEWHERE 
. In . d��llng with the subject of reinterpretation of Qutari we had 

better begin with a thorough traditionalist, Sheikh Ahmad bf Sirh�md, 
called . Mujacldad A1f ·sani, belonging, to the sect of Sufis of · the 
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The Resurgence of Islam 167 
Naqshbandi : Order. He . is called Mujaddad because he · attempted 
to restore Islam to its original form. He was· born in , the time of 
Jahangir and !}is effort was to clean . Islam of the impurities which 
had come to cling to it during the Muslim's long contact with the 
Hindus . H,� \Vas specially against Akbar's Din Ilahi and against the 
Hindus who were idolators . and deserved the treatment of idolators. · 

He was, therefore, in favour ofimposing Jizyah onthem which 
had been abolished by Akbar but reimposed by Aurangzeb whd 
followed the teachings of the Sheikh when he became the Emperor. 
The Sheikh thought that Shariat had been losing its hold on the 
masses and attempted ·to revise it in its pristine glory. Though he 
was himself a Sufi, he differed .from the other orders of Sufis who 
merged themselves in God. His teachings created a split between 
the Shias and the Su,nnis also. 

Aurangzeb was a great Moghal · Emperor but his successors 
were mere nin-compoops, with the result that in Mohammad Shah's 
time Nadir Shah attacked and ransacked Delhi, and took away 
the · peacock throne and · the Kohinoor diamond. and all the weaJth 
of Delhi. 

, 
, ·  ' 

· Ahmad Ibn-i��bdurrahim, commo�1y known as . Shah Waliullah, 
was the first person who revived the theory of Ijtihad· in India, 
naniely, independent' opi11ion in religio�s m�tters. He was also a 
traditionist and believed in the Quran and Sunnah . but he claimed 
for hiiriself the right of forniing his . . own conclusions by interpreting 
them. ' He was born a few years before Atir'arigzeb's death at a time ' 
when' the Moghal empire was at its lowest ebb. Isla:mic commands, 
according .to Shah Waliullah, had to be followed for their social 
benefit and . they' have ' to. be judged by the benefits whi�h they con
ferred ' on the Muslim·s. He tt�ught that if Isla1n was followed as 
was' ruled by the 'jurists at the end" of the lOth century, . it wopld 
endanger the. Muslim' socie�y. · �e believed . in th� victory on ,the 
battlefield and · invited Ahmad · Shah Abdali from Afghanistan. 
Accordingly Abdali canie, fought the . third battle of Panipat with 
Marhattas · , in · 1 761,  · defeated ' them and · entered Delhi. Shah . 

Waliullah believed · that success in religion depended on the political 
power of the Muslims. ' It was for the reason that_ wlien he saw the 
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168 From Jinnah to Zia 

decline of the Moghal Empire he invited Ahmad Shah Abdali .  Thus 
religion meant to him acquisition of political superiority. 

Even · before Shah Wallullah's time Sirajud Daula, the Nawab 
of Bengal, had attempted to prevent the advance of 'the . British and · 
their colonialism by fighting but was defeafea in the Battle of Plassey 
in 1757. Tippu had fought with the British in defence of the faith 
and was. with his soldiers killed at Sirangapatam in 1789. Syed 
Ahmad Shahid had

. 
founded at Calcutta the movement called 

Tariqat-i-Mohammadia to which �housands had flocked.. He .  went 
to the tribal area, N.W.F.P. and . Afghanistan and declared Jihad 
in J870 but though he gathered there a ·  following of almost 600 
people, he with Shah Ismail Shaheed and his followers was killed at 
Balakot by the Sikhs. 

In Morocco, Abdul Karim revolted against Spain and then 
against the Fren9h but on being captured by the F�ench was banished 
from the land. Ahmad bin :ijjlla . fought �gainst the French who had 
ruled Algeria for 1 50 years and after seven years struggle in which 
one 1nillion Algerians died won independence for Algeria. Soekarno 
in Indonesia was engaged in whining freedom from the Dutch. Thus 
from the battle of Plassey, ri�ht through the 1 8th century up to today 
Islam has been struggling for supremacy. Even the Mutiny of 1 857 
is considered by some historians as a war of independence though �t 
resulted in the trial and banishn1ent of Bahadur Shah Zafar after 
which the crown took the administration of India into its own hands .. 

The spirit of search, kindled by Shah Wa.liullah, was everywhere . 
The sect of Ahli-Hadis �came into existence i� imitation of A}?dul 
Wahab in ·Arabia . . This sect believed that apart from the Quranic 
commands no Islam.ic doctrine was fixed for all time to come and 
that the sunna ·was liable. to

. 
scrutiny. . They did not feel bound by 

· the opinion of ancient jurists and were therefore call�d GHAIR 
MUQALLID. · They don't belong to . any recognized school . of 
Sunnis and denounce the worship of saints and sufis. They are 
called Ahl-i-�adis because if after scrutiny they find a hadis which is 
reliable, they attach to it a position which is next only to the Quran. 
The Ahli Quran completely discarded the Hadis in, view, of its in-

. :firmity . . Of the post p1utiny thinkers Sir Syed Ahmad_ I(h�n stands . 
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The Resurgence of Islam · l69 

, alone, unapproached and unapproachable in his exposition of Islam. 
A part of his religious beliefs and his exposition of Quran has been 
given . in Chapter. I. • ,  He believed . that Islam · was the. most natural 
religion of all .  Everything said in , the Quran accorded with ·ascer
tained laws of nature. i He therefore- interpreted the Quran accord
ingly. . This brought him in conflict with ahadis . .  -He dispensed with 
them unless they were consistent with the Quran as interpreted by 
him. He , was in · favour of western education and had no ' belief in 
Maktabs and Madrasas that were functioning in his time, teaching 
the students parrot-like repetition of Quran. He established at 
Aligarh, the Aligarh · College, which produced men who loved Islam 
and favoured modern trends. ·He had his own way of interpreting 
the Quran and did not . feel bound by the interpretation that had 
been given to it at the end ·  of ,the lOth century. He was. against the 
amputation of limbs as a punishment for certain.crimes. 

As against all this, we · have Maulana Azad, Jamiat�ul-Ul.ma-i
Hind and Jamia Millia near Delhi . Maulana· Azad thinks that all 
monotheistic religions are tl'ue,

' ' o�ly the' mode of wors11ip being 
different. His commelitary o'n Surat�til�Fatiha' is a·s deep and con-

. vincing as any o'ther ' comme·ntary ever written . He was · against 
Pakistan , on the grou·nd that for a large continerit of which he was a 
citizen,, ' lle would not have a small' strip of land and be . its citizen . 

Siniilari'y Jamiat-ul-Uhtma-i�Hind were agaihst the establishment of 
Paki�tart'. ; ·' They were with the Congress· and supportei·� ofit� ideo
logy. ·.The i�mia Millia fourided by Dr . .  ·zaldr IIu�sain� later 
President of ' India, 'thought that Hindus and Muslims- '  had to li�e 
together and Muslims were Indian citizens in the same sense and 
the same manner as the Hindus; . 

· FAMiLY LAWS ORDI�ANCE . .  
But nowhere else are the · diffetences · between · modernists and 

traditionalists as apparent as · in the case of Family Laws ··Ordinance. 
The Government thought that on three points the law relating to 
family relationships required re-examination. Th�se were {1) the 
disherison of a son who had lost his father from the property of his 
grandfather when other sons of the · grandfather were · alive (2) tpe 
b�� against a wife who had been finally divorced .(Talak Bain) against 
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1 70 From Jinnah to Zia 

marrying her husband without undergoing a marriage with a third 
person and consummating the marriage with him (3) the right of the 
husband · of having more than o�e wife; without sufficient ground 
for the second marriage. Therefore a Commission headed by Sir 
Abdur Rashid, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, was appointed 
to re-examine these three matters . The Commission recommended 
that the. law on all these points was being wrongly interpreted by the . 
traditionists .and gave their opinion against all the three points. They 
held that the grandson in the circumstances could not be excluded by 
his uncles from his grandfather's property. That the restriction against 
the wife remarrying her husband without her marrying a third person 
and consummating the marriage and on being divorced by him was 
wrong. And the right of the husband taking another wife in . the 
presence of his first wife without assigning any reason, though it was 
lawful, but the husband so taking ·another wife without the permission . 
of the arbitration council made himself liable to fine. 

· . · · When I joined t.he Ayub Cabinet in 19�2 there were demonstra
tions against these l�ws which had been . enacted by an Ordi�ance, 
embodying the Commission's recommendations . .  The Maulvis 
protested against the Ordinance urging its repeal ; the women urged 
to retain it. But . since the repeal of the Ordinance was not moved 
. by any member, it remained on the. Statute book and is still the law 
and h1;1.s now been excluded from: the jurisdiction of the Shar:iat 
Benc.h:es . The Commission consisted · seven members including 

. . :rv;taulan� Ihtishamul Haq who wrote a note of dissent, ��b()dying 
the orthodox views. · · 

PRINCIPLES OF ISLAM 

The mo,dernists think that instead of Orthodox Islamic Law, 
the principles, of Islam should be made the basis of the legal system. 
These principles have been defined by the Quaid":'i-Azam as follows :-"-

No theocracy. 
Social justice. 
Equality, especially equality before the law. 
Unity among the Muslims. 
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The Resurgence of Islam 

Betterment of the toiling masses. 
Faith, meaning confidence in oneself. 

· · Discipline. 
Brotherhood of man. 
Fair opportunity to all . 

17! 

Reference to Ayub's speech at Tando Allahyar, before fl?.embers 
of Darul Ulum, has already been made. That speech .correctly 
represents the function of religion and the relation between life and 
religion. · Ayub also made on occasions stray references to Islam 
which again represent his attitude towards religion. The following 
state,ments which he �ade from time to time are his views which deal 
with the principles of �slam :-
1 .  . Religion is f�r man and not man for religion. 
2. An Islamic constitution did not however mean that Pakistan 

should re�ert to .b'ackwardness. Islam is a progressive re,ligion 
and a religion for all times and . people. If being a Muslim 

' means going back to the system of 1300 years ago, then he was 
not for being a Muslim. _ 

3. . Fear of God, love, 10f humanity, help to the poor and care. of the 
orphans are the basic prinCiples of Islam which can never perish. 

4. As to the assimilative character of Islam he said : "Take what 
is clean� abstain from that which is unclean." 

s:  Ayatulla Khomeini, leader of the Islamic Republic ·of Iran, has 
as'ked the nation to. vote for · the 75 m�mbe'i· constitution com
mittee who believe in. Islamic principles and not in . the Shia 
sect. Let me dose this chapter with the remarks · made by 
Abbott at the end of his book "Islam in Pakistan." "Pakistan 
has . so far produced few theologians to take their place among 
the · modernists · but their appearance must soon be expected 

. . unless the · process of religion or unless the idea of religion itself 
·has no pla�e in the modern world". · 

SECULARISM IN ISLAM 
Islam aims at creating an egalitarian · society, · namely, a society 

in which man cannot exploit · man nor can take advantage of the 
helplessness of those wh.o are less fortunate, and due to circumstances, 
remain in perpetual poverty. In Nizam-i-Mustafa the State of Islam 
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was affluent with money flowing into the Treasury from Khums, 
Zakat, (including. Ushr) and the capitation · Tax (Jizyah). Khums 
is no longer available as Jihad with its corollary of 1 /Sth ofthe booty 
seized in war coming to Baitul Mal is not · now the kind of war that 
Islam had to engage itself in conquering the world. Capitation Tax 
(Jizyali) can no longer be 'levied on the people . of the: book or the 
:idolators . All that is left of the ancient system of taxation is there-

. fore Zakat. Though ·. there is the . instance of Musaylimah Kazzab 
· with Whom· Hazrat Abu Bakr waged ·a war because he .declined· to 
:pay Zakat, there is no instance il1 Islamic history where the· State used 
its coercive p�wer to realize this due which people vciluntatily spent 
on relief of the poor or deposited in the Baitul M�l. ' · But assuming 
that the State can b'y law re.cover Zak�t, the proceeds from it ·will be 
.quite ,insufficient to the growing n�eds of. the . State; Thus. taxes 
which were no� l�vied in ·Nizam-i-M�s.tafa will. have to be levied if 
they.are not repug:11ant to . Quran and Sunnah . .  In the s�me n,tanner 
laws which are not opposed to the Quran and Sunnah may be law
fully passed. Existing laws are thousands in number wi?.ich do not 
contravene, directly � or indirectly, the .QQr3;ni and Sunnah. They 
mostly relate to activit�es on which :�either the Quran n?� Sunnah 
had anything to say, and oli. the authority of the tradition,, "If 
I order you to do something dealing with yqur religion, do . it. Bu� 
if I order you to do something on the basis of ll1Y opinion, · well� I am 
only a· human being, you know the affair� of the wo�ld better"' are 
·valid and constitute the secular part of Islam. · 

B�t as to , tb� res�riction that laws · should not be ·repugn�nt to 
;Quran. an,d. Sunnah, , different views have been. taken of them. As 
·will be; apparent fr.om what I have said about the Order and Ordi
nances, while the PNA was as�m�iated . with �he President; they 
represent the orthodox view . . If you slavishly follow· the ancient 
jurist's interpretations, yoti make · Islam stationary but if you practise 
'ijtihad, . you can make Islam a ,progressiv" l�ligion,. as ch�nge . is the 
greatest sign of God. .· The Order. and. the . Ordinance� pre�ent .. . a 

. :grim · and dreadful picture of Islam and ignore the;
. 
forgivi�g .  and 

-�erciful. attril>utes of Allah, 
. . . . . 

· · 
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The Resurgence of Islam 17! 
President Zia is a religious minded person but he is not a .  

theologian. Misguided by  some members of  the PNA, he  has , 
passed some substantive criminal laws which, except one, are opposed 
to the plain terms ofthe Quran. The Shariat Benches,

" 
which were 

applauded by the Jamaat-i-Islami and Mufti Mahmood as a- land-
. mark in the history of the· country, being subject to so many limi
tations, are a ·  useless institution . · Zia ·has done and is doing some 
substantial work which is essentially secular. Would it not have been 
better for him and the country, if he had engaged himself to matters. 
which are secular and the need of the hour, instead of devoting his. 
time and energy to introduce the so called Nizam-i-Iyfustafa. 
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FROM JINNAH TO ZIA 

Justice Munir's book FROM JINNAH TO ZIA was appro:. 
priately thned ':for publication in September 1979, the autu- · 
mn of our discontent . . Immediately it was acclaimed by all as 
a "hard hitting, open and controversial" book. Within weeks · 
it was a runaway bestseller, breaking all publishing records in 
the country, and going into a second edition before the year 
was out. 

The book was reviewed with great alarm and hostility by cer- · 
tain sections of the orthodox right wing, while the extreme 
left chided the author for being too timid and for showing 
misplaced concreteness in dealing with the crisis of the. P.akis
tani state. In short, it was received with a blitzkreig of lite
rary, ideological, political and theological criticism. Edito
rials, front page articles, book reviews and public comments 
of e�ent figures either praised it or condemmed it �equi
vocally. Such comment has continued to flood and inundate 
the p olitical and cultural landsc,pe occupied by Justice 
Munir's view of Pakistani history froin Jinnah to Zia. 

In this book the learned former Chief Justice of 'the Supreme 
Court of Pakistan, who first articulated and upheld the fam
ous 'law of necessity' (whereby hangs a Pakistani tale), asks 
the most relevant questions of the time. Was the new ·Pakis
tani state a secular or. theological one? How have· subsequent 
leaders arid regimes visualised the nature of the state, and to 
what consequence? What is the form· and content of the ide
ology of Pakistan? What is the nature of the relationship 

· between certain political parties, iike the Jamaat-i-Islami, and 
Islam and Palqstan? · How will recent amendments · to the 1973 Constitution affect the body politic of this · country? . 
How can the resurgenc.e oi lslam be placed in the wider con
text of geo-political changes in the Middle East and the South 
Asian region? · · · 

Justice Mohammad Mu.nir is singularly placed to comment on 
political change in Pakistan. He_ has served as the Chief Jus
tice of the Supreme Court of Pakistan and later as a federal 
Law Minister. He is the au thor of the famous 'Munir Report ' 
and several books on law and politics. He brings to this new 
boo!� a candid and ou tspoken freshness; an eye for detail and 
the sweep of history, qualities which first marked his earlier 
ou tstanding contributions in the Munir Report in :the 1 950s. , 
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